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Executive Summary
This document has been prepared in response to the Madoc Township Fire Department’s (MTFD)
request for consulting services to develop a Fire Service Review (FSR) that will provide a framework to
guide policy, organizational, capital, and operational planning decisions.
An FSR traditionally focuses on the identification of fire hazards and planning an appropriate
response. Today, hazard or risk assessment has expanded well beyond the fire problem in the
community to include emergency medical incidents, hazardous materials incidents, and many other
emergency situations. As such, to help mitigate these emergencies as much as possible, more
emphasis is being placed on fire prevention and control systems as communities attempt to
effectively reduce fire related losses.
Current challenges faced by the MTFD are like those faced by many rural/urban interface fire
departments in Ontario. Increased rigour from statutory and standards requirements related to
firefighter health and safety, increased skills and competencies required, changing work patterns, and
increased emphasis on prevention and public education are examples of common themes.
This document includes plans for current needs relating to equipment, facilities, human resources,
fire prevention and training, as well as the many external influences that impact the fire service.
A review of past and present service levels was completed, keeping in mind the overall goals and
expectations of the Department. Based on the review, a set of recommendations have been provided.
To assist with prioritization and implementation, the recommendations provided by Emergency
Management and Training Inc. have been broken down into the following timelines:
•
•
•
•

Immediate – should be addressed urgently due to legislative or health and safety
requirements
Short-term – 1 – 3 years
Mid-term – 4 – 6 years
Long-term – 7 – 10 years

Through meetings or interviews with the Fire Chief and other stakeholders, the consulting team was
able to complete a thorough review of elements working well and those requiring improvement
within the MTFD.
As a brief overview, the general themes of the recommendations can be summed up into the
following main categories:
•
•

Updating of the Establishing and Regulating Bylaw and Emergency Preparedness Program
Review of dispatching services
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•
•
•

A more focused effort relating to fire prevention, public education, and community
involvement
Fire station requirements, including fire apparatus and equipment
Increase in Department staffing complement, in particular, hiring a full-time fire chief.

The following chart provides an overview of the recommendations that can be found in each section,
along with suggested timelines for implementation. A more detailed chart including estimated costs
can be found in Section 10.
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Recommendations and Associated Timelines
Rec #

Recommendation

1

It is recommended that a full review of the 2015 Establishing & Regulating
By-law document be completed to include the following items:
•

Suggested
Timeline

Incorporate, where appropriate, any references to NFPA
standards and OFMEM Guidelines that the Fire Department
deems relevant to services provided and is supported by Council,
such as:
o Measurable service levels that can be reported to Council on
Short-term
an annual basis.
(1-3 years)
o Composition of the Department to represent the level of
service to be provided as outlined throughout the FSR.
o Updating the document’s language to reflect recent
legislative changes and/or inclusion of supporting NFPA
standards.
o Fire Chief should have the flexibility to increase staffing
marginally as required to keep numbers up to plan for
anticipated retirements and/or promotions of the firefighters.

2

It is recommended that the Fire Chief review and revise existing policies
and SOGs and develop new policies and SOGs as required.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

3

It is recommended that the Madoc Township Fire Department ensure it is
compliant in all areas of the OH&S Act.

Immediate

It is recommended that the Township of Madoc Fire Chief continue
performing the duties of a Fire Prevention Officer/Public Fire Life Safety
Educator.

Short-term
(1-3 years)
and
ongoing

4

5

6

7

The Fire Chief review the fire inspection program to identify levels of
desired frequency as noted in the FUS Suggested Frequency Chart,
annually tracking the number of hours spent on inspections.
It is recommended that the Community Risk Assessment be completed as
per Ontario Regulation 378/18 and the Fire Protection and Prevention Act
1997 (FPPA) by July 1, 2024.
It is recommended that the MTFD begin annual inspections of high-risk
occupancies. This should include fire safety around farming operations.
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Rec #

Recommendation

8

The Fire Chief to contact the FUS office locate a copy of the most recent
survey and inquire about what would be required to conduct an updated
assessment.
It is recommended that MTFD investigate the inclusion of residential
sprinkler systems as part of their fire safety messaging, in their fire
prevention and public education initiatives.
It is recommended that job descriptions be reviewed and updated
accordingly.
It is recommended that a staff member of the Township be assigned to
assist the fire department with its administrative duties 16 hours per
week.
It is recommended that a new computer system be purchased for the Fire
Chief’s office and that a file back-up system be in place.
It is recommended that the Township of Madoc hire a full-time Fire Chief
that would work a 35-hour week and be on-call after hours.

9

10
11

12
13

14

15

Suggested
Timeline

An option would see the Townships of Madoc and a neighbouring
community collaboratively hire a full-time Fire Chief.
It is recommended that the Fire Chief assume the role of CEMC for the
Township of Madoc, dependent on the Fire Chief’s role being a full-time
position.
To verify the training programs are meeting related NFPA (and other)
training program recommendations, the Training Officer should identify:
•
•
•
•

•

What training programs are required in relation to the services
that MTFD is providing.
The number of hours that are required to meet each of those
training needs.
Resources required to accomplish this training.
Joint partnerships with bordering fire departments and private
organizations that can be entered into to achieve the training
requirements identified by the Training Officer.
An annual program outline at the start of each year to the Fire
Chief, with noted goals and expectations and completion success
rate.
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Rec #

Recommendation

Suggested
Timeline

16

It is recommended that all training records be maintained electronically,
and a back-up storage system be in place in the event of a computer
failure.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

17

It is recommended that the Fire Chief complete NFPA 1033, Standard for
Professional Qualifications for Fire Investigator.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

18

it is recommended that the firefighters be tested for N-95 masks and this
should be done on the alternate years of the SCBA masks to control the
financial impact on the budget.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

19

It is recommended that the MTFD review opportunities to build or
acquisition training props and these shall be built in accordance with
NFPA 1402, Standard on Facilities for Fire Training and Associated Props.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

20

It is recommended that the MTFD increase the number of training hours
for each training session to three (instead of two hours) and conduct
three training sessions per month (instead of the present two sessions).

Short-term
(1-3 years)

21

Fire Prevention Officer to closely track time spent on each of the Fire
Prevention activities. Reporting should include clearly identifying the
number of public education events and the numbers of adults and
children reached.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

22

It is recommended that an OFMEM Standard Incident Report be
completed upon completion of Public Education events for statistical
purposes.

Short-term
(1-3 years

23

It is recommended that the MTFD place priority on educating residents
furthest from the fire station on fire safety and preventing fires from
occurring in the home.

Short-term
(1-3 years

24

It is recommended that all fire prevention inspection reports be filed
electronically and supported by a back-up filing system.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

The Fire Chief present a response time goal for the approval of Council,
which may reference the NFPA 1720 – expectation of 6 staff in 14minutes (80 percentile), and that performance measures are
continuously monitored.

Immediate
(0-1 year)
and
ongoing

25
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Rec #

Recommendation

Suggested
Timeline

26

It is recommended that the MTFD complete a review to determine if it
would be worthwhile to implement a response app such as “I Am
Responding.”

Short-term
(1-3 years)

27

The present dispatching agreement with the current dispatch provider
should be updated to include NFPA 1061 and NFPA 1221 standards and
those identified by the fire service for internal performance
measurements.

Immediate
(0-1 year)

28

The Fire Chief should continue to investigate opportunities to promote
retention of the volunteer firefighters as noted in the OFMEM document.
The Fire Chief should continually recruit for volunteer firefighters in areas
that are presently understaffed or have issues with response numbers to
calls.
EMT is also recommending:
•

29

Enhance merit pay for those that take on other department
responsibilities that have in the past not been recognized for merit
pay.
• Annual performance pays for those who attend more than the
minimal percentages of training nights.
• Annual performance pays for those who attend more than the
minimal percentages of annual responses.
• Recognition and support for those who want to attend Fire College
courses by using vacation time from their full-time employers.
• Implement an increase in training pay to be 3 hours per session so
as make the sessions more wholesome in nature.
The Department should continue its ongoing efforts towards certification
for staff for each position (that requires or recommends certification) and
ensure that certifications are maintained.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Short-term
(1-3 years)

30

It is recommended that the Township of Madoc construct a new fire
station to meets the needs of the fire department and a growing
community.

Mid-term
(4-6 years)

31

It is recommended that the Township maintain a schedule that complies
with the FUS and NFPA recommendations on the replacement of vehicles
from a first line to a second line unit.

Short-term
(1-3 years)
and
ongoing
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Rec #

Recommendation

Suggested
Timeline

The industry standard for the design and replacement of vehicles is the
NFPA Standard 1901 and ULC S-515-12. It is recommended that these and
other related NFPA standards relating to vehicle design, replacement, and
refurbishing, be utilized.
32
33
34

35

36

37

It is recommended that the equipment found in the passenger
compartments of the apparatus be removed or secured by way of holders
or compartments.
It is recommended that all, of the MTFD apparatus are weighed to ensure
they do comply with the manufacturers weight specifications.
It is recommended that the Department ensure its maintenance programs
on all the small equipment such as ladders, breathing apparatus, small
engines, ropes, and hoses on an annual basis or otherwise based on
manufacturers recommendations.
• NFPA 1932 Standard identifies the type and frequency of testing
for ground ladders.
• NFPA 1983 outlines the testing process for life safety rope.
• The Health and Safety Act also makes note that all equipment used
by workers must be in good condition.
MTFD should adhere to these standards, the OH&S Act, and any related
manufacturer’s recommendations.
It is recommended that the MTFD purchase SCBA masks for each
firefighter and that they have been FIT tested in accordance with CSA
Z94.4-11, Selection, Use and Care of Respirators.
The Township must ensure appropriate water sources for firefighting
efforts including the maintenance and repair of dry hydrants and
identifying other water sources.
It is recommended that the MTFD enter into discussions with FUS about
acquiring their Superior Tanker Shuttle Accreditation.

Immediate

Immediate

Short-term
(1-3 years)
and
ongoing

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Immediate
Short-term
(1-3 years)
Short-term
(1-3 years)
and
ongoing

38

It is recommended that the Fire Chief continue to work with the Finance
Department to more formally budget for the testing and possible
replacement of the Department’s small equipment stock.

39

It is recommended that the Township of Madoc review the advantages of
Short-term
implementing a Development Charges By-Law as a means of assisting with
(1-3 years)
the future capital projects.
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Rec #

40

Recommendation
It is recommended that a Fees and Insurance Recovery By-Law be
developed and implemented for services provided by the MTFD.
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DEFINITIONS
Immediate
Short-term
Mid-term
Long-term

Recommendations that should be addressed urgently due to the
legislative or health and safety requirements
Recommendations that should be addressed within 1 – 3 years
Recommendations that should be addressed within 4 – 6 years
Recommendations that should be addressed within 7 – 10 years

AED
CAD
CEMC
CISC
CRA
CRTC
DPG
EMT
EOC
FESO
FFS
FPO
FPPA
FSR
FUS
GVWR
HFSC
IMS
IP
IRM
MFP
MSDS
MTFA
MTFD
NFPA
NG 9-1-1
NIOSH
NIST
OFC
OFMEM
PE
PFPC
PSAPs

Automatic External Defibrillator
Computer Aided Dispatch
Community Emergency Management Coordinator
CRTC Interconnection Steering Committee
Community Risk Assessment
Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission
Dwelling Protection Grade
Emergency Management & Training Inc.
Emergency Operations Centre
Fire and Emergency Services Organization
Firefighter Survival
Fire Prevention Officer
Fire Prevention & Protection Act
Fire Service Review
Fire Underwriters Survey
Gross Vehicle Weight Ratio
Home Fire Sprinkler Coalition
Incident Management System
Internet Protocol
Integrated Risk Management Approach
Master Fire Plan
Material Safety and Data Sheet
Madoc Township Fireman’s Association
Madoc Township Fire Department
National Fire Protection Association
Next Generation 9-1-1
National Institute for Occupational Safety & Health
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Ontario Fire College
Office of the Fire Marshal and Emergency Management
Public Education
Public Fire Protection Classification
Public Safety Answering Points
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PTSD
RFP
RIT
RTT
SOG
SOP
SRA
SWOT
TSP
VFF
ULC

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
Request for Proposal
Rapid Intervention Team
Real-time Text
Standard Operating Guidelines
Standard Operating Procedure
Simplified Risk Assessment
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
Telecommunications Service Provider
Volunteer Firefighter
Underwriters Laboratories of Canada
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Overview
Project Initiation
Early this year, the Township of Madoc issued a Request for Proposal (RFP) on behalf of its Fire
Department. As the successful bidder, Emergency Management and Training Inc. (EMT) has worked
collaboratively with the Township of Madoc and the Madoc Township Fire Department (MTFD) in the
gathering of data and development of this Fire Service Review.
Review Process and Scope
Emergency Management and Training Inc. (EMT) has based its review process on the Township’s
initial request and the response document submitted by EMT.
The specified areas noted in the project’s outline were reviewed by utilizing best practices, current
industry standards, and applicable legislation as the foundation for all work undertaken. EMT also
used both quantitative and qualitative research methodologies to develop a strong understanding of
current and future needs and circumstances of the community, as well as the customer service
demands of the public.
The review will include high-level analysis, long-term planning, and recommendations, where
appropriate, on the following key areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Governance including municipal by-laws, policies, procedures, provincial and federal legislation
Service levels meeting the community risk profile
Administration including organization, policies and procedures, customer service,
administrative support, record keeping, purchasing, etc.
Service delivery – consider current and future service delivery expectations and needs
Emergency response including call volume and trends, adequate staffing and deployment, as
well as mutual aid, automatic aid, and fire protection agreements
Fire Suppression and Rescue operations
Non-suppression services
Fire Prevention Program including inspections, enforcement, and investigations
Public Education Program including presentations, events, demographics, website, etc.
Communications including dispatch, radio, and telephone
Training and Education for all divisions
Firefighter safety, health, and wellness
Station facility and location including an analysis of the current condition and functionality, as
well as legislative compliance and response and cover mapping
Apparatus and equipment including replacement cycles, utilization, deployment, and
suitability
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•
•
•
•

Human Resources/leadership including staffing, organizational chart, job descriptions,
workload, recruitment and retention, succession planning, promotional processes, etc.
Reporting structure and requirements
Finance/budget, including operational, capital, and reserve budgets, and potential revenue
generation strategies
Opportunities for cost savings

Based on the review of the Fire Department’s facilities, equipment, staffing, programs, and related
data, EMT is submitting a total of 40 recommendations for consideration and implementation.
Performance Measures and Standards
This FSR is been based upon (but not limited to) key performance indicators that have been identified
in national standards and safety regulations such as:
•

The Ontario Fire Marshal’s Office and Emergency Management (OFMEM) Public Safety
Guidelines

•

The Ontario Fire Marshal’s Office and Emergency Management (OFMEM) Comprehensive Fire
Safety Effectiveness Model

•

The Fire Protection and Prevention Act
o O.Reg 378/18 – Community risk assessments

•

The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) standards
o NFPA 1221 addresses recommended standards in relation to
communications/dispatching services
o NFPA 1720 addresses recommended standards for volunteer fire departments
o NFPA 1730 addresses recommended standards for fire prevention and education
activities

•

Office of the Fire Marshal and Emergency Management’s (OFMEM) Integrated Risk
Management program

•

The Ontario Health and Safety Act, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH)

•

Ontario Fire Service – Section 21 Guidelines
o The Section 21 Committee is based on Section 21 of the Ontario Occupational Health
and Safety Act. This committee is charged with reviewing industry safety concerns and
developing recommended guidelines to reduce injuries for the worker.
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Project Consultants
Although several staff at Emergency Management and Training Inc. were involved in the collaboration
and completion of this Plan, the overall review was conducted by:
•

Darryl Culley, President Emergency Management and Training Inc.

•

Rick Monkman, Fire & Emergency Services Consultant

Together, Darryl and Rick have amassed a considerable amount of experience in all areas of fire and
emergency services program development, review, and training. The EMT team have worked on
projects that range from fire service reviews, the creation of strategic and fire master plans, and
development of emergency response programs for clients.
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SECTION 1 – Community & Fire Department
Overview
1.1 Community Overview
1.2 Fire Department Composition
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Section 1:
1.1

Community and Fire Department

Community Overview

The Township of Madoc was created in 1850. Located in eastern Ontario, the Township of Madoc is
one of the 14 (fourteen) lower tier municipalities which comprise the County of Hastings. The
Township is home to a population of approximately 2,078 residents (2016), largely located within the
urban settlement areas of Eldorado and Bannockburn, with rural settlements in the communities of
Cooper, Fox Corners, Keller Bridge, Rimington, Empey, and Hazzard Corners.
The Township has seen a decrease in population of approximately 88 residents between 2011 and
2016. The estimated population in 2019 was 2,234. With a land area of approximately 277.97 km², the
community contains an abundance of significant rural areas, agricultural lots and natural areas,
provincially significant wetlands, and environmentally sensitive areas.
Figure #1 shows the Township in the centre of Hastings County with the two major highways, 7 and
62, in the county running through the Township.
Figure #2 is a map of the Township showing the major roads.
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FIGURE #1: Map of The County of Hastings

1

1

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=ZcXGMgo9&id=E21E6C94BD0B7901E0E692A82A461274ACB5E130&thid=
OIP.ZcXGMgo9huY_kdYGfZZaqAHaKF&mediaurl=http%3a%2f%2fwww.hastingscounty.com%2fsites%2fdefault%2ffiles%2fpictures%2ffe
atured%2fcountyofhastings+cropped_0.jpg&exph=500&expw=367&q=county+of+hastings+map&simid=608034194817287976&ck=0AB
EC2804A882CDE8AD07658F7C9ED6D&selectedIndex=0&ajaxhist=0
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FIGURE #2: Map of the Township of Madoc

2

2
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FIGURE #3: Population Density Map of the Township of Madoc

The map above shows that the highest density of population are the major road networks including
Hwy 62 and Hwy 7.
1.2

Fire Department Composition

The Madoc Township Fire Department (MTFD) currently provides fire protection services from one
fire station located at 15651 Highway 62. Evidence of the history and tradition within the Department
is visible in the station today. Pictures and plaques mounted on station walls reflect the years of
dedicated service the firefighters have provided to their community.
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This sense of community continues in the commitment of today’s firefighters as indicated by their
individual and coordinated efforts to provide fire protection services to their community.
The Madoc Township Fire Department responds to approximately 40 to 70 calls for service per year.
These incidents include, but are not limited to, fire related incidents, medical assist, and motor vehicle
collisions. To ensure that they are meeting the needs of the community and its staff, the Fire
Department recognizes that it is necessary to conduct a Fire Service Review for the purposes of
providing high-quality fire services to the residents and businesses of the community along with its
visitors. This FSR for the MTFD reviews and identifies current and anticipated community fire risks and
needs. This will greatly assist the Fire Department with future planning relating to staffing and
response, fire, and life safety programming, and for asset management.
This review has examined and researched all aspects of the Fire Department operations including,
planning, fire prevention, training and education, communications, apparatus and equipment,
maintenance, human resources, station suitability (accommodations) and location, budgets, and
large-scale emergency preparedness.
The Fire Department personnel includes:
•
•
•
•
•

One (1) volunteer Fire Chief
One (1) volunteer Deputy Fire Chief
One (1) volunteer Training Officer
Three (3) volunteer Captains
Seventeen (17) volunteer firefighters.

The organizational chart noted in FIGURE #4 reflects the general reporting structure within the Fire
Department and that of the Fire Chief to the Treasurer/Administrator and Town Council.
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FIGURE #4: Fire Department Organizational Chart
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This current reporting arrangement allows for a sufficient level of involvement by the Fire Chief
within the senior management structure of the Township and also allows for a high-level of
administrative oversight of the day-to-day operations of the Fire Department.

MISSION STATEMENT of Madoc Township Fire Department
The Mission of the Township of Madoc Fire Department is to take action to protect and/or rescue citizens and/or
property from threats of health, the effects of natural or man made disaster, and in particular the risk that a fire, if
started, would seriously endanger the health and safety of any person or quality of the natural environment for
any use that can be made of it.

The Fire Department’s single station is located in the centre of the Township, as illustrated in Figure #5.
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FIGURE #5: Map of Municipal Boundaries and Fire Station Location
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1.2.1 Community Growth
Presently, the population of Madoc Township is at approximately 2,078 people and is forecasted to
grow to roughly 2,500 people by 2029. This represents an estimated population increase of over 400
citizens or approximately 20.3%. This population growth may not translate into a significant increase
in call volume for the Fire Department. Precisely how much the call volume will increase, however, is
unknown because population growth percentages is not the only factor related to calls for service. At
this time, we can simply examine how responses have fluctuated over the past few years. This
increase is illustrated in the following charts (TABLE #1 and TABLE #2).
TABLE #1: Estimated Population Growth from 2007 to 2019
Year

2007

2011

2012

2016

2017

2019

Estimated
Population
%
Increase/decrease
from previous
year’s data

2,135

2,166

2,250

2,078

2,088

2,234

1.4%

3.7%

-8.2%

0.47%

6.5%

TABLE #2: Call Volumes for 2016-2019
2016

2017

2018

2019

55

33
-66%

60
45%

43
-32%

Percentage increase/
decrease in past four
years
Range of -66% to 45%

Estimated call
volume for 2020
50

Estimated call
volume for
2029
75-100

These estimations noted in TABLE #2 are only based on data received for the past 12 years. The chart
helps to illustrate a correlation with an increase of population and an associated increase and/or
decrease in call volumes. To gain a more accurate understanding of anticipated call volumes, the Fire
Chief needs to continue the tracking of percentage increases over the next decade and report this to
Council to ensure that they are aware of the increases and what challenges are affecting the
Department. It should be noted that a single major weather event (e.g. winter storm, flooding,
summer storm) can result in numerous calls.
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Recommendation(s)
There are no recommendations for Section 1.
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SECTION 2 – Planning
2.1 Three Lines of Defence
2.2 Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and
Threats (SWOT)
2.3 National Fire Protection Association
Standards (NFPA)
2.4 Establishing and Regulating By-Law
2.5 Fire Service By-Law Policies, Directives, and
Standard Operating Procedures
2.6 Stakeholder Surveys
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Section 2:

Planning

Planning is a key function of any organization and should be done with a focus on the present needs
of the community, coupled with its future growth and how this will affect the service demands on the
fire department. The initial phase of such planning efforts is to identify the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats affecting the department and the community it serves.
2.1

Three Lines of Defence

The Office of the Fire Marshal and Emergency Management (OFMEM) have identified “Three Lines of
Defence” to be utilized by all fire departments in Ontario when planning to meet the needs of the
community.
The identified three lines of defence, as noted by the
OFMEM are:
Public fire
safety
education

1. Education – Fire safety education is the key to
mitigating the fire and life hazards before they
start. With the growth of the community, how will
the municipality continue to meet the fire safety
educational needs of the community?

Residents
of Madoc
Township
Code
enforcement
through
inspections

Emergency
response
capabilities
of the
department

2. Inspections and Enforcement – If the public
education program does not prove effective, then
the next step is for the fire department to enforce
fire safety requirements through inspections leading to possible charges under the Act.
3. Emergency Response – If the first two lines of defence fail for whatever reason, the
community, through its fire department, should be prepared to respond in an efficient and
effective manner to put the fire out and/or mitigate the emergency itself. By evaluating the
effectiveness of the fire stations, staff, and equipment, this report will be able to make
recommendations for related efficiencies.
In conjunction with the three lines of defence, a key industry standard that outlines goals and
expectations for a fire department is the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA). Adherence to
these standards is not mandated but they form the foundation of the fire services recommended best
practices. These NFPA standards are also utilized by organizations such as the Fire Underwriters
Survey group to conduct their assessments of a fire department and the community. The provincial
Fire Marshal Offices and provincial fire schools also use them to form the foundation of their
evaluation and training related programs.
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2.2

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT)

This entire FSR document is the result of conducting a SWOT analysis on the community which has
resulted in a list of recommendations for the Township’s Council, Treasurer-Administrator and Fire
Chief to consider and implement.
The strengths and weaknesses portion of this SWOT are based on an internal review of the
Department to identify existing efficiencies, along with recognizing areas for improvement. The
opportunities and threats portion are related to external influences and how these influences affect
the operations and response capabilities of the Department.
2.2.1 Strengths
The Township of Madoc benefits from having a fire station that is staffed and equipped for response
to emergencies. This station is staffed by a team of dedicated volunteer firefighters who have
expressed, through the completion of the internal surveys, that they are quite proud of the level of
service they provide to the community. The apparatus and equipment are adequate, and the
firefighters believe that they are well-equipped to effectively carry out their responsibilities.
MTFD has strong relationships with neighbouring fire departments and a long history of cooperative
services. There is a mutual aid plan and other agreements in place to help meet the fire safety needs
of the community of Madoc.
The Madoc Township Fireman’s Association (MTFA) is steeped in a proud history of serving their
community. Over the many years the Association has donated many thousands of dollars to the
Township for the purchase of fire equipment. By doing so it has lessened the financial burden on the
Township and its taxpayers. Not many communities in Ontario have a firefighters’ association that is
as community focused as the MTFA.
2.2.2 Weaknesses
The MTFD has a complement of dedicated volunteer firefighters that respond to calls for service. Due
to other commitments, such as their full-time jobs and family obligations, there is no guarantee these
volunteer firefighters will be available to respond to every situation. Due to the large rural and
remote geographic area, reliance on volunteer firefighters, and a shortage of firefighters, response
time for the township are extended, which can be seen in the NFPA response charts in Section 5 and
the response data noted in the appendices.
The fire station is in need of replacement. The structure, which was reported to be built in the 1970’s
has a lack of space for apparatus, training/meeting rooms, storage, and cleaning facilities. This is
discussed further in Section 6.
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2.2.3 Opportunities
MTFD has a mutual aid program in place in which it can call on neighbouring fire departments for
assistance whenever local resources are exhausted and there is an inability to handle the incident
with the Department’s resources in an efficient and effective manner. This type of mutual aid
resource is not meant to supplement MTFD’s response ability, however; it is to be used when no
other options are available such as automatic aid and fire services agreements. These two types of
agreements offer the community a more consistent level of response to areas not properly covered
by the local fire department.
Continued planning and cooperation with neighbouring municipalities is a cost-effective option for
such things as automatic aid and fire service agreements. This type of planning will ensure that Madoc
Township has the resources needed during any large-scale incident that may exhaust local resources.
2.2.4 Threats/Challenges
The present level of volunteer firefighters and equipment must be considered as the community’s
population continues to grow in both the residential and commercial sectors. As noted earlier in this
document, Madoc can expect to see up to a 20.5% increase in population by 2029. The best way to
mitigate such increases is to plan ahead (e.g. recruitment and training) by using related industry
standards and recommended best practices as a guideline. Researching comparable communities in
terms of how they dealt with such community growth can give MTFD an indication of future call
volumes and opportunities for the fire service to keep pace.
At the time of the fire service review, a key challenge to the firefighters and the community is COVID19, which has created a need for social distancing and a higher level of personal protection from
contracting the virus. However, during EMT’s interviews and site visit it was noted that the Fire
Department is taking all reasonable precautions for the safety of its firefighters.
A challenge being seen by all communities is the so-called “100-year storms”. Due to changes in
climate, inclement weather incidents such as freezing rain/ice storms and flooding are becoming
more commonplace and need to be part of the response program for each community. This change in
climate conditions along with the resulting frequency and severity of incidents has created the need
for a larger response component to these emergencies. This is another reason for ensuring strong ties
with other communities regarding mutual and automatic aid programs. These challenges support the
necessity for exercising and updating the community’s emergency preparedness program annually.
More information in relation to community risks and recommendations for mitigation can be found
within the Office of the Fire Marshal & Emergency Management’s Community Risk Assessment (CRA)
document, upon its completion. Each community in Ontario must complete a CRA by 2024 and every
five years after that, with annual reviews to confirm that efforts are being made to mitigate any risks
with each community.
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2.3

National Fire Protection Association (1201, 1221, and 1720)

To assist with EMT’s review and resultant recommendations, reference has been made to National
Fire Protection Association Standards, the North American benchmark for fire services.
2.3.1 NFPA 1201
NFPA Standard 1201 – Standard for Providing Fire and Emergency Services to the Public
Section 4.3.5 notes:
• The Fire and Emergency Services Organization (FESO) shall provide customer service-oriented
programs and procedures to accomplish the following:
1. Prevent fire, injuries and deaths from emergencies and disasters
2. Mitigate fire, injuries, deaths, property damage, and environmental damage from
emergencies and disasters
3. Recover from fires, emergencies, and disasters
4. Protect critical infrastructure
5. Sustain economic viability
6. Protect cultural resources
To accomplish this, an FESO must ensure open and timely communications with the CAO and
governing body (Council); create a master plan for the organization; ensure there are mutual aid and
automatic aid programs in place, along with an asset control system and maintenance program.
It is quite apparent that the Fire Chief is active in reporting to both the Treasurer-Administrator and
Council on Fire Department matters. By initiating this Fire Service Review project, Madoc Township is
endeavoring to meet the expectations of this section of the NFPA Standard and should be
commended for doing so.
2.3.2 NFPA 1221
NFPA 1221 addresses the goals and objectives for the taking of calls for service and dispatching of
these calls. Madoc Township Fire Department receives its dispatching services from the Belleville Fire
Department.
MTFD has adopted the use of response time measurements as a guide to evaluate their capabilities in
relation to the NFPA standards. It is a good practice for the Fire Chief to track and report response
data to Council on an annual basis, as it allows for a proper assessment of response types, number of
responses and a thorough evaluation of response times to assess if the Fire Department can keep up
to the demands of the community.
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2.3.3 NFPA 1720
To provide the Fire Department more defined focus on what the ultimate goals for emergency
response criteria are, the NFPA suggests that response times should be used as a primary
performance measure in fire departments.
•

NFPA 1720 refers to goals and expectation for Volunteer Fire Departments
o Based on NFPA 1720, MTFD is categorized as a volunteer fire department because
more than 85% of its staff are volunteer. As such, response time criteria should be
focused on the recommendations as seen in the following chart.
Note: The Suburban and Rural sections of the following chart relate to the varied populations
within the Township (Suburban and Rural) and have been used in relation to response goals
and expectations. However, if the criteria are simply based on the overall population verses
square kilometres ratio – Madoc has a population ratio of 7.5 residents per square kilometre,
which means that it falls well within the Rural category. There are also areas of the
community that are outside of a 12.9 km drive which would equate to a remote response.

TABLE #3: NFPA Response Goal Expectations
Demand Zone

Demographics

Urban area

>1000 people/mi2
>386 people per km2
500-1000 people/mi2
193-386 people per
km2
<500 people/mi2
<193 people per km2
Travel distance
> 8 mi (12.87km)
Determined by
Authority Having
Jurisdiction

Suburban area

Rural Area
Remote Area
Special risks

2.4

Minimum FF to
respond
15

Response time
(minutes)
9

Meets
objective (%)
90

10

10

80

6

14

80

4

Directly dependent
upon travel distance
Determined by
Authority Having
Jurisdiction

90

Determined by
Authority
Having
Jurisdiction

90

Establishing & Regulating By-Law

The current Establishing & Regulating (E&R) By-Law was last updated in 2015, making this a five-yearold document. Based on the date, while many parts of the E&R document may still line up with the
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expectations of the Fire Protection and Prevention Act, a full review of the goals and expectations of
the Fire Department needs to be conducted to allow for updating of the E&R By-law.
To assist the Fire Chief in meeting the needs and expectations of Council, the E&R By-law notes that
the Fire Department shall respond to a variety of incidents (noted below) designed to protect the lives
and property of the inhabitants of Madoc Township. The following list has been extracted from the
Establishing and Regulating By-law #1375-2015.
APPENDIX "B" TO BY-LAW 1375-2015
CORE SERVICES
Core Services Provided (Response and Support):

A)

Emergency Response

1. Structural firefighting including limited internal rescue & fire attack in accordance
with the fire department's level of training, Occupational Health and Safety
Guidelines and the number and type of personnel and equipment available to
the department and on each specific emergency response.
2. Emergency responses to water access properties including islands and to those
properties accessed via private roads, private lanes or private driveways subject
to the following limitations.
a)
Emergency Response to water access properties will be limited to
safe travel and environmental conditions. Response times during
.acceptable safe conditions may range from twenty to forty-five minutes or
longer .

If in the opinion of the Fire Chief or his/her designate unsafe
environmental conditions exists no services shall be provided.
Fire Department apparatus shall not enter onto frozen bodies of water (i.e.
Lakes, rivers, streams) at anytime.

b)
Emergency response to properties accessed via
private roads, private lanes or private driveways may be
limited by the condition of such road, land or driveway
including:
(i)
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equipment, vehicles and apparatus; and

(ii)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

the failure of the owner of the lands upon which
the road, lane or driveway is located or the user
of such road, land or driveway to maintain such
road, lane or driveway in a condition that is
passable by fire department equipment, vehicles
and apparatus.

Vehicle firefighting
CO alarm
Grass, brush firefighting
Marine firefighting - defensive only (shore-based only)
Basic medical assist with defibrillation
Awareness level hazardous materials
Vehicle accidents
Vehicle extrication
Transportation incidents involving vehicles, aircraft and watercraft
Water and ice rescue - shore based
Public assistance
Other agencies assistance
High angle rescue assist- awareness only
Confined space rescue assist- awareness only
Trench rescue - awareness only
Mutual aid
Automatic aid
Participation in community emergency plan
Fire protection agreements
Joint service agreements

Fire Prevention and Public Education
Fire Prevention and Public Educations activities shall be provided in accordance with the approved fire
department Fire Prevention/Public Education and Smoke Alarm Policies.

A review of the past three to five years of response data offers a good understanding and baseline for
how the Department has been performing, along with identifying areas for improvement. As such, the
Fire Chief should continue to utilize the most recent set of three years of data as a baseline to
evaluate the response capabilities of the Fire Department. This evaluation will be valuable to measure
population growth versus call volumes and response times, along with any challenges that the
Department might be encountering regarding such things as increasing response times and/or
number of volunteer firefighters responding to the calls.
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Going forward, it is recommended that the present E&R By-law be reviewed and updated to reflect
such things as new legislation and training expectations. Once updated, the document should be
presented to Council for approval. Consideration should also be given to including reference to such
guidelines and standards as:
•
•
•

Section 21 Guidelines for the Fire Services
OFMEM Guidelines in relation to staffing and response recommendations
Related NFPA that deal with:
o Training
o Fire prevention and public safety programs
o Fire department response goals and objectives

By incorporating these guidelines and standards, MTFD will be adhering to industry best practices,
which in turn ensures that staffing, training programs, fire prevention initiatives, and response to the
community are meeting expectations.
2.5

Fire Services By-law, Policies, Directives, and Standard Operating Procedures

Fire department policies and guidelines have enormous value for a department. In fact, they can be
seen, as the key foundation to a department’s success. The backbone of any fire service is its policies,
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and Standard Operating Guidelines (SOGs), which govern and
provide direction on its operations.
•

A policy is a high-level statement that expects consistent compliance. There is very little to
no leeway permitted with a policy.

•

A guideline is a standard with an acceptable level of quality or attainment on how to act in
a given situation, with non-mandatory controls.

•

A procedure is a standard with an acceptable level of quality or attainment in a series of
detailed steps to accomplish an end. There are step-by-step instructions for
implementation.

In reviewing the MTFD SOGs, it was found that there is quite a mix of styles that lack consistency in
content. Most fire services SOGs are governed by a Terms of Reference, the Policy, and an SOG. Fire
services first develop Terms of Reference for the committee to use as guidance for their purpose,
then develop a policy, and then use that policy as a driver in developing the content to go into an
SOG.
Well-written, up-to-date fire department policies:
•

Help all members operate consistently by laying out clear direction and guidelines.

•

Keep members safe.
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•

Enhance operational excellence by incorporating best practices so that firefighters do not
have to keep repeating the same mistakes or reinventing the wheel.

•

Provide important defence for legal and personnel complaints, which can save money by
shielding the municipality from lawsuits.

The following are suggestions for the fire department to start to prioritize policies and guidelines so
that department members see the value it holds:
•

Review policies and guidelines on a regular basis.

•

Incorporate training based on policies and guidelines.
o Over time, this will help everyone better understand and comply with department
policy.

•

Research department policies and guidelines.
o Do you know where your department’s policies come from? What parts are required
by law, and what parts are from local practice? What is best practice and how is that
applicable to the local fire service?

An up-to-date policy and guideline manual have great intrinsic value: the ability to protect, guide and
encourage, thus, creating a better, safer, more consistent organization. It was noted that MTFD has
developed a number of policies and SOGs, but they have not been reviewed and updated for some
time. All SOGs should be reviewed on a regular basis and updated, as required. Many fire
departments divide the SOGs into thirds and review one-third each year so that all SOGs are reviewed
every three years (or more frequently for important updates).
Based on this information, it is recommended that the Fire Chief review and revise existing policies
and Standard Operating Guidelines (SOGs) and develop new policies and SOGs as required.
MTFD should develop policies and SOGs that fall in line with the guidance notes of the Ontario Fire
Service Advisory Committee on Occupational Health & Safety under Section 21 of the Occupational
Health & Safety Act. The committee advises and makes recommendations on matters relating to the
occupational health and safety of all firefighters in the Province of Ontario.
2.5.1 Health and Safety
The Section 21 Committee has developed a Manual of Health and Safety Guidance Notes for fire
services in Ontario. The Section 21 Guidance Notes will outline recommended equipment and
procedures to be used by workers in the fire service to prevent injury or illness and will comply with
the intent and provisions outlined in the Act. It is these Notes that assist fire departments in
enhancing the Health & Safety of firefighters in all aspects of the profession.
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As mentioned, the Health & Safety of the firefighters is paramount. One of the areas to ensure that
this issue is addressed is through the Joint Health & Safety Committee. It was noted that the
committee has not been meeting as frequently as required under the Health & Safety Act. The Act
specifies that some members of the committee are to be certified at both JHSC levels 1 and 2,
minutes of meetings are to be posted, workplace inspections are to be completed, and MSDS binders
are made available and updated. It is recommended that the Madoc Township Fire Department
ensure it is compliant in all areas of the OH&S Act.
2.6

Stakeholder Surveys

To get a clear understanding of how well MTFD is meeting the needs of its staff and the community,
surveys were conducted with Council, the internal staff of the MTFD, and external stakeholders of the
Township.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, EMT was unable to conduct in-person meetings with the many
stakeholders to assist with the completion of this review, however, the community survey was
advertised through local media, the firefighter’s Facebook page, and was set up on the Township’s
website (in the form of an electronic survey).
2.6 .1 Internal Surveys
During the FSR process, feedback was gathered from internal staff, which included the firefighters and
Administration.
Much of the information received from the internal surveys identified the following:
•

Most staff are proud of the service that they offer to the community and believe that the
community feels that they are served by a professional and dedicated group of firefighters.

•

The firefighters strongly believe the fire station is inadequate and a new one is required,
along with a good variety of equipment to do their jobs. The station is not a safe and
learning conducive environment to conduct training or check apparatus and equipment.

•

There is a need for proper computers to be used to complete training and reports.

•

The top three major challenges identified for the Madoc Township Fire Department are:
o volunteer firefighter (VFF) retention
o receiving and being properly, trained, and equipped
o the need for a full-time Fire Chief

•

The top three services that they feel are priority to the community are:
o Firefighting
o Rescue (i.e. motor vehicle accidents)
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o Medical responses
•

Some firefighters believe that staffing requirements should be reviewed, which may include
the necessity of hiring a part-time or full-time Fire Chief as the community grows. Many
firefighters state that the ability to meet the requirements of today’s fire service is very,
difficult if not impossible for volunteer fire chiefs.

2.6.2 External Surveys and Stakeholder Meeting Results
Input from the community is vital, giving the Fire Department an accurate indication of how the public
perceives the Department and suggesting areas for improvement from those with first-hand
interaction with the Department.
The following input was received:
•

Most respondents see the MTFD as a very dedicated and professional service

•

The top three priorities noted by external respondents are:
o How quickly the Fire Service gets to me if I have an emergency.
o Continued and relevant training to meet the needs of the community.
o Purchasing and maintaining new and applicable equipment.

•

The top three services noted by external respondents are:
o Firefighting, emergency preparedness
o Rescue (i.e. motor vehicle accidents)
o Medical assist and response

•

In relation to what is needed over the next 10 years, the top responses were:
o Possibly more staff, including both a full-time Fire Chief and a Fire Prevention
Officer, to meet the growing demands of the community that reflects diversity and
inclusivity.
o More public fire safety education programs and attendance at community events.
This could be supplemented by creating partnerships with a local neighbourhood, a
local business, and non-profit groups to assist in promoting fire safety and
education.
o Increased funding to provide a well-equipped and trained fire service to meet the
demands of a growing community, including a new fire station and apparatus.
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Overall, the internal and external surveys were quite positive about the services being offered by
MTFD. The primary focus we heard (both internally and externally) was ensuring that the Fire
Department continues to expand as the community grows so that MTFD can continue to provide a
quality service to the community.
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Recommendation(s)
Rec #
1

Recommendation

3

Suggested
Timeline

It is recommended that a full review of the 2015
Establishing & Regulating By-law document be
completed to include the following items:
•

2

Estimated Costs

Incorporate, where appropriate, any references
to NFPA standards and OFMEM Guidelines that
the Fire Department deems relevant to services
provided and is supported by Council, such as:
o Measurable service levels that can be
reported to Council on an annual basis.
o Composition of the Department to
represent the level of service to be
provided as outlined throughout the FSR.
o Updating the document’s language to
reflect recent legislative changes and/or
inclusion of supporting NFPA standards.
o Fire Chief should have the flexibility to
increase staffing marginally as required to
keep numbers up to plan for anticipated
retirements and/or promotions of the
firefighters.

Staff time
Changes for future
fire service
agreements may
incur new costs.
(future costs
contingent on
possible inclusion
of fire service
agreements in the
E&R Bylaw)

Short-term
(1-3 years)

It is recommended that the Fire Chief review and revise
existing policies and SOGs and develop new policies and
SOGs as required.

Staff time

Short-term
(1-3 years)

It is recommended that the Madoc Township Fire
Department ensure it is compliant in all areas of the
OH&S Act.

Staff time

Immediate
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SECTION 3 – Risk Assessment
3.1 Community Risk Assessment Profile
3.2 Integrated Risk Management Approach
3.3 Residential Fire Sprinklers
3.4 Current Condition
3.5 Fire Underwriters Survey
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Section 3:

Risk Assessment

The first and most effective ways to reduce injuries, death, and property damage due to fire are
through public education, inspections, and enforcement. The Fire Prevention Program addresses
these key components of fire safety which starts with conducting a community risk assessment (CRA).
3.1

Community Risk Assessment Profile

Risk assessment is the process utilized to identify the level of fire protection required within the
boundary of the Township of Madoc. It is a means of measuring the probability and consequence of
an adverse effect to health, property, organization, environment, or community, as a result of an
event, activity, or operation.
Council has the authority to establish the level of fire protection within their Township. The Fire Chief
is responsible for informing Council of any and all risks existing within the Township of Madoc. It is
based on this information that Council is able to make an informed decision on the level of service to
be achieved.
The Fire Protection and Prevention Act, 1997, S.O. 1997, c.4, outlines the responsibilities of a
municipality, providing a framework for protecting citizens from fire:
2. (1) Every Municipality shall,
(a) Establish a program in the municipality which must include public education with respect to
fire safety and certain components of fire prevention; and
(b) Provide such other fire protection services as it determines may be necessary in accordance
with its needs and circumstances.
Further, the Act provides a description of the methods of providing services.
2. (2) In discharging its responsibilities under subsection (1), a municipality shall:
(a) Appoint a community fire safety officer or a community fire safety team; or
(b) Establish a Fire Department
The Township of Madoc has established a Fire Department as outlined in Section 2.2(b) of the Fire
Protection and Prevention Act, 1997, S.O. 1997, c. 4. The level of service that therefore must be
provided is further outlined in Section 2.1(b) of the Act. The needs analysis, once conducted, will
assist in determining the level of service to be established for the municipality.
The Province of Ontario Regulation 378/18 Community Risk Assessment (CRA) states, “a community
risk assessment is a process of identifying, analyzing, evaluating and prioritizing risk to public safety to
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inform decisions about the provision of fire protection.” Effective July 1st, 2019, the regulation states
that every municipality shall complete a CRA by 2024 with renewal to occur every 5 years, thereafter.
The municipality is required to review the document annually.
There are two basic risk categories associated with the fire service – operational risk and
organizational risk. Operational risk is the responsibility of the MTFD to determine the risks within its
community and plan strategic, tactical, and task-orientated plans to mitigate incidents. Organizational
risk is a function and responsibility of Council to determine the disciplines, level of service, staffing,
stations, and approval of the department business plan based on the overall risk assessment of the
municipality.
It is the accumulation and analyzation of these factors that will assist in applying this information to
identify potential risk scenarios that may be encountered. It is during the assessment of the
information gathered, which includes the likelihood of these scenarios occurring and subsequent
consequences, that will assist in answering the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What could happen?
When could it happen?
Where could it happen?
Who could it happen to?
Why could it happen?
How likely could it happen?
How bad would it be if it happened?
What can be done to mitigate or prevent any or all the above?

Once these questions are answered, they will frame the basis for formulating and prioritizing risk
management decisions to reduce the likelihood of these incidents from occurring and to mitigate the
impact of these incidents when they occur.
Once gathered, this information will assist in the completion of the CRA, which may identify gaps and
areas where actual conditions vary from the desired outcomes. Data to be review for each mandatory
profile include:
•

Demographics Profile – age, gender, educational attainment, socioeconomic makeup,
vulnerable individuals or occupancies, transient population, ethnic and cultural considerations.

•

Critical Infrastructure Profile – the facilities and services that contribute to the interconnected
networks, services and systems that meet vital human needs, sustain the economy, and
protect public safety and security.

•

Geographic Profile – waterways, highways, canyons and other landforms, railroads, wildlandurban interface, bridges, and other specific features of the community.
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•

Building Stock Profile – potential high-risk occupancies, whether residential, commercial, or
industrial, building density, building code classifications, age of the structure(s), occupancies
that could be a high life safety risk, historic buildings.

•

Public Safety Response Profile – how are resources distributed within the community, their
deployment and usage, types of incidents responded to and the frequency of such incidents
including the seasonal variations and time of day.

•

Community Service Profile – existing planning and zoning committees, schools, seniors’
organizations, ratepayers’ associations, mental-health organizations, faith-based groups,
cultural/ethnic groups.

•

Hazard Profile – human, technological, or natural hazards.

•

Economic Profile – infrastructure, local employers and industries, institutions, community’s tax
base, local attractions.

•

Past Loss/Event Profile – consideration to the impact and frequency of an event; identify large
acute events which have a low frequency but a high impact, or small chronic events which
have a high frequency with a low impact.

In the interpretation phase of the data collected for the nine profiles, only matters that are relevant
to fire protection services are considered. The following flow chart, as outlined in OFMEM Regulation
378/18, outlines the process whereby risks are to be identified from past events while also reviewing
future growth trends within the municipality relating to demographics and building stock.
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FIGURE #6: Community Risk Assessment Flow Chart
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The probability or likelihood of a fire occurring within a community is estimated based on previous
occurrences and the frequency of such events. It is this review of previous events (including the fire
loss data, learning from what may have occurred in other jurisdictions, and discussions with those
who may have been in attendance of the event) that will assist is laying a baseline for evaluation. The
judgement of professionals with such experiences must not be missed during this process and may
paint a more in-depth picture of what occurred in the past.
When an event occurs, whether minor or major in intensity, what are the consequences of it? The use
of professional judgement and reviews of past events are important means for establishing the
quantification levels. The consequences are categorized according to five severity levels:
•

Level 1 – Insignificant – no or insignificant consequences to life safety, value of property loss,
impact on the local economy or the general living conditions.

•

Level 2 – Minor – potential life safety risk to occupants is low, minor property loss or
disruption to business or general living conditions.

•

Level 3 – Moderate – a threat to life safety of occupants, a moderate loss of property, the
threat to loss of business or could pose a threat to the environment.

•

Level 4 – Major – large dollar loss with significant property loss, large threat to local commerce
and tourism, impacts the environment that would result in short-term evacuations.

•

Level 5 – Catastrophic – significant loss of life, multiple properties with significant damage,
long-term disruption of business, employment, and tourism along with environmental damage
resulting in long-term evacuations of residents and businesses.

The different levels of treatment risks are:
1. Avoid the Risk – implementation of programs to prevent fires or emergencies from occurring.
2. Mitigate the Risk - Programs and initiatives implemented to reduce the probability and/or
consequences of a fire or emergency.
3. Accept the Risk – after identifying and prioritizing a risk, it is determined that there are no
specific programs or initiatives to be implemented to address this risk.
4. Transfer the Risk – the fire department has chosen to transfer the impact and/or management
of the risk to another organization or body or outside the agency.
A thorough risk assessment may also avoid invalid comparisons between Madoc’s fire service and
others. A municipality with a similar population may have different fire risks, and therefore different
fire protection needs. A thorough risk assessment will ensure that such comparisons are valid.
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3.1.1. Current Condition
The Fire Chief was unable to supply EMT with a recent simplified or community risk assessment. The
projected population growth expected for the community will slightly impact the demographic profile
and, consequently, may not affect the needs and circumstances for the delivery of services by the Fire
Department. All risks within the community need to be identified and evaluated by a team that is also
tasked with the upkeep of the Township’s Emergency Response Plan.
Vulnerable occupancies such as the elderly and people with physical and cognitive challenges need to
be identified along with major highways and industries that could create a hazardous environmental
response. For the most part, the Township is made up of residential occupancies.
Based on resources available, the Fire Chief is doing his best, with the time available, in creating and
updating this building stock profile; however, more needs to be accomplished to meet the new
legislation. One person, on a volunteer basis, conducting all of the legislated requirements for a
community the size of Madoc Township has resulted in a minimum threshold capacity. Due to
extensive responsibilities, the Fire Chief has only been able to complete inspections on a complaint
and request basis (along with inspection of vulnerable occupancies), which is the minimum inspection
requirement set out by the Fire Protection and Prevention Act. To increase and improve upon the
number of inspections, the employment of a full-time Fire Chief/Fire Prevention Officer would help to
alleviate some of the present pressure.
While the call volume for technical rescues is infrequent and does not warrant the associated costs to
train and equip the firefighters for every possible scenario, plans should be in place in the event such
rescues occur. Contact lists of fire services should be made available that provide such rescue services
to the point that response agreements could be implemented.
A copy of the Community Risk Assessment Guideline can be found, in its entirety, in Appendix G.
The following risk related information is an overview of Provincial statistics comparing that to the
Township’s own statistics.
Provincial - Loss fires by Property class
From 2009 to 2018, there were 113,111 fires with loss reported to the OFMEM.
•
•
•

•

47% of these fires occurred in Residential occupancies.
27% occurred in vehicles.
13% of fires occurred on structures/properties not classified by the Ontario Building Code – this
includes many non-structure property types – land, outdoor storage, and some structures
ranging from barns to weather stations.
5% of loss fires occurred in Industrial occupancies.
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•
•
•
•

3% in Assembly occupancies.
2% in Mercantile occupancies
2% in Business and personal services occupancies.
1% in Care and Detention occupancies.

The distribution of fire occurrence across property type has been relatively unchanged over the
years.
Provincial - Loss Fires Property class: Structures only
From 2009 to 2018, there were 73,692 Structure fires with loss reported to the OFMEM.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fires in residential occupancies account for 73% of structure loss fires.
Properties not classified by the Ontario Building Code – 8%
Industrial occupancies – 7%
Assembly occupancies – 4%
Mercantile – 4%
Business and Personal Services – 3%
Care and Detention Occupancies – 1%

This distribution of fire incidents across structure property types has been consistent over many
years.
Provincial - Structure Loss Fires: Ignition source
9% of structure loss fires were suspected to be arson or vandalism.
Between 2009 and 2018 the ignition sources in other structure loss fires were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

18% cooking
9% electrical distribution equipment – wiring
8% heating/cooling
8% miscellaneous (which includes fires - natural causes and chemical reactions).
7% cigarettes
4% appliances
4% other electrical, mechanical
4% Exposure fires
4% other open flame tools (excluding matches, lighters)
2% lighting – excluding candles
2% candles
1% matches or lighters (excluding arson fires)
1% processing equipment
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•

19% reported as undetermined3

3.1.2 Madoc Community Risk Statistics
The following information was obtained from the OFMEM, as well as documents received and taken
from the past reports supplied to EMT. The data offers an overview of the areas of concern within
Township of Madoc. For ease of review, the data has been listed from the highest to lowest level of
concern. This information will assist the Fire Chief with fire prevention and public safety
awareness initiatives.
•
•
•
•

Residential Structures
Farm Structures
Industrial
Business and Personal Services

Fire Loss by Occupancy Classification
The analysis indicates that approximately two thirds of the fires reporting a loss occurred in Group C Residential Occupancies. The majority of the other reported fires occurred in Farm Structures.
Between 2009 and 2019 there were only three vehicle fires reported.
A more in-depth review needs to be conducted by the Department in preparation for developing their
Community Risk Assessment.
3.2

Integrated Risk Management Approach

The Ontario Fire Marshal’s Communiqué 2014-12 introduced the Integrated Risk Management (IRM)
Tool to the Fire Service. The document notes:
“The IRM Web Tool was developed as part of a commitment made by the OFMEM to the Ontario
Association of Fire Chiefs (OAFC) and other stakeholders. The IRM Web Tool can be used by all
Ontario’s municipalities and Fire Departments to determine building fire risks in their respective
communities by taking into account building characteristics (building factors) and the three lines of
defence against fire (Three Lines of Defence):
•
•
•

Line one: Public Fire safety education
Line two: Fire safety standards and enforcement
Line three: Emergency response

3

https://www.mcscs.jus.gov.on.ca/english/FireMarshal/MediaRelationsandResources/FireStatistics/OntarioFires/FireLosse
sCausesTrendsIssues/stats_causes.html
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The Integrated Risk Management Web Tool is built around the Three Lines of Defence and intended
for municipal and fire service decision-makers. The tool was designed to assist municipalities in
fulfilling the responsibilities prescribed in Section 2 of the Fire Protection and Prevention Act, 1997
(FPPA).
The concept of the IRM is a “building by building” assessment, but its goal is to go beyond simply
taking stock of buildings within the community; it was intended to be a holistic approach that is
meant to combine all of a fire department’s efforts in relation to:
•
•
•
•

Fire prevention and education initiatives, which includes updated community reviews, through
the use of the OFMEM Simplified Risk Assessment.
Fire station locations and ability to respond in an efficient and effective manner.
Identification of hazardous situations/locations within the community.
Training and equipping of the firefighters to execute their duties in a safe and efficient
manner.

The IRM approach is a combination of all facets of the fire service that is meant to combine a review
of building stock, fire safety and prevention related issues to be addressed, ability to effectively and
efficiently respond to emergencies and how well equipped and trained the firefighters are to deal
with emergencies within the community.
NFPA 1730 defines the risks in three categories and provides examples for each. These risk categories
are:
•

•

•

High-Risk Occupancy – An occupancy that has a history of high frequency of fires, or high
potential for loss of life or economic loss. Alternatively, an occupancy that has a low or
moderate history of fire or loss of life, but the occupants have an increased dependency in the
built-in fire protection features or staff to assist in evacuation during a fire or other emergency
(e.g. apartment buildings, hotels, dormitories, lodging and rooming, assembly, childcare,
detention, educational, and health care).
Moderate-Risk Occupancy – An occupancy that has a history of moderate frequency of fires or
a moderate potential for loss of life or economic loss (e.g. ambulatory health care, and
industrial).
Low-Risk – An occupancy that has a history of low frequency of fires and minimal potential for
loss of life or economic loss (e.g. storage, mercantile, and business).

Conducting a review of every building within the Township of Madoc may not be practical. However,
by utilizing NFPA 1730 definitions of risk categories, it may guide Council (through input from the Fire
Chief) in deciding the focus and service level within the community. Council should determine, with
input and recommendations from the Fire Chief, an acceptable level of risk to manage within the
community based on its needs and balanced with the circumstances to deliver the services.
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In both NFPA Standards, Public Education is a key component of having a successful Community Risk
Reduction Plan.
3.3

Residential Fire Sprinklers

The NFPA, along with the Ontario Association of Fire Chiefs, are strong supporters of residential
sprinkler systems to reduce the risk to life and property from fire.
In a recent NFPA on-line article, it was stated that due to fire sprinklers’ rapid reaction, they can
dramatically reduce the heat, flames, and smoke produced in a fire. Properly installed and maintained
fire sprinklers help save lives, reduce damage, and make it safer for firefighters.
Fire sprinklers have been around for more than a century, protecting commercial and industrial
properties and public buildings. What many people do not realize is that the same life-saving
technology is also available for homes, where roughly 85% of all civilian fire deaths occur.
Facts about home fire sprinklers
Unfortunately, due to the lack of Canadian statistics, we must rely on American statistics. Since there
are so many similarities in building construction, however, the statistics are an accurate reflection of
the Canadian experience.
Automatic sprinklers are highly effective and reliable elements of total system designs for fire
protection in buildings. According to an American Housing Survey, 8% of occupied homes (including
multi-unit) had sprinklers in 2010-2014, up from 4.6% in 2009.
Source: U.S. Experience with Sprinklers4

4

•

85% of all U.S. fire deaths occur in the home.

•

Home fire sprinklers can control and may even extinguish a fire in less time than it would take
the fire department to arrive on the scene.

•

Only the sprinkler closest to the fire will activate, spraying water directly on the fire. In 84% of
home fires where the sprinklers operate, just one sprinkler operates.

•

If you have a fire in your home, the risk of dying is cut by about one-third when smoke alarms
are present (or about half if the smoke alarms are working), while automatic fire sprinkler
systems cut the risk of dying by about 80%.

•

In a home with sprinklers, the average property loss per fire is cut by about 70%
(compared to fires where sprinklers are not present.)

•

The cost of installing home fire sprinklers averages $1.35 per sprinklered square foot.

https://www.nfpa.org/News-and-Research/Data-research-and-tools/Suppression/US-Experience-with-Sprinklers
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The Home Fire Sprinkler Coalition (HFSC) is a leading resource for accurate, non-commercial
information and materials about home fire sprinklers for consumers, the fire service, builders, and
other professionals.
By working with the developers and the public in promoting the installation of home sprinkler
systems, the MTFD would be demonstrating a pro-active approach to educating the public on another
viable option for homeowners to help reduce the risk from fire. As such, it is recommended that
MTFD investigate the inclusion of residential sprinkler systems as part of their fire safety messaging in
their fire prevention and public education initiatives.
3.4

Current Condition

The legislated requirements to complete a CRA every five years and review it every year will require a
significant amount of staff time. Establishing a successful Community Risk Reduction Plan will require
the ongoing support of Council, local businesses, and the citizens of the Township of Madoc.
It is recommended that the CRA be completed and updated every five years or as necessary in
accordance with the new Provincial Legislation, in conjunction with the NFPA 1300.
Over the past years, a member of the MTFD has been in the role of FP/PFLSE and has since left the
position and the Fire Chief has assumed this position in addition to his core responsibilities. It is
difficult in volunteer fire departments to find members interested in taking on such roles due to the
amount of time required in ensuring successes are found within the fire prevention/public education
program. Since taking on the role, the Chief has attended a number of fire inspections and public
education events.
It is recommended that the Township of Madoc Fire Chief continue performing the duties of a Fire
Prevention Officer/Public Fire Life Safety Educator. This role will also be responsible for the delivery of
public education initiatives.
MTFD has identified the vulnerable occupancies, industries, and schools within the community that
are a high priority for annual inspection. MTFD has been as proactive as possible based on present
staffing and available resources; however, a more formal proactive inspection program needs to be
put into place that goes above and beyond conducting inspections on a request and complaint basis.
To accomplish this, MTFD should keep track of the following building stock within the Township of
Madoc to ensure that they are meeting the inspection recommendations outlined in the Fire
Underwriters Survey (FUS) TABLE #4.
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TABLE #4: FUS Suggested Inspection Frequency Chart
Occupancy Type
Assembly (A)
Institutional (B)
Single Family Dwellings (C)
Multi-Family Dwellings (C)
Hotel/Motel (C)
Mobile Homes & Trailers (C)
Seasonal/Rec. Dwellings (C)
Commercial (F)
Industrial (F)

Benchmark
3 to 6 months
12 months
12 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
12 months
3 to 6 months

The FUS Suggested Inspection Frequency Chart is aggressive and being able to provide inspection
frequencies at the noted levels may or may not be achievable. As a benchmark, however, the FUS
chart provides an optimal set of goals for MTFD to strive towards. Priority should be given to
vulnerable occupancies, multi-family dwellings (including basement apartments), and assemblies.
Utilizing the Integrated Risk Management approach in conjunction with the guidance from NFPA 1730
standard will provide an overall picture of the resources, time, and tools required to keep the fire risks
in the community to a manageable level (as defined by Council). The NFPA 1730 standard outlines a
process in Appendix C (of the NFPA standard) to assist Council in setting the level of fire prevention
service within the community based on the local needs and circumstances.
It is recommended that the Fire Chief review Madoc’s inspection program to identify levels of desired
frequency relative to the inspections noted in the FUS Chart in TABLE #4. The FUS strongly
recommends that a level of frequency be identified by the Fire Service in its quest towards ensuring a
fire-safe community. The Madoc Township Fire Department may not be able to meet the FUS
recommendations at present, but a set of goals and expectations should be outlined to identify
staffing hours required to strive towards achievement.
In relation to staffing (Fire Prevention) hour requirements, an initial assessment needs to be
completed by the Fire Chief to identify hours presently being spent on inspections along with
identification of the annual goal. By doing this assessment, future hourly requirements can be
consolidated into a report to Council.
3.5

Fire Underwriters Survey

The FUS is a national organization that provides data on public fire protection for fire insurance
statistical work and underwriting purposes of subscribing insurance companies. Subscribers of Fire
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Underwriters Survey represent approximately 85% of the private sector property and casualty
insurers in Canada.
Fire Underwriters Survey Certified Fire Protection Specialists conduct detailed field surveys of the fire
risks and fire defences maintained in built up communities (including incorporated and
unincorporated communities of all types) across Canada. The results of these surveys are used to
establish a Public Fire Protection Classification (PFPC) for each community. While the Fire
Underwriters Survey is not involved in rate making matters, the information provided through the Fire
Insurance Grading Index is a key factor used in the development of Commercial Lines property
insurance rates. The PFPC is also used by Underwriters to determine the amount of risk they are
willing to assume in each community or section of a community.
The overall intent of the PFPC system is to provide a standardized measure of the ability of the
protective facilities of a community to prevent and control the major fires that may be expected to
occur. This is done by evaluating, in detail, the adequacy, reliability, strength and efficiency of the
protective facilities and comparing the level of protection against the level of fire risk in the built
environment.
The FUS also uses PFPC information to develop the Dwelling Protection Grade (DPG), which is utilized
by Personal Lines insurers in determining property insurance rates for detached dwellings (with not
more than two dwelling units). The Dwelling Protection Grade is a measure of the ability of the
protective facilities of a community to prevent and control the structure fires in detached dwellings by
evaluating the adequacy, reliability, strength and efficiency of the protective facilities and comparing
the level of protection against the level of fire risk associated with a typical dwelling.
The fire insurance grading system used does not consider past fire loss records but, rather, fire
potential based on the physical structure and makeup of the built environment. When a community
improves its PFPC or DPG, insurance rates may be reduced, and underwriting capacities may increase.
Every insurance company has its own formula for calculating their underwriting capacities and
insurance rates, however, the PFPC and DPG classifications are extremely useful to insurers in
determining the level of insurable risk present within a community.
Unfortunately, no recent FUS report was available for review. As such, it is recommended that the
Fire Chief contact the FUS office to inquire about locating a copy of the most recent survey and
inquire with the Fire Underwriters group as to what would be required for an updated assessment to
be conducted.
The Fire Underwriters group has a general recommendation that a community should have one full
time Fire Prevention Officer for every 15,000-20,000 population. Based on Madoc’s present
population of 2,300, it is advisable that for the present, the Fire Chief continue in the role of Fire
Prevention/Public Fire Life Safety Educator.
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Recommendation(s)
Rec #
4

5

6

7

8

9

Recommendation

Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline
Short-term
(1-3 years)
and
ongoing

It is recommended that the Township of Madoc Fire
Chief continue performing the duties of a Fire
Prevention Officer/Public Fire Life Safety Educator.

Staff time only

The Fire Chief review the fire inspection program to
identify levels of desired frequency as noted in the FUS
Suggested Frequency Chart, annually tracking the
number of hours spent on inspections.

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)

It is recommended that the Community Risk
Assessment be completed as per Ontario Regulation
378/18 and the Fire Protection and Prevention Act 1997
(FPPA) by July 1, 2024.

Extensive Staff
time
$16-18,000 if
contracted out

Short-term
(1-3 years)

It is recommended that the MTFD begin annual
inspections of high-risk occupancies. This should include Staff time only
fire safety around farming operations.
The Fire Chief to contact the FUS office locate a copy of
the most recent survey and inquire about what would
Staff time only
be required to conduct an updated assessment.
It is recommended that MTFD investigate the inclusion
of residential sprinkler systems as part of their fire
safety messaging, in their fire prevention and public
education initiatives.
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SECTION 4 – Non-Suppression Department
Staffing & Programs
4.1 Overview
4.2 Fire Department Organizational Overview
4.3 Administration Division
4.4 Training & Education Division
4.5 Fire Prevention and Public Education
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Section 4:
4.1

Non-Suppression Department Staffing & Programs

Overview

Within the scope of work noted in the original Request for Proposal document, staffing needs was
identified as a priority in which EMT was to review the capabilities of existing staffing and identify
future needs for each of the divisions including Suppression, Training, Prevention, and Administration.
When considering the overall staffing needs for the Department, some of the key questions that
should be considered are:
•
•
•
•

Is there a proper level of senior staff to manage the Department and its divisions?
Is there adequate administrative support staff to assist with such things as records
management and addressing day-to-day operations of the Department?
Is there a need for other support staff in relation to vehicle and facility maintenance?
When does a fire department need to consider moving from a volunteer service to a
composite or full-time fire service – or does it?

This section will discuss the following divisions:
•
•
•

Administration
Training
Fire Prevention

The Fire Suppression division will be covered in the next section.
4.2

Fire Department Organizational Overview

As noted earlier in this document, the Fire Chief of the Madoc Township Fire Department reports to
the Township’s Treasurer Administrator in a council-manager style of government. The Fire Chief
serves as the head of the Fire Department and is supported by:
•
•

One (1) Volunteer Deputy Fire Chief
One (1) Volunteer Training Officer
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Council

Treasurer/
Administrator

Fire Chief

Deputy Fire
Chief

Captains

Fire Prevention

Administrative
Assistant

Belleville Fire
Dispatch

Training Officer

Firefighters

4.3

Administration Division

The Administration Division is comprised of senior and administrative staff, including the Fire Chief
and Deputy Fire Chief. One of the key areas to ensure a fire department functions as it should is
through communications and following Council’s directions. One of the roles of the Chief is to ensure
Council is kept informed on the department’s activities as well as passing on Council’s directives onto
the firefighters. It is the chief who should be communicating with the firefighters and ensuring that
messaging is consistent and accurate, both up and down the chain of command.
The Fire Department does not have a dedicated Administrative Assistant to aid in imputing
documentation of training records, fire prevention inspections, fire reports, etc. The Fire Chief has
been trying to meet the needs of the department in this regard and is not managing to keep up with
the demand. To assist the Fire Chief in this endeavour, it is recommended that a staff member of the
Township be assigned to assist the fire department with its administrative duties 16 hours per week.
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The computer in the Fire Chief’s office is outdated and should be updated including a file back-up
system. It is recommended that a new computer system be purchased for the Fire Chief’s office and
that a file back-up system be in place.
Due to the growing demands of the MTFD, the volunteer Fire Chief and Deputy Chief are challenged
to meet the daily demands of the Department, along with ensuring that all Departmental data and
documents are kept up to date.
Having dedicated full-time hours for the Fire Chief would greatly assist with the workload, along with
allowing for a more effective level of supervision within the Department. The Deputy Chief should
continue to oversee training and along with assisting in oversight of the Suppression Division.
In most municipalities in Ontario the Fire Chief is assigned the role as Community Emergency
Management Co-Ordinator (CEMC). This is due to their experience in mitigating emergency incidents,
training, and strong understanding on the incident management system (IMS). The current CEMC has
incurred some difficulties while trying to meet their responsibilities. Assigning this role to a full-time
Fire Chief would assist in ensuring the Township’s Emergency Response Plan is current, yearly
exercises would take place, and the requirements of the Emergency Management and Civil Protection
Act be met.
It is recommended that the Fire Chief assume the role of CEMC for the Township of Madoc, pending
the transition of the Fire Chief’s position from volunteer to full-time.
The demands on the Fire Chief of any fire department are ever increasing by way of the amount of
workload. Aside from attending fire calls, they administer the divisions of the department, maintain,
and replace apparatus, lifelong learning in fire suppression and leadership, ensure the department is
current and abiding by industry standards, legislation, regulations, and standards. These requirements
are even more difficult if the Fire Chief is in the position as a volunteer.
When interviewing the Fire Chief, he identified areas that he cannot address due to his workload and
the lack of time to complete these tasks. If the Fire Chief were to be in the role as a full-time
employee of the Township, it may allow the Fire Chief to meet his obligations in a timely manner. A
priority area that must be maintained is the health and safety of the firefighters and ensuring this is
achieved is more difficult when in the role as a volunteer.
The Fire Chief of MTFD is also Acting Fire Chief for the Limerick Township Fire Department and as such
has added responsibilities. While maintaining full-time employment away from the fire department,
the time they have available to properly tend to the needs of both fire services is stretched. If the Fire
Chief maintains the chief’s role in both townships, it will be very, difficult to meet the workload
requirements as a volunteer.
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There is a new trend coming forth in Ontario whereby a fire chief is responsible for the operations of
two fire departments. Benefits to such operations are:
•
•
•
•
•

Streamlining the operations of both departments
Ensuring training will be at a consistent level
Fire Prevention would function similarly
Apparatus maintenance would be consistent
Significant financial savings on both municipalities if they were each to hire a full-time fire
chief.

This initiative has been successful with the same fire chief administrating two departments in:
• Midland and Penetanguishene
• Bradford – West Gwillimbury and Innisfil
• Minto and Wellington North
EMT would like to propose the following options for consideration:
Option #1
Due to the present and future workload placed on the Fire Chief, it is recommended that the
Township of Madoc consider hiring a full-time Fire Chief that would work a 35-hour week and be oncall after hours. Their duties would also include fire prevention, public education, and general
administration duties, as well as assume the role as the municipality’s CEMC.
Option # 2
Madoc Township and a neighbouring Township consider joining resources and hire a full-time Fire
Chief that will be responsible for the day to day operations of both fire departments.
Within this report it is recommended that an Administrative Assistant that is already under the
employ of the Township be assigned to assist the fire department with administrative duties, 16 hrs
per week. During discussions with staff it has come to the attention of EMT that due to the current
workload of the Administrative Assistant, their availability may be limited in completing any duties for
the fire department. For this reason, Option #1 includes that the Fire Chief also be assigned the
responsibilities of completing the fire department’s administrative needs as well as assume the role as
CEMC.
In some instances, municipalities have chosen to amalgamate two fire departments into one under a
new name. The municipalities would remain autonomous while just the fire services become one. An
excellent example of this occurred in Ontario whereby the Aurora and Newmarket Fire Departments
joined and became one known as the Central York Fire Service.
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The advantages of doing so are numerous with the main one being the combined resources such as
officer ranks and apparatus; purchasing the same equipment at larger quantities equates to savings;
all personnel trained to the same level; no duplication of services; one Fire Prevention and Training
branch; etc.
It is EMT’s opinion that Option # 1 would be the best option for the Township, both fiscally and
operationally. Hiring a full-time Fire Chief will ensure that procedures and operations are updated to
industry standards and best practices. This will also assist the Township in meeting the requirements
of the Community Risk Assessment, when completed, in conducting public education, fire inspections
and enforcement of the Ontario Fire Code.
4.4

Training and Education Division

A fire service is only capable of providing effective levels of protection to its community if it is
properly, trained, and equipped to deliver these services. Firefighters must be prepared to apply a
diverse and demanding set of skills to meet the needs of a modern fire service. Whether assigned to
Communication, Administration, Fire Prevention, or Fire Suppression, firefighters must have the
knowledge and skills necessary to provide reliable fire protection.
In relation to training and professional development, NFPA 1201 – Providing Fire and Emergency
Services to the Public notes:
•

4.11.1 Purpose. The Fire & Emergency Services Organization shall have training and education
programs and policies to ensure that personnel are trained, and that competency is
maintained to effectively, efficiently, and safely, execute all responsibilities.5

The Department should look at new means and creative ideas to maintain the firefighter’s interest to
train and reinforce how important it is to train as both their, and others, lives depend upon it. With so
few calls for assistance, the Department must ensure their members maintain their skill sets, so the
firefighter performs their duties safely and effectively when required.
In MTFD, the responsibility for training falls under the scope of the volunteer Training Officer who is
responsible for identifying the training needs of the suppression staff based on industry requirements.
The Training Officer is responsible for planning and tracking the training of all Fire Department staff.
The volunteer Training Officer is active in ensuring that all required training programs are being
addressed to the best of the Department’s ability. The Department has been using the services of
South West Training Academy to provide training sessions, both in person and electronically. This
venture has been successful and should continue.

5

https://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/all-codes-and-standards/list-of-codes-and-standards/detail?code=1201
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Another option for future consideration is the creation of a joint Training Officer’s position that would
work with other the volunteer fire departments within the County to create a more focused and
consistent level of training between the volunteer departments. Such a position could be created
within Hastings County and could be proven to be very, effective in relation to creating a standardized
level of training amongst the partner departments.
In relation to training hours for the firefighters, the Department presently conducts 2 to 3-hour
training sessions, twice a month. Therefore, if a firefighter were to attend all the available training
sessions the maximum amount of training hours would only equate 48 hours a year. If this were to be
increased to a full three-hours per training session, three times a month, this would give 60 more
hours of valuable training time for an annual total of 108 hours. This increase would assist the
Training Division in meeting training and competency requirements for such topics as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency medical training
Motor vehicle fires and extrication
Structure fires
Hazardous materials awareness training
Water rescue awareness training
Incident Command
Driver training
Pump operations training etc.
Water tanker shuttle operations, etc.

It is recommended that the MTFD increase the number of training hours for each training session to
three and conduct three training sessions per month.
The MTFD ensures their members are trained to the latest standards for firefighters, namely, NFPA
1001, I & II. Over 50% of the membership are certified to this standard and many have taken other
NFPA courses in Fire Officer Levels I & II, Fire Inspections and Fire Life Safety Public Educator, and
Public Information Officer.
During discussions with the Fire Chief it was noted that the training records have been recorded in
both hard copy and electronically. Many records were lost when a township computer failed, and
these records were not recovered.
It is recommended that all training records should be maintained electronically, and a back-up storage
system be in place in the event of a computer failure. Those that are on hard copy should be entered
into the computer and kept electronically.
Every other year the firefighters complete FIT testing of their SCBA masks but have not been FIT
tested for N-95 masks. With the current pandemic, it is recommended that the firefighters be tested
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for N-95 masks and this should be done the alternate years of the SCBA masks to control the financial
impact on the budget. This is a health and safety issue and should be implemented as soon as
possible.
4.4.1 Training Facilities
The Department lacks its own training facility within the Township to conduct regular hands-on
programs such as live fire training and other specialized programs that require more training props
outside of those available at the fire station. MTFD is fortunate to have the ability to travel to Trenton
to conduct live fire and firefighter survival training. This is a great benefit to the Department in
relation to conducting training that is outside the scope of what can be accomplished at the fire
station.
Most fire departments have been able to construct or procure training props that aid in the quality of
training their members receive. It is recommended that the MTFD review opportunities to build or
acquisition training props; these shall be built in accordance with NFPA 1402, Standard on Facilities
for Fire Training and Associated Props.
The Fire Chief and Training Officer are aware of the program needs and facility requirements, as the
Training Officer is tracking much of this; however, to verify in a more formal manner that the Training
Division is meeting the related NFPA program recommendations, the Training Officer should identify:

4.5

•

What training programs are required in relation to the services that MTFD is providing.

•

The number of hours that are required to meet each of those training needs.

•

Resources required to accomplish this training.

•

Joint partnerships with bordering fire departments and private organizations that can be
entered to achieve the training requirements identified by the Deputy Chief.

•

An annual program outline at the start of each year to the Fire Chief, with noted goals and
expectations and completion success rate.

Fire Prevention and Public Education

Fire prevention and public education are number one in relation to the Three Lines of Defence as
noted by the OFMEM. NFPA 1730 is the standard relating to Fire Prevention and Public Education.
Presently, the Fire Chief is also the Fire Prevention Officer that is doing his best in relation to meeting
the legislated (mandatory) inspections, while at the same time trying to be a proactive as possible
based on hours available after completing the mandatory inspections.
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As noted in Section 3 the Fire Prevention role also includes the completion of the Community Risk
Assessment for the Township as legislated. This is a very time intensive activity that may take more
than 100 dedicated hours.
Fire Investigations are the responsibility of the Fire Prevention Division of a fire department. The Fire
Chief currently conducts fire investigations with the assistance of the OPP and OFMEM as required. It
is recommended that the Fire Chief complete NFPA 1033, Standard for Professional Qualifications for
Fire Investigator.
4.5.1 Determination of Current Staffing Requirements
To determine the current staffing needs, NFPA 1730 outlines a five-step process within Annex “C” of
the standard. This sample staffing exercise is not part of the requirements of the standard but forms a
guide for informational purposes. It is important to restate that it is Council that sets the level of
service within the community. This level of service must be based off the local needs and
circumstances.
The five-step process involves a review of the following items:
Step 1 – Scope of service, duties, and desired outputs
Identify the services and duties that are performed within the scope of the organization.
Outputs should be specific, measurable, reproducible, and time limited. Among the elements
can be the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administration
Data collection, analysis
Delivery
Authority/responsibility
Roles and responsibilities
Local variables
Budgetary considerations
Impact of risk assessment

Step 2: Time Demand
Using the worksheets in Table C.2.2(a) through Table C.2.2(d), quantify the time necessary to
develop, deliver, and evaluate the various services and duties identified in Step 1, taking into
account the following:
•
•

Local nuances
Resources that affect personnel needs
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Plan Review - Refer to Plan Review Services Table A.7.9.2 of the standard to determine Time
Demand.
Step 3: Required Personnel Hours
Based on Step 2 and historical performance data, convert the demand for services to annual
personnel hours required for each program [see Table C.2.3(a) through Table C.2.3(e)]. Add any
necessary and identifiable time not already included in the total performance data, including
the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Development/preparation
Service
Evaluation
Commute (travel time to training sessions)
Prioritization

Step 4: Personnel Availability and Adjustment Factor
Average personnel availability should be calculated, considering the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holiday
Jury duty
Military leave
Annual leave/vacation
Training
Sick leave
Fatigue/delays/other

Example: Average personnel availability is calculated for holiday, annual, and sick leave per
personnel member (see Table C.2.4).
Step 5: Calculate Total Personnel Required
Division of the unassigned personnel hours by the adjustment factor will determine the amount
of personnel (persons/year) required. Any fractional values can be rounded up or down to the
next integer value. Rounding up provides potential reserve capacity; rounding down means
potential overtime or assignment of additional services conducted by personnel (personnel can
include personnel from other agencies within the entity, community, private companies, or
volunteer organizations).
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Correct calculations based on the following:
•
•
•
•

Budgetary validation
Rounding up/down
Determining reserve capacity
Impact of non-personnel resources (materials, equipment, vehicles) on personnel6

More information on this staffing equation can be found within the NFPA 1730 standard. The Fire
Prevention Officer should assess these five steps and evaluate their present level of activity and the
future goals of the divisions.
To assist in this process, the Fire Chief should closely track the actual time spent on each of the fire
prevention related activities (ranging from site plan reviews, routine inspections, licensing,
complaints, and requests, to name a few). Further, reporting should include clearly identifying the
number of public education events including the numbers of adults and children reached. By
identifying the time spent on each project and collating this into baseline (approximate) times, the
Fire Prevention Division can use those hours spent as a baseline figure in applying future initiatives.
To further guide the fire department, the CFAI outlines the following for fire prevention and public
education:
•

A public education program is in place and directed toward reducing specific risks in a manner
consistent with the agency’s mission and as identified within the community risk assessment
and standards of cover. The agency should conduct a thorough risk-analysis as part of
activities in Category 2 to determine the need for specific public education programs.

The utilization of existing resources is a cost-effective option for the promotion of fire prevention and
public education programs. To accomplish this, some fire departments have trained most, if not all
their fire suppression staff to be certified to conduct fire prevention/public education inspections and
programs. This not only brings more resources to the table; it also enhances the level of fire safety
awareness by those trained staff.
To assist with fire prevention and education initiatives, MTFD should continue moving towards having
more of its fire staff (based on those interested in this type of certification) trained and certified in the
areas of fire prevention and public education to at least:
•
•

6

NFPA 1031 – Fire Inspector I, and
NFPA 1035 – Fire and Life Safety Educator I.

https://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/all-codes-and-standards/list-of-codes-and-standards/detail?code=1730
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Current Condition
The Fire Chief/Fire Prevention Officer tracks time spent doing inspections and general duties,
however, much more detailed records need to be compiled to identify what can be accomplished and
what fire prevention goals and objectives are not being addressed. This assessment can help to
identify how many more hours would be required to meet the present demands of the Fire
Prevention Division. As such, it is recommended that more accurate accounting of the FC/FPO’s time
be tracked.
The Fire Chief attends the school within the Township, instructing 80 to 100 students during an
assembly. Topics discussed include home escape plans, smoke alarms, carbon monoxide awareness,
safe cooking, Stop/Drop/Roll, along with fire escape planning. During Fire Prevention Week the Fire
Chief, along with other members of the department, should attend the school and conduct fire drills
and this would be an opportune time to also conduct some public education with the students.
It has been identified that fire prevention messages are often discussed within the home, thanks to
the younger children who have listened to presentations such as Make an Escape Plan and smoke
alarms, to name a few.
Seniors are a demographic that have been identified as being vulnerable during fires due to their age,
cognitive impairment, and mobility issues. Presentations should be made to seniors’ groups discussing
topics such as smoke/CO alarms, home escape planning, in-home assessments for fire safety, safe
cooking practises and the use of fire extinguishers.
Events such as the fall fair and firefighter’s community breakfast where up to 750 attend, have been
great opportunities for the MTFD to interact with the citizens of the Township to promote fire safety
and for the citizens to have the opportunity to meet their firefighters. Displays are available along
with smoke and CO alarms for purchase.
Upon completion of any public education opportunity, an OFMEM Standard Incident Report should be
completed outlining where the session was held, how many were in attendance, what the topic of
discussion was, and how it was received. This is a formal method of record allowing the review of the
department’s activities to bring to light any areas that may need to be re-evaluated. It is
recommended that an OFMEM Standard Incident Report be completed upon completion of Public
Education events for statistical purposes.
The Fire Chief whom, also functions as the Fire Prevention Officer/Public Fire Life Safety Officer,
should be commended for being able to look after two important positions as these on a volunteer
basis. The Fire Chief has been able to meet with the youth in the schools and make a lasting
impression on the importance of fire safety and the development of a home escape plan.
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Enforcement is one of the key components of a Community Risk Reduction Plan. At present, the Fire
Chief/FPO only completes a fire inspection upon complaint or by request. For the Fire Chief to
become proactive in completing inspections may require the realignment of some of their
responsibilities or the hiring of staff to assist with the workload.
It is recommended that the MTFD begin annual inspections of high-risk occupancies and those that
have high a rate of fires. This should include safety around farming operations.
MTFD is committed to the safety of its residents to the point whereby spare smoke and carbon
monoxide detectors are kept on front line apparatus in the event they attend a residence where they
are absent or inoperable. Members of the department ensure working alarms are in place prior to
departing the scene. This is a very proactive fire safety initiative and should continue.
As with most volunteer rural fire services, it takes time upon receipt of a call to amass the firefighters
and travel to the scene. If the incident is in the furthest reaches of the Township, time is not in favour
of the fire service. It is not uncommon for crews to travel 20 to 25 minutes to arrive at the scene. It is
inherent upon the fire service to thereby educate those in the outer rural area on how to prevent
fires, the legislated requirements for working smoke and carbon monoxide alarms, a home escape
plan, and how to use a fire extinguisher if they are able to do so. The best methods of reaching such
individuals is either at public events or home safety visits upon request. The MTFD should distribute a
package of informative literature that homeowners may review to assist in protecting themselves
from a fire if one were to occur. As such, it is recommended that the MTFD focus on educating
residents furthest from the fire station on fire safety and preventing fires from occurring in the home.
It must be noted that most fire inspection documentation is in the form of hard copies with a few
backed up electronically. Due to a past computer failure the electronic copies were lost as there was
no back-up files in place. It is recommended that all fire prevention inspection reports be filed
electronically and supported by a back-up filing system.
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Recommendation(s)
Rec #
10
11

12

13

14

15

Recommendation
It is recommended that job descriptions be reviewed
and updated accordingly.
It is recommended that a staff member of the
Township be assigned to assist the fire department
with its administrative duties 16 hours per week.
It is recommended that a new computer system be
purchased for the Fire Chief’s office and that a file
back-up system be in place.
It is recommended that the Township of Madoc hire a
full-time Fire Chief that would work a 35-hour week
and be on-call after hours.
An option would see the Townships of Madoc and a
neighbouring community collaboratively hire a fulltime Fire Chief.
It is recommended that the Fire Chief assume the role
of CEMC for the Township of Madoc, dependent on
the Fire Chief’s role being a full-time position.
To verify the training programs are meeting related
NFPA (and other) training program recommendations,
the Training Officer should identify:
•
•
•
•

Estimated Costs

Staff time only
$15,000 to
$25,000

Short-term
(1-3 years)

To be
determined,
based on related
computer needs

Short-term
(1-3 years)

$70,000 to
$80,000 plus
$40,000 to
$50,000 for a
vehicle

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Costs related to
hiring full-time
Fire Chief.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

What training programs are required in relation
to the services that MTFD is providing.
The number of hours that are required to meet Staff time only
each of those training needs.
Resources required to accomplish this training.
Joint partnerships with bordering fire
departments and private organizations that can
be entered into to achieve the training
requirements identified by the Training Officer.
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Rec #

Recommendation
•

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline

An annual program outline at the start of each
year to the Fire Chief, with noted goals and
expectations and completion success rate.

It is recommended that all training records be
maintained electronically, and a back-up storage
system be in place in the event of a computer failure.
It is recommended that the Fire Chief complete NFPA
1033, Standard for Professional Qualifications for Fire
Investigator.
it is recommended that the firefighters be tested for
N-95 masks and this should be done on the alternate
years of the SCBA masks to control the financial
impact on the budget.

To be
determined,
based on cost of
program required
Staff time and
cost for attending
the Fire College
course.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)

To be
determined,
based on
facilities/props
purchased.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

This would be an
increase of five
hours per VFF per
month.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)

It is recommended that an OFMEM Standard Incident
Report be completed upon completion of Public
Education events for statistical purposes.

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years

It is recommended that the MTFD place priority on
educating residents furthest from the fire station on

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years

It is recommended that the MTFD review
opportunities to build or acquisition training props and
these shall be built in accordance with NFPA 1402,
Standard on Facilities for Fire Training and Associated
Props.
It is recommended that the MTFD increase the
number of training hours for each training session to
three (instead of two hours) and conduct three
training sessions per month (instead of the present
two sessions).
Fire Prevention Officer to closely track time spent on
each of the Fire Prevention activities. Reporting
should include clearly identifying the number of public
education events and the numbers of adults and
children reached.
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Rec #

Recommendation

Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline

fire safety and preventing fires from occurring in the
home.
24

It is recommended that all fire prevention inspection
reports be filed electronically and supported by a
back-up filing system.

Emergency Management & Training Inc.

Cost may be
related to the
purchase of a
back-up program.

Short-term
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SECTION 5 – Fire Suppression and Dispatching
5.1 Fire Suppression/Emergency Response
5.2 NFPA Standards
5.3 Technical Rescue Response
5.4 Dispatching Services
5.5 Considerations for Full-time Firefighters
5.6 Recruitment and Retention of Volunteer
Firefighters
5.7 Certification of Firefighters
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Section 5:
5.1

Fire Suppression and Dispatching

Fire Suppression/Emergency Response

The Madoc Township Fire Department is a volunteer department, and as such the NFPA 1720
standard for volunteer fire departments is applicable for this review. It should be noted that although
the NFPA is not a mandated standard, it is recognized as an industry best practice. As such, it is
advisable to use these NFPA standards as goals and guidelines to aim for by a fire department.
There is no identified standard dictating how many firefighters are required within a given population
or whether the Fire Department needs to be composed of full-time, composite (blend of full-time and
volunteer firefighters) or volunteer staff. With that in mind, it is evident that call volumes for the
MTFD will increase, simply based on the influx of people, traffic, industry, and housing. As such, a
careful monitoring of call volumes and response times is critical when it comes to determining if the
Fire Department is keeping up with its response expectations.
To make an informed decision on staffing requirements, consideration is dependent on the following
points:
•

Does the Fire Department have an approved response criterion as a baseline?
o Has Council given direction to the Fire Chief (based on his recommendations) on
expected response times that are to be met by the Fire Department?
▪

If so, is the Department meeting this response criterion on a consistent basis or
is it struggling to meet the response times and, perhaps, falling behind?

•

Does the Department have issues/concerns with getting enough volunteer firefighters to
respond during daytime hours (or other times) on a consistent basis to ensure a viable level of
response?

•

What local and national standards and guidelines exist to help direct the Fire Department in
its decisions relating to station location and staffing models?
o Specifically, NFPA 1720 along with reference to the CFAI “industry best practices”
recommendations

•

What increase or decrease in population and industry is occurring that may precipitate more
or less fire stations and staffing?

Some municipalities have referred to other similar sized municipalities as a guide for staffing numbers
and types (i.e. career or volunteer). It must be kept in mind, however, that every community is unique
in its geographical composition, population demographics, and size of residential, commercial, and
industrial sectors. Community comparisons should therefore be utilized with all the aforementioned
information in mind.
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5.2

NFPA Standards

For fire departments in Ontario, reference can be made to the Public Safety Guidelines that are
created and distributed by the OFMEM. These Guidelines advise fire services in relation to all aspects
of delivering fire prevention, fire suppression and fire station location programs.
There are also industry best practices in the form of the NFPA 1201 and 1720 standards, which guide:
•
•

1201 – Standard for Providing Fire and Emergency Services to the Public
1720 – Standard for Volunteer Fire Departments

NFPA 1201 – Standard for Providing Fire and Emergency Services to the Public
The Fire and Emergency Services Organization (FESO) shall provide customer service-oriented
programs and procedures to accomplish the following:
1. Prevent fire, injuries and deaths from emergencies and disasters
2. Mitigate fire, injuries, deaths, property damage, and environmental damage from emergencies
and disasters
3. Recover from fires, emergencies, and disasters
4. Protect critical infrastructure
5. Sustain economic viability
6. Protect cultural resources
NFPA 1720 – Volunteer Fire Departments
Madoc Township Fire Department is a Volunteer Fire Department that is supported by staff that
consist of the Volunteer Fire Chief, Volunteer Deputy Fire Chief, and Volunteer Training Officer.
Note: Although the firefighters for Madoc Township are considered volunteers under the Fire
Protection and Prevention Act., they are actually paid on call staff, who are remunerated for the
work and training they do.
NFPA 1720 for volunteer fire departments, chapter 4.3.1, notes the following for the deployment of
volunteer firefighters:
“The fire department shall identify minimum staffing requirements to ensure that the number of
members that are available to operate are able to meet the needs of the department.”
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Staffing and Response Time
•

•

•

In Urban areas (population greater than 1000 per square mile) or (population greater than
386 per sq. km.), there should be a minimum response of 15 staff within 9 minutes, 90 percent
of the time
In Suburban areas (population of 500 – 1000 per square mile) or (population of 193 - 386 per
sq. km.), there should be a minimum response of 10 staff within 10 minutes, 80 percent of the
time
In Rural areas (population of less than 500 per square mile) or (population less than 193 per
sq. km.), there should be a minimum response of 6 staff within 14 minutes, 80 percent of the
time.7

Based on Madoc’s population per square kilometre, most of the Township would fall into the “Rural”
response expectations of 6 staff within 14 minutes.
The Fire Department should endeavour to meet the stated minimum response standards based on
responding to a 2,000 ft2 single-family dwelling. The dwelling (noted in the Standard) does not have a
basement or other exposures (buildings close enough to each other to create a greater possibility for
fire spread). Many homes in Madoc, however, have basements and some are built close enough to
each other to create an exposure risk for potential fire spread, which must be considered by the Fire
Department in its response efforts.
When considering the response times and needs of a community, the fire response curve (FIGURE #7)
presents the reader with a general understanding of how fire can grow within a furnished residential
structure over a short period of time. Depending on many factors, the rate of growth can be affected
in several different ways, which can increase the burn rate or suppress it through fire control
measures within the structure.
When we look at the response time of a fire department, it is a function of various factors including,
but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

7

The distance between the fire department and response location
The layout of the community
Impediments such as weather, construction, traffic jams, lack of direct routes (rural roads)
Notification time
Assembly time of the firefighters, both at the fire station and at the scene of the incident
o Assembly time includes dispatch time, turnout time to the fire station, and response to
the scene. It should be noted that assembly time can vary greatly due to weather and

https://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/all-codes-and-standards/list-of-codes-and-standards/detail?code=1720
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road conditions, along with the time of day as many firefighters are at their full-time
jobs and cannot respond to calls during work hours.
MTFD is diligently working to meet the 1720 standard in relation to population versus staff/response
times. Based on response data review and discussions with the Fire Chief, MTFD is demonstrating a
strong level of success in meeting the response criteria.
As illustrated in the following fire propagation diagram, the need for immediate initiation of fire
suppression activities is critical. MTFD responds to more than just fires; for example, motor vehicle
collisions can create a medical or fire emergency that needs to be dealt as soon as possible. Hence the
reason to be as efficient and effective as possible in responding to calls for assistance.
FIGURE #7: Fire Response/Propagation Curve

FIGURE #7 notes the following time variables:
•
•
•
•

Detection of fire – this is when the occupant discovers that there is a fire. The fire may be in a
very early stage or could have been burning for quite some time before being detected
Report of fire – this is when someone has identified the fire and is calling 9-1-1 for help
Dispatch – the time it takes the dispatcher to receive the information and dispatch the
appropriate resources
Response to the fire – response time is a combination of the following:
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•
•

o Turnout time – how long it takes the career firefighters to get to the fire truck and
respond or how long it takes the volunteer firefighters to get to the fire station to
respond on the fire truck
o Drive time – the time from when the crew advises dispatch that they are responding,
until the time that they report on scene
Setup time – the time it takes for the fire crews to get ready to fight the fire, and
Fighting the fire – actual time it takes to extinguish the fire on scene.

Fire department response time is a function of various factors including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

The distance between the fire department and response location
The layout of the community
Impediments such as weather, construction, traffic, road networks
Notification time
Assembly time of the firefighters, both at the fire station and at the scene of the incident

The overall goal of any fire department is to arrive at the scene of the fire and/or incident as quickly
and as effectively as possible. If a fire truck arrives on scene in eight minutes or less, with a
recommended crew of four or more firefighters, there is increased opportunity to contain the fire by
reducing further spread of the fire to the rest of the structure. Alternatively, if the first fire attack
team arrives with fewer than four firefighters on board, then it is limited to what operations it can
successfully attempt.
Based on studies and evaluations conducted by the NIST and the NFPA, no interior attack is to be
made by the firefighters until sufficient personnel arrive on scene. The expectation is that a minimum
of three firefighters and one officer arrive on scene to make up the initial fire suppression team. This
team of four can effectively do an assessment of the scene, secure a water source, ensure the fire
truck is ready to receive the water and get the fire pump in gear, as well as unload and advance the
fire hose in preparation for entry into the structure. A team of four also allows for adherence to the
recommended “two-in, two-out” rule, referring to the presence of two firefighters inside the
structure with two outside ready to go in as back-up.
The Fire Chief must ensure that a complement that allows for an initial full crew response to
incidents. To accomplish this, a response protocol is in effect that ensures whenever a station and its
firefighters are dispatched to any type of call where back-up may be required, another fire service is
automatically dispatched to the same incident.
As with most fire services in the Province of Ontario, the day-time availability of volunteer firefighters
is becoming ever more difficult to maintain. Madoc Township has been fortunate that during the
daytime, on occasions, they have seen 10 to 12 firefighters available to respond, however that is not
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the case all the time. The current number of firefighters to be on the roster as established by Council
is 28, however, at present there are 24, which can contribute to slower response times.
There are a number of members of the Department who have served for over 20 years and may soon
be contemplating retirement. It is difficult on departments that lose a number of members at the
same time with this amount of experience. Succession planning is an important tool to provide an
overlap of experience.
5.2.1 Response Data
The following charts identify the response types and the response breakdown for 2016 to 2019.
There needs to be a review of the future growth statistics and demographics of the community to
understand where the potential needs will be and where some efficiencies can be made. As such,
MTFD response times should be monitored based on the OFMEM definition, which is from “dispatch
time, to time of arrival at the incident”; in other words, from the time the call is received, to when the
fire station or pager tones activate, to when the firefighters get on the fire trucks and arrive at the
emergency scene location.
Performance measurements that the fire department could benefit from include monitoring:
•
•
•
•

Response time: the total time from receipt of call (on 9-1-1) to the time the fire vehicle arrives at
the incident location.
Firefighter assembly time: time from page until the first vehicle is responding.
Travel time: time tracked from when the fire vehicle has left the station until arrival at the
incident location.
Staffing time: time from the page until the appropriate number of firefighters are on scene
(e.g. 10 firefighters).

Note: In monitoring time measurements, the 80th percentile criterion is the recommended practice that
is endorsed by the NFPA and CFAI. This data is more accurate since it is evaluating the times based on 80
percent of the calls, as opposed to averaging the times at the 50th percentile. For example:
•
•

8 out of 10 times the fire department arrives on scene in 10 minutes or less, which means
that only 20 percent of the time they are above that 10-minute mark,
as opposed to 5 out of 10 times the fire department arrives on scene in 10 minutes or less,
which means that 50 percent of the time they are above the 10-minute mark.

The following set of charts (through the use, of the supplied data) help to identify the types of calls
that are creating the bulk of response demands and which station(s) are called upon the most for
these responses.
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FIGURE #8: 2016 to 2019 Call Types
2016 to 2019 Call Types

Madoc Township Fire Department
(this graph shows all years totalled: 2016 - 2019)
Burning (Controlled)
1%
Rescue Calls
18%

CO False calls
3%
False fire calls
2%

Public Hazard
9%
Medical/resuscitator
calls
25%
Property fires/explosions
10%

Pre fire conditions/no fire
1%

Other Response
31%

As can be seen in the above chart, the top three types of calls that MTFD responds to are:
1. Other Responses, which accounts for 31% of the Department’s overall response. Other
responses are those calls that do not fit into any of the above noted categories (i.e. a
hazardous materials spill)
2. Medical/resuscitator, which accounts for 25% of the Department’s overall responses
3. Property Fire and Explosions, which accounts for 10% of the Department’s overall
responses
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FIGURE #9: 2009 to 2019 Total Calls
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As can be seen in FIGURE #9, the number of fire calls per year vary significantly from year to year. A
single weather incident can create differences in call response such as a spring flooding, hot dry
summer, or severe winter storm.
It was noted during the gathering of response data, the information obtained from the Township and
that of the OFMEM was not identical. Anomalies can at times misrepresent the actual data, which
may skew the true response numbers. The MTFD should contact the OFMEM and resubmit their
response reports for at least 2019 to ensure accuracy. The Fire Chief, upon receipt of the year-end
statistics from the OFMEM, should ensure accuracy in the information being put forward.
As such, the Fire Chief needs to continue the monitoring of call reports to ensure accuracy, and
subsequent reports on call volumes including the times and level of staff who respond to those calls.
If the firefighter numbers decline as call volumes increase, the Township must consider the
recruitment of additional firefighters or entering into response agreements with neighbouring
townships.
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Note: Assembly time is the time from when the alarm sounds to when the firefighters get onto the fire
truck and start responding. Response time is the time from when the fire apparatus leaves the station
to the time it arrives at the location of the fire call.
Assembly times are a key factor in the overall ability of the fire department to arrive at the scene in a
timely manner. These times should be minimized wherever possible. An increase in the number of
firefighters on the department may assist in reducing the assembly time by subsequently increasing
the firefighter availability. During the analysis of 2019 data it was found that the assembly time was
12 minutes, 80 percent of the time. The response time was 23 minutes, 80 percent of the time. Of the
43 calls for assistance that year, only 33 could be used in these calculations as the remainder
contained incomplete data.
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FIGURE #10: Response Zone Map
As already noted, based on Madoc’s population per square kilometre, the Township would fall into
the “Rural” response expectations of 6 staff within 14 minutes. FIGURE #10 notes a 10-minute
response zone. This is to allow for an average of 4-minutes for the firefighters to arrive at the fire
station (to gear up), which would give them a 10-minute drive time (response zone). The challenge
faced by the fire department is the 12-minute assembly time.
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The response zone map identifies a solid level of coverage based on the NFPA recommended
response times.
Another useful tool is to pinpoint where the bulk of the emergency responses are occurring. This
‘clustering’ of responses will help to identify where the majority of calls are occurring, which will
indicate if the present fire station location is properly positioned, or if there a shift in call locations
that would suggest the possible need for the relocation of the fire station or the need for additional
station(s).
FIGURE #11: Call Cluster Map for 2019
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At this time, the fire station is well situated to respond to the bulk of the calls responded to by the
Department.
Although the NFPA response times are not mandated, it would be beneficial for the Fire Chief to be
have a response time goal supported by Council as a benchmark. As such, it is recommended that the
Fire Chief present a response time goal for the approval of Council (which may reference NFPA 1720
– the expectation of 6 staff in 14minutes (80th percentile)), and that performance measures are
continuously monitored. This recommendation is only meant to provide the Fire Department a
goal/guideline to aim for, not a mandated expectation.
5.3

Technical Rescue Responses

In accordance with the E&R By-Law, the MTFD responds to technical rescues such as high angle,
confined space, and trench, at the awareness level. Response to ice rescue is shore based and
hazardous materials incidents are at the awareness level. While the number of incidents that may
occur within the Township might be low, a plan should be in place on how to mitigate such incidents.
This could be achieved through response agreements with neighbouring fire services that provide
these rescue services at a higher level of response.
5.4

Dispatching Services

Madoc Township Fire Department receives its dispatching services from the Belleville Fire
Department. Based on information received, along with a review of the dispatching data, it would
appear that MTFD is receiving adequate services from the Belleville Fire Department.
Belleville is also responsible for activating the paging and real time texting (RTT) systems to alert
firefighters to respond. Some fire services use an app, such as “I Am Responding”, to communicate
with the firefighters who are responding to the fire station/call. If it is noted that the numbers are
low, a call is put out for additional resources. It is recommended that the MTFD complete a review to
determine if it would be worthwhile to implement a response app such as “I Am Responding.”
The agreement with Belleville details a fee for services provided along with related infrastructure and
operations activities. The current agreement with Belleville for call taking and fire dispatch reflects
best practices and an effective strategy for the Madoc Township Fire Department in providing these
services.
Dispatch is supported by a CAD (computer aided dispatch) software program (CriSys) that effectively
assists with timely dispatch. Reports of each incident’s dispatch log are forwarded to the Township for
review and records for future reference.
The Fire Chief should converse with the Belleville Fire Chief on whether the communications
operators are working towards meeting the requirements of NFPA 1061, Standard for Public Safety
Telecommunications Personnel Professional Qualifications and whether the communications centre
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follows NFPA 1221, Standard for the Installation, Maintenance, and Use of Emergency Services
Communications Systems, which is used to identify dispatching service criteria.
The Township of Madoc currently pays approximately $2.05 per capita for fire dispatching services
which is at the lower end of the scale as other centres charge between $2.10 and $4.50 per capita
(2020). The current contract is automatically renewed each year and the Fire Chief should take the
opportunity to review the agreement and the services being provided, along with any concerns and
bring these forward to the Belleville Fire Chief, prior to the effective date of the next agreement.
While the radio system that the Township has in service is operating fine, a radio coverage audit
should be planned for, in the near future, to review all the radio systems in service by the different
departments of the Township.
Concerns were raised regarding the number of times in which Madoc firefighters have been
requested to stand-by or limit their radio communications as the communications centre is busy.
Urgent or life at risk messages should be prefaced with the words “Emergency Traffic, Emergency
Traffic” so that the communications operators understand that messages of importance are about to
be transmitted. This issue should be raised by the Fire Chief when in discussions with the Fire Chief of
the Belleville Fire Department.
5.4.1 Next Generation Communications (NG9-1-1)
The 9-1-1 CERB for the Township of Madoc is the OPP in Smiths Falls. Emergency 9-1-1 calls are
directed to that location and then downloaded to the emergency service that is required by the caller.
In June of 2017, the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) created
regulations regarding the Next Generation Communications for 9-1-1 centres. The following is an
excerpt from the CRTC website regarding the program and its benefits for enhancement to public
safety communications.
Canadians depend on the provision of reliable and effective 9-1-1 services to seek help in an
emergency. As technology and consumers’ needs evolve, so do consumers’ expectations,
related to 9-1-1 services. In the coming years, telecommunications networks across Canada,
including the networks used to make 9-1-1 calls, will continue to transition to Internet
Protocol (IP) technology. This will enable Canadians to access new, enhanced, and innovative
9-1-1 services with IP-based capabilities, referred to as next-generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1)
services. For example, Canadians could stream video from an emergency incident, send
photos of accident damage or a fleeing suspect, or send personal medical information,
including accessibility needs, which could greatly aid emergency responders.
In this decision, the Commission is setting out its determinations on the implementation and
provision of NG9-1-1 networks and services in Canada. This will require coordination and
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collaboration between numerous stakeholders, including the Commission;
telecommunications service providers that provide 9-1-1 services (TSPs); 9-1-1 network
providers; the CRTC Interconnection Steering Committee (CISC); federal, provincial, territorial,
and municipal governments; emergency responders; and public safety answering points
(PSAPs). As such, in this decision, the Commission is making a number of recommendations in
which all stakeholders will have a role to play, including the establishment of a national PSAP
and emergency responder coordinating body.
The Commission has determined that an incumbent local exchange carrier (ILEC) stewardship
model under Commission oversight is the most appropriate with respect to the governance
and funding of NG9-1-1, such that the ILECs will be responsible for the construction,
operation, and maintenance of the NG9-1-1 networks, with Commission oversight, including
through Commission approval of the ILECs’ tariffs.
The Commission directs all ILECs to establish their NG9-1-1 networks and to be ready to
provide NG9-1-1 Voice service by 30 June 2020 wherever PSAPs have been established in a
particular region.
The Commission also directs all TSPs to make the necessary changes to support NG9-1-1
Voice throughout their operating territories by 30 June 2020 wherever (i) their networks are
capable of doing so, and (ii) PSAPs have launched NG9-1-1 Voice. The Commission
determines that real-time text (RTT)-based NG9-1-1 Text Messaging is the second method of
communication to be supported on the NG9-1-1 networks. The Commission directs mobile
wireless service providers to provide RTT-based NG9-1-1 Text Messaging throughout their
operating territories by 31 December 2020 wherever (i) their networks are capable of doing
so, and (ii) PSAPs have launched NG9-1-1 Text Messaging. The Commission also requests that
CISC submit to the Commission, for information, its recommended public education campaign
for each new NG9-1-1 service.
During the transition to NG9-1-1, ILECs are directed to support existing 9-1-1 voice services
over the existing 9-1-1 networks in parallel with the new NG9-1-1 networks. As well, ILECs are
to decommission their current 9-1-1 network components that will not form part of their
NG9-1-1 networks by 30 June 2023. The existing 9-1-1 tariff rate regime for funding the
current 9-1-1 networks will remain in place during the transition, along with new incremental
tariffed rates that will be established for NG9-1-1. These rates will be in effect until current 91-1 networks are decommissioned, at which time final NG9-1-1 network access tariff rates
will be established.
Finally, the Commission is imposing obligations related to (i) ensuring the reliability,
resiliency, and security of the NG9-1-1 networks; (ii) reporting on NG9-1-1 network outages;
and (iii) ensuring privacy in an NG9-1-1 environment.
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[Goals and Outcomes of Implementation]
1. Effective and timely access to emergency services in Canada is critical to the health and
safety of Canadians and is an important part of ensuring that Canadians have access to a
world-class communication system.
2. Canadians currently have access to either Basic 9-1-1 or Enhanced 9-1-1 service through
wireline, wireless, and voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) telephone services wherever a 9-11 call centre, also known as a public safety answering point (PSAP), has been established.
Canadians in areas where a PSAP has not yet been established are typically required to dial
seven- or ten-digit telephone numbers to seek emergency services from responders such as
police, fire, or ambulance.
3. In the coming years, telecommunications networks across Canada, including the networks
used to make 9-1-1 calls will continue to transition to Internet Protocol (IP) technology. This
transition will have a major impact on the networks, systems, and arrangements used to
provide 9-1-1 services, and will be a complex and costly undertaking that will occur gradually
over a number of years.
4. In paragraph 7 of Telecom Regulatory Policy 2014-342, the Commission indicated that
Canadians should have access to new, enhanced, and innovative 9-1-1 services with IP-based
capabilities, otherwise referred to as next-generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) services. As such, the
Commission announced its intention to conduct a comprehensive examination of NG9-1-1 in
order to establish an NG9-1-1 regulatory framework.
5. With NG9-1-1, Canadians in need of emergency services could ultimately send a text
message or transmit photos, videos, and other types of data to 9-1-1 operators, in addition
to making traditional voice 9-1-1 calls using wireline, wireless, or VoIP telephone services. For
example, they could stream video from an emergency incident, send photos of accident
damage or a fleeing suspect, or send personal medical information, which could greatly aid
emergency responders.8
Current Condition
Dispatching Services:
•

8

The current dispatch agreement with the Belleville Fire Department is working well and
meeting the needs of the Madoc Township Fire Department. Investigation of new and evolving
technologies will be investigated as part of the regional review of emergency services
dispatching and consideration of the renewal of the current agreement with Belleville.

https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2017/2017-182.htm
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Next Generation 9-1-1:
•

As noted in the CRTC excerpt, June 2023 is a key date to work with. The Fire Chief must ensure
that Madoc is a stakeholder at the steering committee table through direct involvement or as
part of the regional committee for this implementation plan.

•

Madoc Township Fire Department will need to work with all related stakeholders to ensure
that the community and its fire service is able to meet the CRTC timelines for implementation
of the next generation telephone and communications systems.

•

At this time costs are estimated to be $250,000 to $500,000 per dispatch centre, for this
endeavour to be implemented with an additional $75 to $100 per capita cost per year to
operate. All of which will be passed onto the taxpayers of the municipality.

5.5

Recruitment and Retention of Volunteer Firefighters

Recruitment and retention of volunteers is becoming more of a challenge within the fire service with
the increasing training that must be committed to on an annual basis and with staff turnover. As with
many volunteer fire departments, the daytime hours from Monday to Friday are the greatest
challenge for volunteer response due to fact that many volunteer firefighters are either at work,
school, or taking care of family. In some instances, members have had to leave the department to
move closer to their work location, education facilities, or family needs.
In a nationwide survey, the leading reasons why people stop volunteering include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No time to volunteer
Conflicts within the organization
Organizational leadership created an adverse atmosphere
Too much training
Attitude of existing personnel towards newcomers
Criticism received from officers/older members
Lack of camaraderie

While some issues may be uncontrollable, other issues can be mitigated such as conflicts within the
organization, leadership, training, attitudes, criticism, and camaraderie.
The MTFD has had an ongoing recruitment program and a notice placed on the Township’s website
along with the application form. Members of the department have also been “spreading the word”
that the fire department is looking for new members. Each year MTFD loses approximately 20% of its
members for one reason or another.
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Some reasons for the limited response may include:
•
•
•
•

The lack of marketing the fire service as being volunteer based as some newcomers may not
be aware it is.
A weakening sense of community among the population, in part because the fire department
may not adequately reflect the diversity of the people it serves.
The ratio of men versus women in the fire service giving the misconception that a department
is looking for firemen vs firefighters.
The lack of the fire department to fully connect with the community by promoting the
activities and services provided by the MTFD.

It is suggested that a more proactive approach be taken to recruit new members. This may include:
•

Placing ads in local media such as newspapers, rate-payers association newsletters and
websites along with working with local radio stations to provide public service announcements
about the recruitment.

•

Posting notices on social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and the Township’s
website including increasing the fire department profile by posting pictures of the firefighters
in action and statistics on social media outlets.

•

Monitoring home sales and making visits to new residents to provide information on
recruitment as well as fire prevention.

•

Develop a recruitment video and use local students to help develop and film the video as part
of their required community service time.

•

Start to recruit new members when they are young by starting a Junior Fire Fighter Club. This
has been successful in the United States and is beginning to grow in Canada as a means of
gaining interest in the fire service at an early age. Make sure those that join the Club feel that
they are important and welcomed to the department and are valued members of the fire
service family.

•

Promote and conduct an information night at the station for potential new members to drop
by to see what being a firefighter is all about. Encourage attendees to bring the entire family
and have activities for children to promote that the fire service is a family unit.

•

During the information sessions, members of the department could provide tours of the
station and apparatus. Administration would outline the expectations of members of the
department such as the number of fire calls and training sessions they must attend; the
honorarium that is paid; satisfaction gained knowing that you’re helping your neighbour on
the worst day of their lives; describe the lifelong friendships that are started; understand what
true teamwork is like and the bond that is garnered between firefighters.

•

Diversity can only thrive in a welcoming, inclusive environment. This will require a plan on
making new members feel accepted and welcomed. There needs to be a shift in attitudes and
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overall fire department culture. Involve some of the female firefighters in the recruitment
process. Include a focus on visible minorities that live in the community.
•

Fire departments tend to recruit in a one-dimensional fashion which is not always successful.
Departments need to adapt the recruitment strategies to better suit the individuals in the
community and recruit those that believe in the department’s Vision, Mission and Values.

•

Focus on Millennials; this generation can be a very caring, passionate, and driven generation.
As they are social media savvy, a great way to reach out to this demographic is through social
media.

•

Establish a recruitment committee comprising of both male and female firefighters of the
MTFD.

•

The building of a new fire station may peek a potential new recruit’s interest and could be the
turning factor for some to wish to join the department.

The issue of retention has been identified as a challenge with just about every volunteer fire service
with a high turnover of members. There are numerous reasons for leaving including the firefighters
not feeling appreciated by the municipality, the time and effort required for both training and
response, firefighter’s family not being recognised for “loaning” their family member to the
community. Opportunities to increase retention may include:
•

Family nights at the fire station that would include a movie and activities for the children.

•

Assign a seasoned member to mentor each rookie when a new member joins the department.

•

Conduct firefighter appreciation events (e.g. dinner, BBQ) where members are recognised by
Council for their long-term, outstanding service, or something exceptional they did at a call.

•

Council recognize the employers of the firefighters for permitting their participation in the fire
department and/or permitting them to leave work to attend fire calls.

•

Survey other fire services to compare pay rates and adjust the honorarium accordingly.

•

Implement a service recognition pay incentive. This might include paying extra in the form of a
5 to 10% pay increase for every 5 years they have been on the department; this would prevent
the loss of years of experience.

•

Performance pay for those who reach high percentages of attendance at training sessions and
fire calls.

•

Offer benefit packages as many may not have benefits at their place of employment, and some
are self-employed. Such packages would include basic dental, drug, and eyewear coverage.

•

Purchase a wellness benefit package for the firefighters such as mental, financial, and family
counseling.
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•

Engage in treating Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), which is a common illness among
fire responders.

•

Offer a RRSP/pension savings plan with contributions from the Township after they have been
a member of the department for a predetermined length of time.

•

Provide excellent training opportunities to make them want to remain a member of the fire
department. Make the training sessions fun and memorable.

•

Recognition and support of those who want to attend Fire College or regional courses, which
sometimes requires firefighters using their vacation time from their full-time employers.

•

The implementation of an “on call or platoon” program that would pay a week or weekend
stipend to the volunteer firefighters who commit to being available by signing up for weekdays
and/or weekends.

•

Education assistance programs to support staff in their professional development.

•

Maintain and improve morale by providing modern trucks, equipment, and station.

•

Endorse that the firefighters design a logo for their station promoting the Township or the
services they provide. They could include a tasteful mascot character. These could be placed
on t-shirts and perhaps the apparatus as a sense of pride.

•

Provide strong leadership that focusses on the Vision, Mission, and Values of the department
while resolving conflict resolution in a timely manner.

•

Conduct exit interviews with those that leave the department to understand their reasons for
leaving. While there may be simple reasons, there could be a deep-rooted issue that
administration may not be aware was occurring such as taunting, bullying, harassment,
exclusion, etc.

•

If a new station is built in the future, add a small fitness room for the firefighters and their
families to work out in. Conduct a fundraiser for the fitness equipment.

•

Foster the history of each fire station by creating displays of pictures of past members, events,
apparatus, to instill a sense of pride on how far the department has grown.

Some of the above suggestions may imply an expense, but assist in keeping trained personnel longer,
which in the end saves on the ongoing training of new firefighters.
It costs the Township a large sum of money to train and equip new firefighters, therefore it is
important that a means to retain their investment is developed and supported by Council. The cost of
training and equipping a new firefighter to NFPA 1001, I & II could be in the neighbourhood of
between $7,500 and $8,500.
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Another indicator for making this decision is tracking the number of volunteer firefighters that arrive
at the fire station to respond. If, for example, the standard set by a fire department is that three or
more volunteer firefighters must arrive at the station before the fire truck can respond, this should be
monitored along with how many times the department is unable to assemble the needed personnel
to effectively respond based on time of day and day of the week. Continued monitoring of this data
will assist with future fire service needs.
Madoc Township Fire Department’s model of a volunteer fire department is a very cost-effective form
of fire protection for a community of its size; therefore, the Township should invest in additional
opportunities to improve those times when current responses are not meeting the standards or
needs of the community. Madoc Township has taken advantage of fire service agreements with
neighboring fire departments to minimize costs and provide timely response. The Township should
continue to investigate other opportunities identified in this report to maintain a volunteer service
and keep the cost minimized.
The Fire Chief should be commended for his efforts towards retention of the volunteer firefighters.
These efforts are seen through the creation of a pay scale that reflects proper compensation for time
spent attending fire calls or training sessions.
The Office of the Fire Marshal and Emergency Management (OFMEM) has put out a document on
recruitment and retention in an effort to offer some criteria and/or guidelines that departments can
utilize. Refer to Appendix F for this document.
Some of these points relate to enhancing training and special projects for the staff to become more
involved in, such as:
•
•
•

Long service awards in the form of remuneration or a stipend
Education assistance programs to support staff in their professional development
Increased training opportunities

While these concepts have great intentions, there is limited effect if the community is not offering the
desired employment, education, or housing needs of the firefighters.
5.7

Certification of Firefighters

This final point is another possibility for retention. The majority of the firefighters noted that they
wanted more training opportunities and equipment to provide the training.
Therefore, EMT is recommending that the Department continue the certification for staff for each
position (that requires or recommends certification) and ensure that certifications are maintained.
This includes the certification of firefighters, officers, training officers, and fire prevention staff.
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Being that MTFD is in the process of certifying its staff, the Department and its staff should be
commended for this pro-active endeavour. This will put MTFD in a very good position with the
possible reintroduction of mandatory firefighter certification by the Province on Ontario.
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Recommendation(s)
Rec #

25

26

27

28

Recommendation
The Fire Chief present a response time goal for the
approval of Council, which may reference the NFPA
1720 – expectation of 6 staff in 14-minutes (80
percentile), and that performance measures are
continuously monitored.
It is recommended that the MTFD complete a review to
determine if it would be worthwhile to implement a
response app such as “I Am Responding.”
The present dispatching agreement with the current
dispatch provider should be updated to include NFPA
1061 and NFPA 1221 standards and those identified by
the fire service for internal performance
measurements.
The Fire Chief should continue to investigate
opportunities to promote retention of the volunteer
firefighters as noted in the OFMEM document. The Fire
Chief should continually recruit for volunteer
firefighters in areas that are presently understaffed or
have issues with response numbers to calls.
EMT is also recommending:
•

•

•

•

Enhance merit pay for those that take on other
department responsibilities that have in the
past not been recognized for merit pay.
Annual performance pays for those who attend
more than the minimal percentages of training
nights.
Annual performance pays for those who attend
more than the minimal percentages of annual
responses.
Recognition and support for those who want to
attend Fire College courses by using vacation
time from their full-time employers.
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Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline

Staff time only

Immediate
(0-1 year)
and
ongoing

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)

No associated
costs

Immediate
(0-1 year)

No immediate
cost but
implementation
costs of the
merit and
performance
pay system will
need to be
evaluated.

Short-term
(1-3 years)
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Rec #

Recommendation

Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline

•

29

Implement an increase in training pay to be 3
hours per session so as make the sessions more
wholesome in nature.
The Department should continue its ongoing efforts
towards certification for staff for each position (that
requires or recommends certification) and ensure that
certifications are maintained.
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Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)
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SECTION 6 – Facilities
6.1 Fire Station Review
6.2 Location and Suitability for Future Growth
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Section 6:
6.1

Facilities

Fire Station Review

This section will assess facility needs and station location. It will review the existing facility and
provide recommendations for future locations relative to current and future service delivery demands
and applicable standards, as well as consideration of potential needs for relocation or additional
stations.
6.1.1 Fire Station Location and Other Considerations
Fire stations should be positioned to offer the most efficient and effective response to the community
they serve. Centering them within a determined response zone that is simply based on “timed”
responses is not always the best option to implement. Fire station location depends on many factors
such as key risks within the response zone, future growth of the community, and station staffing (fulltime or volunteer firefighters). Another consideration is the geographical layout of the community
that can include natural barriers or divides, such as water, that makes it necessary to have some
stations located within proximity of each other.
OFMEM Public Fire Safety Guideline – PFSG 04-87-13 on Fire Station Location notes fire stations
should be situated to achieve the most effective and safe emergency responses. Distance and travel
time may be a primary consideration; however, if a basic expectation of response time is set by the
community’s decision makers, then a more realistic level of service and fire station location criteria
can be identified.
FIGURE #12 identifies the locations of the station within the community and illustrates a 14-minute
response zone from the station.
A 14-minute response time has been depicted in correlation with NFPA 1720 for rural areas. The map
depicts a 10-minute drive time zone which allows for (minus) 4 minutes for volunteers to arrive at the
station and then 10 minutes to respond in a fire department vehicle.
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FIGURE #12: Present Station Location with 10- and 14-Minute Response Zones

Note: These response times depict the coverage area by travel time as if the crews were
actually in the station and immediately ready to respond. There are many times, however,
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when the volunteers are not in the fire station and may (or may not) be either engaged on
another call or at a far end of their response zone. These factors can create a longer response
time by the crews to the incident location.
The response mapping and related response data supplied in this document should not be taken in
isolation. A full in-depth study along with an annual report submitted to Council by the Fire Chief with
an update on the key performance measures and expectations is required.
6.1.2 Fire Station Condition
Current industry standards for volunteer fire stations are usually of such design and construction that
they last for up to 40 years. To do this, there must be forethinking and planning as well as an
examination of current trends through data and statistics and growth of the community. Energy
efficiencies are paramount in designing a new station or making renovations to current ones. These
include lighting, heating, emergency power supply, heat retention and cooling, etc.
Fire stations must look to future growth and be built large enough to house additional/larger
apparatus as well as accommodate improvements to the functionality of the station. Its water supply,
wastewater management, storage, electrical, communications, energy conservation, offices,
cooking/eating/meeting rooms, all must be taken into consideration.
The dangers of ingesting exhaust fumes from apparatus and the off-gassing of bunker gear after a fire
has been well documented. Exhaust extraction systems and negative pressure bunker gear storage
rooms are important features for the health and safety of the firefighters.
Other features found in new fire stations include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apparatus bays large enough to house current, additional, and future fire apparatus; usually
with drive-through bays if the property it is being built on is large enough
Exhaust extraction system in the apparatus bays
Floor drains in the bays with separation tanks and weeping beds if no local wastewater
provisions
Water supply to allow the re-fill apparatus with water in a timely manner if no municipal water
supply available
Male and female locker and washrooms with shower facilities
Kitchen facilities
Mechanical room
Meeting/training room
Administration/officer and firefighter offices
File and equipment storage
Communications office
Electrical and telecommunications room
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Facilities for washing SCBA masks and the repair of equipment
Workshop for repairing and cleaning equipment with a slop sink
Cleaning supply storage
Adequate parking lot that is paved
Energy efficient HVAC and lighting
Barrier free and accessible for visitors or to be used as a shelter
Built on 1.5 to 2 acres of land depending on the design of the new structure
Standby generator capable of ensuring the entire building has power and starts immediately
when the power supply from outside the building is interrupted. Such units are fueled by
either natural gas, propane, or diesel fuel.
A cascade system for filling SCBA bottles
Many municipalities install accommodations to house the municipality’s Emergency
Operations Centre

Fire stations are a community focused structure and as such should be built with a level of attraction
and pride. Many meeting rooms in the fire stations are rented out to community groups as a means of
revenue generation.
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The fire station is located at 15651 Highway 62 within the Township’s complex of service provision
structures. This station was built in the late 1970’s to early 1980’s and contains three bays for fire
apparatus, with one apparatus squeezed into the centre of the front two bays. This is not a full drivethrough station. The fire station houses the office/training areas and the garage for storage of
the fire vehicles and equipment.
It should be noted that this facility is approximately 40 years old and the life expectancy of a
fire station is generally 30 to 40 years of age. This means that this facility is coming to the end
of its original life expectancy.
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The station was found to be in relatively good condition structurally and but does not meet the needs of
the Department for staff, apparatus, and equipment storage requirements.

The front of the station has 2 bays with 3 apparatus parked in it. Space between the trucks is very
congested creating risk of impingement causing injury or equipment damage.
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The firefighters’ gear is stored on the apparatus floor and is exposed to exhaust contamination.

The following deficiencies were observed in the fire station:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of floor drains in the apparatus bays with separation tanks and weeping tiles
A lack of an adequate water supply that is also potable
Lack of storage
Lack of appropriate male and female washrooms, locker room, and decontamination showers
Three apparatus parked in two apparatus bays, creating a lack of space around the fire
apparatus (some were parked against each other with no room to move between them)
Lack of negative pressure bunker gear storage rooms
Outdated means of heating the buildings
Apparatus cannot be inspected or washed indoors due to the lack of space to move around
the apparatus
No air conditioning
Electrical outlets and panels in the garage bays are exposed to water spray when washing
trucks
Lack of storage for flammable liquids
Overhead doors that need to be manually operated by using pull chains
Lack of cooking facilities
Lack of a means for washing SCBA masks and packs

Despite the deficiencies, the crews have done a remarkable job adjusting and making do with what
they have. The station is kept neat and tidy with a good level of cleanliness which speaks well of the
crews. Fire apparatus were clean and well maintained.
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Firefighters are finding the lack of space between the vehicles and the building’s walls challenging to
work around the fire trucks. With the large truck sizes, the firefighters are finding it difficult to
maneuver the trucks out of and into the fire station, especially the tanker that is parked in front of the
door pillar.
The introduction of combination apparatus such as a pumper-tanker may pose increased challenges
as such apparatus may not fit in the current fire station. New apparatus often has four crew doors so
a full crew may travel to an incident together and begin immediate fire attacks which means that they
will be longer and the current fire trucks.
The meeting/training room is very narrow and not conducive to a positive learning environment as
seen in the following picture.

The water supply is not fit for human consumption as shown in the following photo.
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Our inspection consisted of a visual, walk-through assessment and it is suggested that an engineering
review take place.
6.2

Location and Suitability for Future Growth

From a response perspective, as illustrated in FIGURE #11, the fire station is well located
geographically to meet their response zones relating to the NFPA recommended times. The present
location appears to be serving the community and response areas quite well.
In relation to fire station design and needs, the NFPA notes the following:
•

•

NFPA Section 4.8.3 Design of Facilities:
Fire and emergency response facilities shall be designed to meet their respective service
demands in terms of space for practical utilization by apparatus and personnel.
NFPA Section 4.8.3.1
Construction specifications shall include details to be included in new emergency response
facilities or installations that provide for efficient, safe, and convenient functioning of the Fire
and Emergency Services Organization.

It is recommended that the Township of Madoc construct a new fire station to meets the needs of the
fire department and a growing community. The estimated costs of constructing a new fire station
with office and meeting room space along with four truck bays would range from $1.5 to $2.5 million,
not including the purchase of land, if not is it not already owned by the Township. The new station
should be built in the same vicinity to maintain response capabilities. The present fire station can be
repurposed for other non-emergency community/Township needs.
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Recommendation(s)
Rec #

Recommendation

30

It is recommended that the Township of Madoc construct
a new fire station to meets the needs of the fire
department and a growing community.
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Estimated Costs

$1.5 to $2.5
million
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Timeline
Mid-term
(4-6 years)
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SECTION 7 – Vehicles and Equipment
7.1

Fire Apparatus - New and Replacement
Schedules

7.2

Maintenance

7.3

Water Sources
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Section 7:
7.1

Vehicles and Equipment

Fire Apparatus - New and Replacement Schedules

EMT has assessed the general state of the Department’s apparatus, vehicles, and equipment. This
review consisted of existing vehicles and equipment condition, maintenance programs, capital
replacement schedules and plans relative to existing and expected service demands.
When assessing a fire department’s ability to respond and meet the needs of the community, the Fire
Underwriters Survey considers the age of a fire truck as one of its guidelines. The MTFD endeavours to
ensure that the fire vehicles are on a 15 to 20-year replacement cycle which keeps them within the Fire
Underwriters recommendations and, more importantly, creates a benchmark for forecasting fire truck
replacements.
7.1.1 Fire Underwriters Survey – Vehicle Replacement Recommendations
The Small Communities and Rural Centres section is the recommendation for vehicle replacement for
a township the size of Madoc. This allows for up to a 20-year replacement cycle, in which the fire
vehicle can be utilized as second-line response status. It is recommended that all first-line units still be
replaced by a new or younger unit when it reaches 15 years of age.9
TABLE #5: FUS Vehicle Replacement Chart

Apparatus Age
0 – 15 Years
16 – 20 Years

Major Cities 3

Medium Sized Cities 4 or
Communities Where
Risk is Significant
First Line Duty
Second Line Duty
No Credit in Grading
or
Reserve 2

Small Communities 5 and
Rural Centres

20 – 25 Years 1

First Line
Reserve
No Credit in Grading

First Line Duty
First Line Duty
No Credit in Grading
or
Second Line Duty 2

26 – 29 Years 1

No Credit in Grading

No Credit in Grading
Or Reserve 2

No Credit in Grading
Or Reserve 2

30 Years 1

No Credit in Grading

No Credit in Grading

No Credit in Grading

1. All listed fire apparatus 20 years of age and older are required to be service tested by a

recognized testing agency on an annual basis to be eligible for grading recognition (National
Fire Protection Association 1071)

9

file:///C:/Users/EmergencyMGT/Downloads/FUS-TechnicalBulletin-InsuranceGradingRecognitionofUsedorRebuilt.pdf
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2. Exceptions to age status may be considered in small to medium sized communities and rural

centre conditionally, when apparatus condition is acceptable, and apparatus successfully
passes required testing
3. Major cities are defined as an incorporated or unincorporated community that has:
• a populated area (or multiple areas) with a density of at least 400 people per square
kilometre; AND
• a total population of 100,000 or greater.
4. Medium Communities are defined as an incorporated or unincorporated community that
has:
• a populated area (or multiple areas) with a density of at least 200 people per square
kilometre; AND
• a total population of 1,000 or greater.
5. Small Communities are defined as an incorporated or unincorporated community that has:
• no populated areas with densities that exceed 200 people per square kilometre; AND
• does not have a total population in excess, of 1,000.
Fire Underwriters Survey definition of 1st line, 2nd line and Reserve is:
•
•
•

1st line is the first fire truck utilized for response at the fire station
2nd line is the next truck to be used if the 1st line unit is tied up at a call, and
Reserve is the vehicle kept in the fleet to be put into service if a 1 st line or 2nd line vehicle is
out of service.

The Fire Underwriters Survey is reviewed by insurance companies. Provided that the Fire Department
adheres to the recommended replacement timelines through an approved capital replacement
schedule, the Department will retain its fire rating for vehicle replacement.
By ensuring that the vehicles are being replaced on a regular schedule, the Township is also
demonstrating due diligence towards ensuring a dependable response fleet for the Fire Department
and the community it serves. This in turn will keep the community’s fire rating in good stance, which
can also reflect on commercial and residential insurance rates.
It is recommended that the Township maintain a schedule that complies with the FUS
recommendations on the replacement of vehicles from a first line to a second line unit.
7.1.2 NFPA – Vehicle Replacement Recommendations
A standard that supports a regular replacement schedule of fire vehicles is the NFPA 1911, Standard
for the Inspection, Maintenance, Testing, and Retirement of In-Service Automotive Fire Apparatus.
This standard includes guidance on retirement criteria for fire apparatus and recommends that all
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front-run vehicles be replaced on a 15 to 20-year cycle, depending on the community size. These
replacement recommendations are for fire vehicles with pumps. For general purpose fire department
vehicles, most communities refer to their town’s vehicle replacement policies.
Although there is no national standard that legally mandates the replacement of emergency vehicles,
it must be kept in mind that it is critical to replace these and other apparatus before they become
unreliable. Over the long-term, delaying the replacement is inadvisable as it will add to the overall
maintenance costs of the apparatus and can influence insurance costs based on the fire department’s
FUS rating.
For the most part, the MTFD is well-equipped with pumper trucks and tankers. It appears there are no
fire department support vehicles to transport firefighters to an incident if they do not arrive at the
station before the apparatus depart. The ancillary equipment meets the general needs of the
Department. If the municipality moves forward with the hiring of a full-time Fire Chief, a vehicle for
their use should be acquired. It is worth noting that some fire departments place their tanker trucks
on a 20-year replacement cycle due to the lack of use and mileage put on these specific units. To help
with replacement forecasting, this is a vehicle type that can be considered as a 2 nd line vehicle and
may not require replacement at the 15-year mark.
In relation to vehicle replacement and refurbish, the industry standard for the design and
replacement of vehicles is the NFPA Standard 1901. In Canada, departments also use ULC S-515-12. It
is recommended that these and other related NFPA standards relating to vehicle design, replacement,
and refurbishing, be utilized.
During a review of the fire apparatus it was found that there were many insecure items found in the
passenger compartments. It is recommended the equipment found in the passenger compartments of
the apparatus be removed or secured.
NFPA 1901 states:
15.3 Equipment Containment
15.3.1. Equipment holders or compartments shall be provided for all tools, equipment, and other items
that are on the fire apparatus.

Unit 2, which is a tanker, is a 2004 model apparatus. With it having a manual transmission, fewer
members of the department are able to drive this apparatus. It was noted that this apparatus may not
meet NFPA or ULC standards for fire apparatus. It is coming up to its 20-year replacement schedule
and options on its replacement should be investigated.
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MTFD Unit 2

Fire apparatus are very costly to replace and it is becoming difficult for smaller municipalities to find
the funds for such purchases without having a capital reserve account established to replace vehicles
when the time comes. A fleet management program would allow the fire service and the Township to
plan apparatus replacement based on a fire apparatus remaining in service for 20 to 25 years. Funds
should be placed in a vehicle capital reserve fund each year to maintain the replacement program.
Such funds would assist in offsetting the cost of new apparatus at the time they are replaced.
Some municipalities that do not have significant call frequency have resorted to purchasing used fire
apparatus that are in good condition and mechanically fit. Many Ontario volunteer fire departments
have chosen to go this route due to high cost of purchasing new. The cost savings could be hundreds
of thousands of dollars. A new tanker truck can range from $400,000 – $600,000 where a used tanker
can run from $100,000 – $250,000, however, has a shortened remaining lifespan.
The Fire Department’s apparatus committee may develop specifications they would like to see on the
replacement apparatus. The committee may then contact a used fire apparatus dealer, who
researches what is available with the desired specifications. The cost is usually around 40 to 50% of
purchasing a new apparatus.
Before any purchase of a used fire apparatus, it is important to ensure:
•
•

Apparatus meets NFPA 1901, Standards for Automotive Fire Apparatus
all maintenance records are obtained outlining
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o
o
o
o
o
o

all repairs, minor or major
any repairs due to collisions
recalls by the manufacturer
pump tests
safeties
etc.

The wildland/rescue apparatus (Unit 4) is a 2006 model and should be replaced in the very near
future to ensure reliability. This vehicle also has an equipment storage challenge. Instances have
occurred while this apparatus was responding to an emergency and it has suffered a mechanical
breakdown and not arrived at the incident. With this vehicle being the Department’s rescue
apparatus, it needs to be reliable. A resident’s life may be at risk if the vehicle does not arrive on
scene.
MTFD Unit 4
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7.2

Maintenance

For fire departments that are considering refurbishing their vehicles to extend the in-service life,
there is the NFPA 1912, Standard for Apparatus Refurbishing. While the FUS do take refurbishment of
vehicles into consideration, no credit rating is assigned to vehicles over 30 years of age.
MTFD does not have its own in-house mechanical division to complete repairs and testing to its
vehicles and equipment. This is handled in the following manner:
•

Firefighting staff are expected to complete monthly (general) inspections and testing of
vehicles and equipment.

•

If any mechanical repairs are required for a vehicle, it may need to be contracted out to a
third-party facility/mechanic that has an Emergency Vehicle Technician.
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During an inspection of the apparatus it was noted that some of the apparatus may be overweight
from the amount of equipment on-board. The springs on some apparatus appeared to be overloaded.
All apparatus must comply with the manufacturers recommended Gross Vehicle Weight Ratio
(GVWR); failure to do so may result in mechanical failures or loss of control while travelling on
roadways.
It is recommended that all MTFD apparatus are weighed to ensure compliance with the
manufacturers weight specifications.
7.2.1 Small Equipment - Maintenance
There is a program in place for small equipment testing and evaluation. All the equipment such as
ladders, breathing apparatus, small engines, ropes, and hoses are to be inspected and tested annually
or otherwise based on manufacturers recommendations.
•
•
•

NFPA 1932 Standard identifies the type and frequency of testing for ground ladders.
NFPA 1983 outlines the testing process for life safety rope.
The Health and Safety Act also makes note that all equipment used by workers must be in
good condition.

Masks for the self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) are assigned to each air pack. Unfortunately,
the mask assigned to that air pack may not fit the firefighter needing to use it and this may inhibit the
usage of the air pack when it is required. Every 2 years the firefighters are FIT tested for the size of
mask they require, and they should always ensure the mask they use is the proper size. To reduce the
risk of proper sized air masks not being available, many fire departments purchase a mask for each
firefighter to keep with their bunker gear.
It is recommended that the MTFD purchase SCBA masks for each firefighter that has been FIT tested
in accordance with CSA Z94.4-11, Selection, Use and Care of Respirators.
There is always the need to have spare pieces of equipment available on apparatus in the event an
item fails at an incident. This includes nozzles, gated wyes, adaptors, hose wrenches, etc. It was noted
that there is a lack of spare fire nozzles and ancillary equipment on the apparatus. To ensure there is
adequate pieces of adaptors and nozzles, the MTFD should acquire additional 38- and 65-mm
firefighting nozzles and assorted pieces of ancillary equipment but be distributed on the apparatus so
not to create overweight issues.
After attending a fire in which the bunker gear has been exposed to the products of combustion,
there is continued off gassing of these products which have been known to contain carcinogens. The
bunker gear is sent out for cleaning and takes time to be returned for use. During the time gear is
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unavailable, the firefighter may not have any protective gear to wear in the event of another fire. This
could be resolved in two ways; purchase a second set of bunker gear for each firefighter, which might
be cost prohibitive, or establish a stock of extra gear of assorted sizes that is available to be used in
place of the regular gear.
7.3

Water Sources

The Township does not supply water in any of the populated areas and as such does not have any fire
hydrants. The fire service relies on the use of portable pumps to draw water from the many lakes and
streams found throughout the Township to refill its trucks with water.
There are currently five dry hydrants in the Township and all of them are out of service due to
damage done to the piping and other ongoing maintenance issues. The Township must ensure
appropriate water sources for firefighting efforts including the maintenance and repair of dry
hydrants and identifying other water sources.
At one time, the MTFD did participate in attempting to receive notification of compliance of a
Superior Tanker Shuttle Service testing. If a fire service receives their accreditation, there is a small
savings to residents on their property insurance. It is recommended that the MTFD and neighbouring
fire services enter into discussions with FUS about acquiring their Superior Tanker Shuttle
Accreditation.
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Recommendation(s)
Rec #

31

32
33

34

35

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Township maintain a
schedule that complies with the FUS and NFPA
recommendations on the replacement of vehicles from a
first line to a second line unit.
• The industry standard for the design and
replacement of vehicles is the NFPA Standard
1901 and ULC S-515-12. It is recommended that
these and other related NFPA standards relating
to vehicle design, replacement, and refurbishing,
be utilized.
It is recommended that the equipment found in the
passenger compartments of the apparatus be removed or
secured by way of holders or compartments.
It is recommended that all, of the MTFD apparatus are
weighed to ensure they do comply with the
manufacturers weight specifications.
It is recommended that the Department ensure its
maintenance programs on all the small equipment such
as ladders, breathing apparatus, small engines, ropes,
and hoses on an annual basis or otherwise based on
manufacturers recommendations.
• NFPA 1932 Standard identifies the type and
frequency of testing for ground ladders.
• NFPA 1983 outlines the testing process for life
safety rope.
• The Health and Safety Act also makes note that all
equipment used by workers must be in good
condition.
MTFD should adhere to these standards, the OH&S Act,
and any related manufacturer’s recommendations.
It is recommended that the MTFD purchase SCBA masks
for each firefighter and that they have been FIT tested in
accordance with CSA Z94.4-11, Selection, Use and Care of
Respirators.
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Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline

Continued
financial
forecasting of
equipment
replacement

Short-term
(1-3 years)
and ongoing

No costs
associated

Immediate

$500 to $1,500

Immediate

Continued
financial
forecasting of
equipment
testing and
possible
replacement

Short-term
(1-3 years)
and ongoing

To be
determined
based on the

Short-term
(1-3 years)
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Rec #

Recommendation

Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline

quantity
required.
36

37

The Township must ensure appropriate water sources for
firefighting efforts including the maintenance and repair
of dry hydrants and identifying other water sources.
It is recommended that the MTFD enter into discussions
with FUS about acquiring their Superior Tanker Shuttle
Accreditation.
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To be
determined

Immediate

To be
determined

Short-term
(1-3 years)
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SECTION 8 – Mutual and Automatic Aid
8.1

Mutual Aid, Automatic Aid & Fire Protection
Agreements
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Section 8:
8.1

Mutual and Automatic Aid

Mutual Aid, Automatic Aid, & Fire Protection Agreements

Mutual aid, automatic aid, and fire protection agreements are programs used to:
•

Support a community’s fire department at times when local resources are exhausted.

•

Offer quicker response coverage to areas that may be closer to a bordering fire
department’s response area than that of the host department.

•

Create an automatic response by bordering fire departments to properties that are closer to
their fire stations than that of the host fire department.

8.1.1 Mutual and Automatic Aid
The Madoc Township Fire Department is a member of the Counties of Hastings and Prince Edward
Mutual and Automatic Aid Agreement Plan and Program.
The MTFD has entered into several automatic/response agreements, including the following
agencies/municipalities:
•
•
•
•
•

The Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
The Municipality of Centre Hastings
The Municipality of Tweed
The Town of Marmara and Lake
The Township of Tudor and Cashel

These agreements appear to be serving the communities well. A full review of the fire protection
agreements should be completed on an ongoing basis to identify any required revisions to enhance
levels of service.
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Recommendation(s)
No recommendations for this section on fire service agreements.
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SECTION 9 – Finance, Budgeting, and Capital
Investment Plan
9.1 Operating and Capital Budgets
9.2 Development Charges Program
9.3 Fees By-Law
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Section 9:
9.1

Finance, Budgeting, and Capital Investment Plan

Operating and Capital Budgets

The Madoc Township Fire Department has an annual operating budget that appears to offer
the Fire Chief the funds required to manage and support the Department’s staff, facilities, and
equipment in an effective manner.
During the review of the budget process for both operating and capital, it was evident that
MTFD is well configured in both areas. This would also indicate an adequate level of support by
Council and the Township’s senior management team for assisting the Fire Department in
meeting its service goals.
When reviewing this section, one of the key areas that EMT looks for is whether actual
operating expenditures are identified and tracked by the Department. During the review of the
operating budget, it was noted that all key accounts and operating sections are identified, such
as:
Operating Budget Line Items:
•
•
•
•
•

Staffing related costs
Training
Fire Prevention and related Fire Safety Education
Vehicle and equipment maintenance
Station maintenance

Capital Budget Line Items:
•
•
•

Vehicle replacement
Replacement Station
Equipment replacement (for large cost items that are not covered in the operating
budget)

Operating Budget
A review of the operating budget for MTFD shows that all general expenses and related
revenues are accounted for.
Capital Forecasts
It would appear that there is a 15 to 20-year replacement cycle for the fire trucks that is based
on the FUS recommendations for frontline vehicles. As such, the Township should be
commended for supporting this endeavour. However, at times, based on budgetary
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considerations, there are fluctuations (increases) in replacement cycles. In view of that, the Fire
Chief should continue working with the Finance Department to ensure that the vehicle
replacement cycle be adhered to as closely to the FUS recommendations as possible.
The Fire Chief and his staff are working hard to ensure that equipment is being replaced and/or
upgraded on a regular cycle and on an as needed basis. The Fire Department should explore
opportunities in acquiring funding from grants being provided to fire services in Ontario
through charities and businesses. This will reduce the financial burden on the Township’s tax
base.
9.2

Development Charges Program

The Township of Madoc does not currently have a Development Charges By-Law in place. Such
by-laws assist municipalities with offsetting the costs of capital projects such as fires stations,
arenas, and parks.
It is recommended that the Township of Madoc review the advantages of implementing a
Development Charges By-Law as a means of assisting with the future capital projects.
9.3

Fees By-Law

A means of fire services in generating revenue to offset the operating costs of the fire
department is through a Fees By-Law for services provided.
The Township does not have a Fire Service Fees By-Law in place for the invoicing of services
provided by the MTFD, other than for attending open air fires that are in contravention of ByLaw 1550-2020. This opportunity of generating revenue could be enhanced with the
development and implementation of a fee schedule to meet current standards.
Another form of revenue generation is the invoicing of all fire responses to the property
owners’ insurance companies through a third-party company specializing in these services.
Many fire services in the Province have implemented such means to aid in offsetting the cost of
operating the fire service. Within insurance policies for both vehicles and structures, there are
provisions for the payment of services provided by fire departments.
The following are some services that other fire services may charge for.
1. COMMERCIAL PERMITS AND INSPECTION FEES
• Single occupancy less than 20,000 sq. ft.
• Single occupancy greater than 20,000 sq. ft
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•
•

Multi-tenant Building. Fee covers the first three units. A fee of 1/2 of the current hourly
rate will be charged for each additional unit.
Fireworks & Pyrotechnics Display Inspections

2. RESIDENTIAL PERMITS AND INSPECTION FEES
• Multi-tenant (up to and including 12 units)
• Multi-tenant (over 12 units)
• Two-unit House Registration Ontario Fire Code Inspection - The fee covers the cost of the
initial inspection and follow-up inspection to a maximum of two (2) working hours. If
subsequent inspections are required the current hourly rate will be billed to the
applicant.
3. OTHER INSPECTIONS
• Liquor Licence
• Day Care, Foster Care and Group Homes
• Business Licence Inspection Fee (hourly rate)
• Fire Inspection Fee - (hourly rate)
• Shows, Exhibitions, Special Events (hourly rate) –
• 3rd or subsequent review of Fire Safety Plans
4. FIRE APPARATUS STAND-BY
• Shows, Exhibitions, Demonstrations - Current overtime rates per hour for the entire time
Fire is in attendance and includes all assigned apparatus at the scene. $200 per
apparatus per hour. Full cost recovery for 1 Captain & 3 Fire Fighters, minimum of 3
hours per apparatus.
• Respond to all vehicle fires: (vehicles as described in the OFM Standard Fire Report). No
charges to permanent residents and businesses. Current MTO* hourly rate per hour.
Current MTO hourly rate per hour
• Fire Watch - Current rates per hour for the entire time fire department is in attendance
and includes all assigned apparatus at the scene. $200 per apparatus per hour. Full cost
recovery for 1 Captain & 3 Fire Fighters, minimum of 3 hours per apparatus.
5. TECHNICAL RESCUE
• Technical Rescue (such as ice/water rescue, confined space, high angle, trench, elevator,
• Hazmat and vehicle extrication). Full Cost Recovery
• Motor Vehicle Collisions (All) Cost equally divided by all parties involved. No charges to
permanent residents and businesses. Current MTO* hourly rate per hour.
6. MISCELLANEOUS FEES
• Administrative charge for invoices
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

File Search
Fire Report (Copy)
Training other Fire Departments and Agencies - by the hour per trainer plus course
materials and expenses, i.e. fire extinguisher training
Environmental - Service Calls***: Permanent residents and businesses. If fire department
required on scene greater than two (2) hours, or failure of companies for persons to
obtain service locates. Current MTO* rates per hour per apparatus.
Environmental - Service Calls***: Non-Residents - fee charged from time fire department
receives the call. *Current MTO hourly rate per hour *Current MTO hourly rate per hour
Burn permit
Burn permit – annually, for trailer parks
Outdoor Solid Fuel Burning Appliances (OSFBA) Annual Permit
Review and approval of Risk and Safety Management Plans submitted by propane
operators related to the storage and handling of propane (hourly rate)

7. ADDITIONAL EXPENSES
• If it is necessary to retain a private contractor, rent special equipment not normally
carried on a fire apparatus, in order, to determine origin and cause, suppress or
extinguish a fire, preserve property, prevent fire spread, make safe or otherwise
eliminate an emergency (Actual Costs).
It is recommended that a Fees By-Law be developed and implemented for services provided by
the Madoc Township Fire Department.
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Recommendation(s)
Rec #

Recommendation

38

It is recommended that the Fire Chief continue to
work with the Finance Department to more formally
budget for the testing and possible replacement of
the Department’s small equipment stock.

39

It is recommended that the Township of Madoc
review the advantages of implementing a
Development Charges By-Law as a means of assisting
with the future capital projects.

Revenue
Generation

40

It is recommended that a Fees and Insurance
Recovery By-Law be developed and implemented for
services provided by the MTFD.

Revenue
Generation
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Estimated
Costs
Financial
forecasting of
equipment
testing and
possible
replacement

Suggested
Timeline
Short-term
(1-3 years)
and
ongoing

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Short-term
(1-3 years)
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SECTION 10 – Summary
10.1 Conclusion
10.2 Recommendations and Estimated Costs
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Section 10: Summary
10.1 Conclusion
Staff of the Madoc Township Fire Department are truly dedicated to the community they serve.
Council, Treasurer-Administrator, and the Fire Chief are sincerely committed to ensuring the
safety of the community and the firefighters. Based on the present staffing, equipment, and fire
station location, the Madoc Township Fire Department is endeavoring to offer the most
efficient and effective service possible.
All costs are approximations as are the associated timelines. This study is based on current
operations of the fire department and not necessarily all future opportunities.
A Community Risk Assessment and a Master Fire Plan should be completed in the very near
future.
The Fire Chief should consider this FSR as a living document and review it each year once
completed. This will enable changes to be implemented in the operation of the department to
make it more efficient and to further enhance its level of service to their community.
10.2 Recommendations and Estimated Costs
The following chart provides further overview of the recommendations found throughout this
report along with any estimated costs that may be incurred.
Rec #
1

Recommendation
It is recommended that a full review of the 2015
Establishing & Regulating By-law document be
completed to include the following items:
•

Incorporate, where appropriate, any
references to NFPA standards and OFMEM
Guidelines that the Fire Department deems
relevant to services provided and is
supported by Council, such as:
o Measurable service levels that can be
reported to Council on an annual basis.
o Composition of the Department to
represent the level of service to be
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Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline

Staff time
Changes for
future fire
service
agreements may
incur new costs.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

(future costs
contingent on
possible
inclusion of fire
service
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Rec #

Recommendation
provided as outlined throughout the
FSR.
o Updating the document’s language to
reflect recent legislative changes and/or
inclusion of supporting NFPA standards.
o Fire Chief should have the flexibility to
increase staffing marginally as required
to keep numbers up to plan for
anticipated retirements and/or
promotions of the firefighters.

2

3

4

5

6

agreements in
the E&R Bylaw)

Staff time

Short-term
(1-3 years)

It is recommended that the Madoc Township Fire
Department ensure it is compliant in all areas of the
OH&S Act.

Staff time

Immediate

It is recommended that the Township of Madoc Fire
Chief continue performing the duties of a Fire
Prevention Officer/Public Fire Life Safety Educator.

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)
and
ongoing

The Fire Chief review the fire inspection program to
identify levels of desired frequency as noted in the
FUS Suggested Frequency Chart, annually tracking
the number of hours spent on inspections.

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Extensive Staff
time
$16-18,000 if
contracted out

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)

It is recommended that the Community Risk
Assessment be completed as per Ontario Regulation
1997 (FPPA) by July 1, 2024.

8

Suggested
Timeline

It is recommended that the Fire Chief review and
revise existing policies and SOGs and develop new
policies and SOGs as required.

378/18 and the Fire Protection and Prevention Act

7

Estimated Costs

It is recommended that the MTFD begin annual
inspections of high-risk occupancies. This should
include fire safety around farming operations.
The Fire Chief to contact the FUS office locate a
copy of the most recent survey and inquire about
what would be required to conduct an updated
assessment.
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Rec #
9

10
11

12

13

14

15

Recommendation
It is recommended that MTFD investigate the
inclusion of residential sprinkler systems as part of
their fire safety messaging, in their fire prevention
and public education initiatives.
It is recommended that job descriptions be
reviewed and updated accordingly.
It is recommended that a staff member of the
Township be assigned to assist the fire department
with its administrative duties 16 hours per week.
It is recommended that a new computer system be
purchased for the Fire Chief’s office and that a file
back-up system be in place.
It is recommended that the Fire Chief assume the
role of CEMC for the Township of Madoc,
dependent on the Fire Chief’s role being a full-time
position.
It is recommended that the Township of Madoc hire
a full-time Fire Chief that would work a 35-hour
week and be on-call after hours.
An option would see the Townships of Madoc and a
neighbouring community collaboratively hire a fulltime Fire Chief.
To verify the training programs are meeting related
NFPA (and other) training program
recommendations, the Training Officer should
identify:
•

•
•

What training programs are required in
relation to the services that MTFD is
providing.
The number of hours that are required to
meet each of those training needs.
Resources required to accomplish this
training.
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Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)

$15,000 to
$25,000

Short-term
(1-3 years)

To be
determined,
based on related
computer needs

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Costs related to
hiring full-time
Fire Chief.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

$70,000 to
$80,000 plus
$30,000 to
$40,000 for a
vehicle

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)
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Rec #

Recommendation
•

•

16

17

18

19

20

Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline

Joint partnerships with bordering fire
departments and private organizations that
can be entered into to achieve the training
requirements identified by the Training
Officer.
An annual program outline at the start of
each year to the Fire Chief, with noted goals
and expectations and completion success
rate.

It is recommended that all training records be
maintained electronically, and a back-up storage
system be in place in the event of a computer
failure.
It is recommended that the Fire Chief complete
NFPA 1033, Standard for Professional Qualifications
for Fire Investigator.

To be
determined,
based on cost of
program
required
Staff time and
cost for
attending the
Fire College
course.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Short-term
(1-3 years)

it is recommended that the firefighters be tested
for N-95 masks and this should be done on the
alternate years of the SCBA masks to control the
financial impact on the budget.

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)

It is recommended that the MTFD review
opportunities to build or acquisition training props
and these shall be built in accordance with NFPA
1402, Standard on Facilities for Fire Training and
Associated Props.

To be
determined,
based on
facilities/props
purchased.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

It is recommended that the MTFD increase the
number of training hours for each training session
to three (instead of two hours) and conduct three
training sessions per month (instead of the present
two sessions).

This would be an
increase of five
hours per VFF
per month.

Short-term
(1-3 years)
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Rec #
21

Recommendation

Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline

Fire Prevention Officer to closely track time spent
on each of the Fire Prevention activities. Reporting
should include clearly identifying the number of
public education events and the numbers of adults
and children reached.

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)

It is recommended that an OFMEM Standard
Incident Report be completed upon completion of
Public Education events for statistical purposes.

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years

It is recommended that the MTFD place priority on
educating residents furthest from the fire station on
fire safety and preventing fires from occurring in
the home.

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years

It is recommended that all fire prevention
inspection reports be filed electronically and
supported by a back-up filing system.

Cost may be
related to the
purchase of a
back-up
program.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

25

The Fire Chief present a response time goal for the
approval of Council, which may reference the
NFPA 1720 – expectation of 6 staff in 14-minutes
(80 percentile), and that performance measures
are continuously monitored.

Staff time only

Immediate
(0-1 year)
and
ongoing

26

It is recommended that the MTFD complete a
review to determine if it would be worthwhile to
implement a response app such as “I Am
Responding.”

Staff time only

Short-term
(1-3 years)

27

The present dispatching agreement with the
current dispatch provider should be updated to
include NFPA 1061 and NFPA 1221 standards and
those identified by the fire service for internal
performance measurements.

No associated
costs

Immediate
(0-1 year)

The Fire Chief should continue to investigate
opportunities to promote retention of the

No immediate
cost but

Short-term
(1-3 years)

22

23

24

28
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Rec #

Recommendation

Estimated Costs

volunteer firefighters as noted in the OFMEM
document. The Fire Chief should continually recruit
for volunteer firefighters in areas that are presently
understaffed or have issues with response numbers
to calls.

implementation
costs of the
merit and
performance pay
system will need
to be evaluated.

EMT is also recommending:

Suggested
Timeline

•

29

Enhance merit pay for those that take on
other department responsibilities that have
in the past not been recognized for merit
pay.
• Annual performance pays for those who
attend more than the minimal percentages
of training nights.
• Annual performance pays for those who
attend more than the minimal percentages
of annual responses.
• Recognition and support for those who want
to attend Fire College courses by using
vacation time from their full-time employers.
• Implement an increase in training pay to be
3 hours per session so as make the sessions
more wholesome in nature.
The Department should continue its ongoing efforts Staff time only
towards certification for staff for each position (that
requires or recommends certification) and ensure
that certifications are maintained.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

30

It is recommended that the Township of Madoc
construct a new fire station to meets the needs of
the fire department and a growing community.

$1.5 to $2.5
million

Mid-term
(4-6 years)

31

It is recommended that the Township maintain a
schedule that complies with the FUS and NFPA
recommendations on the replacement of vehicles
from a first line to a second line unit.

Continued
financial
forecasting of
equipment
replacement

Short-term
(1-3 years)
and
ongoing
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Rec #

Recommendation

Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline

The industry standard for the design and
replacement of vehicles is the NFPA Standard 1901
and ULC S-515-12. It is recommended that these
and other related NFPA standards relating to vehicle
design, replacement, and refurbishing, be utilized.

32

33

34

It is recommended that the equipment found in the
passenger compartments of the apparatus be
removed or secured by way of holders or
compartments.
It is recommended that all, of the MTFD apparatus
are weighed to ensure they do comply with the
manufacturers weight specifications.
It is recommended that the Department ensure its
maintenance programs on all the small equipment
such as ladders, breathing apparatus, small engines,
ropes, and hoses on an annual basis or otherwise
based on manufacturers recommendations.
•
•
•

35

36

NFPA 1932 Standard identifies the type and
frequency of testing for ground ladders.
NFPA 1983 outlines the testing process for
life safety rope.
The Health and Safety Act also makes note
that all equipment used by workers must be
in good condition.

MTFD should adhere to these standards, the OH&S
Act, and any related manufacturer’s
recommendations.
It is recommended that the MTFD purchase SCBA
masks for each firefighter and that they have been
FIT tested in accordance with CSA Z94.4-11,
Selection, Use and Care of Respirators.
The Township must ensure appropriate water
sources for firefighting efforts including the
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No costs
associated

Immediate

$500 to $1,500

Immediate

Continued
financial
forecasting of
equipment
testing and
possible
replacement

Short-term
(1-3 years)
and
ongoing

To be
determined
based on the
quantity
required.
To be
determined

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Immediate
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Rec #

Recommendation

37

maintenance and repair of dry hydrants and
identifying other water sources.
It is recommended that the MTFD enter into
discussions with FUS about acquiring their Superior
Tanker Shuttle Accreditation.

38

39

40

It is recommended that the Fire Chief continue to
work with the Finance Department to more formally
budget for the testing and possible replacement of
the Department’s small equipment stock.
It is recommended that the Township of Madoc
review the advantages of implementing a
Development Charges By-Law as a means of
assisting with the future capital projects.
It is recommended that a Fees and Insurance
Recovery By-Law be developed and implemented
for services provided by the MTFD.
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Estimated Costs

Suggested
Timeline

To be
determined

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Financial
forecasting of
equipment
testing and
possible
replacement

Short-term
(1-3 years)
and
ongoing

Revenue
Generation

Short-term
(1-3 years)

Revenue
Generation

Short-term
(1-3 years)
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Section 11: Appendices

Appendix A – Definitions and References
Automatic Aid Agreements – Fire Protection and Prevention Act, 1997 (FPPA 1997)
4. For the purposes of this Act, an automatic aid agreement means any agreement under which,
a) a municipality agrees to ensure the provision of an initial response to fires, rescues and
emergencies that may occur in a part of another municipality where a Fire Department
in the municipality is capable of responding more quickly than any Fire Department
situated in the other municipality; or
b) a municipality agrees to ensure the provision of a supplemental response to fires,
rescues and emergencies that may occur in a part of another municipality where a Fire
Department situated in the municipality is capable of providing the quickest
supplemental response to fires, rescues and emergencies occurring in the part of the
other municipality. 1997, c. 4, s. 1 (4).
• Automatic aid is generally considered in other jurisdictions as a program designed to
provide and/or receive assistance from the closest available resource, irrespective of
municipal boundaries, on a day-to-day basis.
Commission of Fire Accreditation International Community Definitions:
•

•

Suburban – an incorporated or unincorporated area with a total population of 10,000 to
29,999 and/or any area with a population density of 1,000 to 2,000 people per square
mile
Rural – an incorporated or unincorporated area with a total population of 10,000
people, or with a population density of less than 1,000 people per square mile.

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Documents:
• NFPA 1201 - Standard for Providing Fire and Emergency Services to the Public
• NFPA 1500 – Standard on Fire Department Occupational Safety and Health Program,
2013 editions
• NFPA 1720 – Standard for the Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression
Operations, Medical Operations, and Special Operations to the Public by Career
Departments
• NFPA 1720 – Standard for the Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression
Operations, Emergency Medical Operations, and Special Operations to the Public by
Volunteer Fire Departments.
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Municipal Responsibilities (FPPA 1997)
2. (1) Every municipality shall,
a) establish a program in the municipality which must include public education with
respect to Fire safety and certain components of Fire prevention; and
b) provide such other Fire protection services as it determines may be necessary in
accordance with its needs and circumstances.
Mutual Aid
a) Mutual aid plans allow a participating Fire Department to request assistance from a
neighbouring Fire Department authorized to participate in a plan approved by the Fire
Marshal.
b) Mutual aid is not immediately available for areas that receive fire protection under an
agreement. The municipality purchasing fire protection is responsible for arranging an
acceptable response for back-up fire protection services. In those cases where the
emergency requirements exceed those available through the purchase agreement and
the backup service provider, the mutual aid plan can be activated for the agreement
area.
Public Fire Safety Guidelines:
•
•
•

PFSG 04-40A-12, Fire Prevention and Public Safety Education; Simplified Risk
Assessment March 2001
PFSG 04-41-12, Fire Prevention and Public Safety Education; Community Fire Safety
Officer/Team, January 1998
PFSG 04-08-13 on Fire Station Location, September 2004

Shared Responsibilities (FPPA 1997)
FPPA notes that;
1. Two or more municipalities may appoint a community fire safety officer or a community
fire safety team or establish a Fire Department for the purpose of providing fire
protection services in those municipalities
Volunteer Firefighter (FPPA 1997)
• Means a Firefighter who provides fire protection services either voluntarily or for a
nominal consideration, honorarium, training, or activity allowance. (“pompier
volontaire”) 1997, c. 4, s. 1 (1); 2001, c. 25, s. 475 (1).”
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Appendix B – Staff Survey Example
The following survey was presented to internal stakeholders:

Madoc Township Fire Department
Fire Master Plan – Internal Staff
Survey

Emergency Management & Training Inc. (EMT) have been hired to prepare a Fire
Service Review for the Madoc Township Fire Department. Your feedback is
necessary in assisting EMT in developing this document for the fire department. The
intent of this document is to provide a fire service review to guide operational
improvements and enhance how services are provided throughout the community.
Please take the time to complete this survey. Your confidential responses will help to
ensure focused action that continues to meet the diverse needs of our staff and
residents. As such, we ask that you complete the survey on Survey Monkey. The
results will be collated into one document for our use in developing the report.
Please go online and complete the survey before July 3rd, 2020.
Questions:
1. What are the things that make you most proud of the Madoc Township Fire
Department (i.e. the level of professionalism, community involvement or making a
positive difference within the community)?
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2. How do you think most people living in Madoc Township perceive the Fire
Department, and why?

3. What would you say are the top three issues facing the Madoc Township Fire
Department today?

4. There are nine core services that the Madoc Township Fire Department delivers.
Which services do you believe are most valued by the community? Please rank in
order of priority from 1 (most important) to 9 (least important). Please use each
number only once and use all nine numbers.
Fire fighting
Auto extrication
Fire origin and cause investigations
Fire prevention and safety inspections
Community outreach / Public education
Hazardous materials and technical rescue response (awareness level)
Public assist / Non-emergency responses
Emergency planning
____ Medical assist and response
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5. Are there any other services that you believe the Madoc Township Fire
Department should provide and why?

6. What improvements does the Madoc Township Fire Department need to make to
its services to be more efficient and what do you believe would be the outcome by
implementing these efficiencies?

7. If it were up to you, what would the Fire Department be like 10 years from today
and why?

8. Are there any other comments/suggestions that you would like to add that would
help to improve the services the Madoc Township Fire Department delivers to the
community and to the firefighters?
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Thank you for completing this survey. Your feedback is greatly appreciated and will
help to shape future service delivery efforts.
Rick Monkman
Fire and Emergency Services Consultant
rmonkman@emergencymgt.com
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Appendix C – Community Survey Example
During the MFP process, feedback was gathered from the community in the form of an online
survey.
The following survey was presented to the external stakeholders:

Madoc Township Fire Service
Fire Service Review – Public Engagement
Madoc Township Fire Department (MTFD) has a proud tradition of assisting
residents and effectively responding to emergency situations.
MTFD is made up of 1 volunteer Fire Chief, 1 volunteer Deputy Chief, and 22
dedicated volunteer firefighters. The Department responds to approximately 40 - 60
emergency incidents each year from 1 fire station.
In our ongoing efforts to ensure that we are meeting the needs of our community
we are creating a community-driven Fire Service Review to guide operational
improvements and enhance how the service is provided throughout the community.
To accomplish this, we have engaged Emergency Management & Training Inc.
(EMT), to assist us with this initiative. EMT is a local consulting firm that has
worked with many fire departments in developing their Master Fire Plans, station
assessments, Community Risk Assessments and fire service reviews. Therefore,
most of all, we need your help. So please take the time to complete this survey.
Your confidential responses will help to ensure focused action that continues to
meet the diverse needs of all residents.
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Please completed the surveys by July 17th, 2020 on SurveyMonkey.

Questions:
1. What is your general impression of the Madoc Township Fire Department in
relation to its level of professionalism, community safety, Fire Prevention and Public
Education programs?

a) Have you had any interaction with MTFD staff in relation to Public Education
Initiatives, and if so, how did you find this interaction?

2. How important are the following statements to you:
Not
Extremely
Very
Not very
Important
important
important important
important
at all
How quickly the Fire Service
gets to me if I have an
emergency
Whether the Fire Service will
visit my home to give me
safety advice smoke/CO alarm
info
How much the fire services
costs me as a taxpayer
How often the Fire Service
provides community training
opportunities (e.g. fire
extinguisher training; school
safety programs; smoke
alarms; fire escape planning)
How visible the Fire Service is
at local community events
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Timeliness to any request for
non-emergency services or
assistance from the Fire
Service
Purchasing and maintaining
new and applicable equipment
Continued and relevant
training

3. What do you think are the top three issues facing our fire service today (barriers
to providing service)?

4. There are nine core services delivered by the MTFD. Which services are most
important to you? Please rank in order of priority from 1 (most important) to 9
(least important). Please use each number only once and use all nine numbers.
Fire fighting
___

Auto Extrication

___

Medical assist and response
Hazardous materials and technical rescue response (awareness level)
Fire/Arson investigations
Fire prevention and fire safety inspections
Community outreach / Public education
Public assistance requests / Non-emergency responses
Emergency management and planning

5. Are there any additional services that you believe should be provided? If so,
please specify.
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6. Over the next 10 years, if you could implement up to three things to improve
how the current services are provided by the MTFD, what would those things be?
1.

_________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________

7. Have you directly received service from the MTFD?
Yes
No (If no, go to question 9)

8. Could you share some details of your experience and any recommendations for
service improvements?

To assist us with sorting the data, please let us know a little bit about yourself.
9. Please select your age range:
Under 18
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19 – 35
36 - 50
51 - 65
66 +

10. Please select your gender:
Male
Female
Other
Prefer not to say

11. Are you a…
Permanent resident of Madoc Township
Seasonal resident of Madoc Township

Thank you for completing this survey. Your feedback is greatly appreciated and will
help to shape future service delivery efforts.
If you have any questions about this survey, please e-mail Rick Monkman,
Consultant for Emergency Management & Training Inc. at
rmonkman@emergencymgt.com
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Appendix D – Five-Step Staffing Evaluation Process
Step 1: Scope of Service, Duties, and Desired Outputs
Identify the services and duties that are performed within the scope of the organization.
Outputs should be specific, measurable, reproducible, and time limited. Among the elements
can be the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administration
Data collection, analysis
Delivery
Authority/responsibility
Roles and responsibilities
Local variables
Budgetary considerations
Impact of risk assessment

Step 2: Time Demand
Using the worksheets in Table C.2.2(a)-(d), quantify the time necessary to develop, deliver, and
evaluate the various services and duties identified in Step 1, taking into account the following:
•
•

Local nuances
Resources that affect personnel needs

Plan Review - Refer to Plan Review Services Table A.7.9.2 of the standard to determine Time
Demand.
Step 3: Required Personnel Hours
Based on Step 2 and historical performance data, convert the demand for services to annual
personnel hours required for each program [see Table C.2.3(a) through Table C.2.3(e)]. Add any
necessary and identifiable time not already included in the total performance data, including
the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Development/preparation
Service
Evaluation
Commute
Prioritization
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Step 4: Personnel Availability and Adjustment Factor
Average personnel availability should be calculated, taking into account the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holiday
Jury duty
Military leave
Annual leave/vacation
Training
Sick leave
Fatigue/delays/other

Example: Average personnel availability is calculated for holiday, annual, and sick leave per
personnel member (see Table C.2.4).
Step 5: Calculate Total Personnel Required
Branch of the unassigned personnel hours by the adjustment factor will determine the amount
of personnel (persons/year) required. Any fractional values can be rounded up or down to the
next integer value. Rounding up provides potential reserve capacity; rounding down means
potential overtime or assignment of additional services conducted by personnel. (Personnel can
include personnel from other agencies within the entity, community, private companies, or
volunteer organizations).
Correct calculations based on the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Budgetary validation
Rounding up/down
Determining reserve capacity
Impact of non-personnel resources (materials, equipment, vehicles) on personnel

More information on this staffing equation can be found within the National Fire Protection
Association 1730 standard. The Fire Prevention should assess the previous five steps and
evaluate their present level of activity and the future goals of the Branches.
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Appendix E – Public Fire Safety Guidelines

Fire Protection Review Process
Subject Coding

Public Fire Safety Guidelines
PFSG 01-01-01
Section

Date

General

January 1998

Subject

Page

Fire Protection Review Process

Under Review
Purpose
To provide a description of a simple and practicable system to enable decision makers to
make informed choices.
It ensures formal interaction between council with its policy setting responsibilities, the
municipality with its corporate management objectives, and the fire department with its
operational expertise.

Introduction
•
•
•
•
•
•

The overall objective of any fire protection program is to provide the optimum level of
protection to the community, in keeping with local needs and circumstances.
Extensive research has demonstrated that there are a variety of factors that will have an
impact on the fire department's capacity to fulfil this objective.
Conversely, there are many different options that a municipality may pursue to improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of its fire protection system.
Local circumstances will have a profound effect on which factors are most important for
any one municipality, and what options are available for its fire protection system.
Selecting among these options is an extremely complex task.
Success will require a combination of specialized expertise in fire protection, and a
thorough appreciation of your municipality's economic, social and political circumstances.
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Overview
Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage

•
•
•
•

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Set Policy Parameters
Determine Local Circumstances
Status Report
Determine Fire Protection Strategy
Develop Master Fire Plan
Monitor, Evaluate and Revise
Performance Measures

Every municipality operates under a specific set of policy parameters -- basic tenets that
define the role of the municipal government in the community.
In essence, it is the political philosophy of the municipality.
These parameters reflect the culture of the local community and will have a profound
impact on the fire protection strategy that you develop.
Policy parameters include, for example:

•
•
•
•

•

Public Expectations -- does the public expect the municipality to address its
needs or is there a fairly high level of personal self reliance?
Service Delivery Strategy -- how open is your community to alternate forms of
service delivery and financing such as out-sourcing or fee-for-service?
Level of Satisfaction -- are you satisfied with the level of fire protection in your
community, and the efficiency and effectiveness of the fire protection system?
Funding Policies -- what impacts do your funding policies and practices have on
the services you deliver? How do you account for capital expenditures? Are you
prepared to issue debentures?
Competing Priorities -- what priority does public fire safety have in your
community in comparison to the other services that you provide?
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•

•
•

•
•

Receptiveness to Change -- does the public recognize the need for change, and
would they accept the implications of such change?

It is extremely important that you work through these questions from a fire protection
perspective, and that you include all of the key participants in the process.
It need not be an excessively formal process, but everyone involved in the review should
have an opportunity to discuss the broader context within which the fire department must
operate.
The results of this discussion should be reflected in the "terms of reference" for the
review.
It will help to ensure that the review remains focused.

It will also encourage participants to be open to innovations, and conversely, it will help to
ensure that staff involved in the review do not spend unnecessary time and resources
analyzing options that are not viable.

Stage 2:
Analyse Local Circumstances
Separate guidelines are available that address each of the three main issues that define the
local circumstances of a municipality:

•
•
•

Assessing Economic Circumstances from a Fire Protection Perspective (PFSG 02-03-01)
Assessing Fire Risk (PFSG 02-02-12)
Assessing the Existing Fire Protection Services (PFSG 02-04-01)

The following is an overview of the issues that these three guidelines address.
Economic Circumstances

•
•
•
•
•

What are your expectations for economic growth?
How much development do you expect to occur?
What type of development do you expect?
How is your population changing? (Demographics)
If the fire department receives the bulk of its financing from the tax base;

• is the tax base increasing, shrinking, or relatively steady?
• is the tax base shifting?

•
•
•

•

Describe the assessment
A review of your economic circumstances should involve more than just an assessment of
future demand and available resources:
A growing community creates new demand for emergency services, but the type of
growth you are experiencing may require a very different kind of response. For example,
growth resulting from an in-migration of newly retired residents will create very different
demands than growth resulting from the recovery of the local resource industry.
There are many more ways in which your fire protection system can address new
residential development than there are for older neighbourhoods. An initial investment in
sprinkler and/or detection systems when new developments are being planned can
reduce the need for new fire stations in the future.
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•

•

Economic development and expansion may have a significant impact on the availability of
resources for fire protection. It tends to be easier to attract volunteers in a self-contained
community than in a similar-sized area that serves as a bedroom community for a large
city. Is the make-up of your community changing?
This stage of the review is the first opportunity for you to co-ordinate your planning
strategy with your fire protection strategy. Accordingly, it is very important for both fire
and planning officials to work closely together on this aspect of the review, perhaps by
way of a sub-committee

Fire Risk
The Fire Risk in your community is a function of:

•

•

•
•
•

Potential for Loss, which depends on the extent to which buildings comply with relevant
fire and building codes, how buildings are used, the public's attitude toward fire, and the
use of special measures such as automatic detection and/or suppression systems.
Consequences of Fire, such as the effect of a fire at a major industry on local
employment, assessment and economic activity. This also includes social impacts
resulting from the loss of an historic or recreational facility, or the impact of fire on a
sensitive environmental area.
Local Infrastructure, such as water supply, communications, the quality of roads, and
physical barriers such as rivers or railroads.
Building Stock, including the age of buildings, the density and type of construction, their
height, and the mix of commercial, industrial and residential uses.
Since there are so many factors that affect fire risk, it tends to vary considerably from
location to location. In fact, fire risk in one part of a municipality will often be very
different from in another, particularly in rural areas. Accordingly, there is no need for the
fire department to provide a uniform level of service throughout the municipality. The
service you provide should be tailored to the risks faced.

A thorough risk assessment can also avoid invalid comparisons between your fire department
and others. A municipality with a similar population may have very different fire risks, and
therefore very different fire protection needs. A good risk assessment will ensure that such
comparisons are valid. By providing a valid basis for comparison, a good risk assessment can
also provide confidence that innovations introduced elsewhere can be successfully applied in
your municipality.
Existing Fire Protection System

•

Examining the existing fire protection system is perhaps the most time consuming
component of the assessment process. The objective is to obtain a clear picture of the
nature of the fire protection system as it exists today. The following broad areas should
be examined:

Role and Mandate -- What range and scope of services is the department expected to provide
(fire suppression, rescue, hazmat, etc)? How does it relate to neighbouring fire departments
(mutual-aid, automatic aid)? How does it relate to other sections of the municipality?
Structure and Organization -- What type of department is it (full-time, composite, volunteer)?
What is its total staff, facilities, apparatus and equipment? How many layers of management?
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Services and Support -- Briefly describe the services provided by the various functional
sections of the fire department and describe the support mechanisms for these services.
Emergency Operations -- Describe the types and extent of emergency operations conducted
by the fire department and include such things as incident command systems and operational
support.
Financial & Resource Analysis -- Describe in detail the funding, budgeting and resource
allocation of the fire department, including the individual functional divisions.
Fire Protection and Prevention Act - indicate whether or not the department/municipality is in
compliance with this Act.

Stage 3:
Status Report
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The purpose of this stage is to assist in the preparation of a report to council outlining the
findings of the analysis of the following:
economic circumstances
risk assessment
capabilities of existing fire protection service
The report will include details of the existing circumstances
The report will also include and identify strengths, limitations, threats and opportunities
respecting the existing fire protection services.
The purpose of the report is also to elicit the expectations of the decision makers, and
confirm their commitment to proceeding to the master planning process.

Stage 4:
Determine Fire Protection Strategy
•
•

This stage of the process involves a review team assisting council in making a
determination of the future fire protection strategy.
The procedure involves analyzing economic circumstances, risk assessment and the
capabilities of the existing fire protection service (including core services). This is
accomplished in three levels, as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•

council considerations
administrative considerations
fire department considerations

Your review should consider, and perhaps emphasize the need for residents, industry and
others to accept increased responsibility for the improvement of public safety.
The review must look beyond the fire department's fire fighting capability in fulfilling its
responsibility to provide for public safety.
Today's economic conditions - evidenced by reduced budgets, revenues, hiring freezes,
reductions in staffing levels through attrition or otherwise, delayed apparatus and
equipment purchases - forces the making of hard decisions about the resources required
for local fire protection.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Options and alternatives are therefore essential. For example, it may be considered
appropriate to re-focus on developing fire prevention and public education programs
rather than expanding fire fighting forces, or consider resources in surrounding
communities and how those resources might be utilized to meet your needs.
Determining the future fire protection strategy of your municipality is accomplished by
way of providing options for the consideration of council.
For this process to be successful, it is imperative that there be full and open consultation
with all of the stakeholders.
Stakeholders are the people and organizations with an interest in the fire service,
including:
fire department staff and management
municipal staff and management
municipal administrators
council
residents
business
industry
planning and co-ordinating agencies and organizations
provincial government ministries
county/district/regional organizations
other municipalities

•
•
•
•

other umbrella organizations:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Schematic diagram of the model: Optimizing Public Fire Safety highlighting Stage
3.
police
ambulance

firefighter associations (full time and volunteer)
AMO
OAFC
CAFC

Consultation with stakeholders during the development, assessment and operational
impact of various options is necessary for three reasons.
First the review team will obtain expert advice on key elements of the various options.

Obtaining expert advice from all stakeholders ensures that all parties to the process:

•
•
•
•
•

fully appreciate why the process is being carried out
clearly understand the strategy, initiative or option that will be evaluated
participate in identifying potential evaluation questions or issues, and
help shape the options
Second, it will help ensure a surprise-free environment for all parties to the review
process.

Ensuring a surprise-free environment is necessary for the review team facilitator(s) to create
a receptive, productive environment for the option evaluation process. Except in extremely
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rare cases, stakeholders should be aware of the option evaluation process. Nothing is more
damaging to such a process than to spring it on stakeholders. They will usually react
suspiciously and defensively, see the process as an intrusion, find fault with it, and actively
lobby to circumvent its recommendations.

•

Finally, the stakeholders will use the consultation as an opportunity to market the various
options.

Marketing the various options and their potential is essential if it is expected that they will
lead to program or service changes, particularly significant ones. Change is not an event, but
a process, and usually a slow process, and conditions generally needs to be cultivated. Like a
building, the foundation for change needs to be laid well in advance of its construction.
Stakeholders must accept the need to change before it can occur. For the review team and its
facilitator(s), creating this comfort level is an essential ingredient of success.

•

•
•
•

The review team and facilitator(s) usually consult with the stakeholders through
established committees. Primary discussions between the facilitators and the
stakeholders are usually conducted on an individual basis, with the committee acting as a
clearinghouse. Facilitators, who almost always shun formal committees and attempt to
consult by only using individual or team interviews, enjoy limited success. While
individual consultation may provide a more direct and confidential input into the process,
this practice has drawbacks. It often results in stakeholders seeing the process as the
product and possession of the facilitator. Stakeholders often feel that they have not
participated fully and equally in planning the study. And, there is the chance they can
complain that the facilitators have filtered their concerns
This review process will result in alternatives for your existing fire protection services,
and options and considerations for council's vision of the future of the fire service.
All options will be prioritized, assessed, costed where appropriate and clearly indicate the
operational impact.
Then council will be in a position to make better informed decisions for creation of your
master fire plan.

Stage 5:
Develop Master Fire Protection Plan
•

•

•
•
•
•

Master fire plans, properly introduced, are a valuable tool in identifying management
options for providing desired fire protection levels to a community. Ultimately, a good
plan will lead to a more fire safe community.
A master plan, pared to its essentials, presents the programs or projects, the costs, and
the schedules for developing and maintaining the fire protection system that has been
accepted and approved by council on behalf of the community, based on a price which
the public can afford.
Master planning itself is not a new concept. Many municipalities are involved in the
process with varying degrees of success.
Master planning for fire protection allows each community to determine the best
allocation of resources to achieve an acceptable level of fire protection.
An appropriate plan can only be developed under the following conditions.
Schematic diagram of the model: Optimizing Public Fire Safety highlighting Stage 5.
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•

•

The plan forms the basis for the fire protection budget, through identification and
description of time-phased programs and projects to be implemented throughout the
planning period.
The plan considers the following factors.

• The current and future fire protection environment by establishing and maintaining a
comprehensive data base.
• The acceptable life and property risks by setting goals and objectives.
• The fire protection system that provides the level of service commensurate with the level
of accepted risk.
• The funding required to implement the plan.
• The assignment of authority and responsibility.
• The procedures for carrying out and updating the plan.
• The master fire plan defines the community fire problem and provides the future direction
of the delivery of fire protection services.
• The plan will require continuous updating to provide a current picture of the needs of the
community.
• There are several benefits to developing a master fire plan.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports the risk management program by identifying programs and levels of service.
Improves public relations and promotes interest and direct involvement within the
community.
Sets standards of service the fire department is capable of providing.
Potentially decreases costs, for fire protection and/or insurance coverage.
Contributes to a reduction in the number of fires, fire deaths, fire injuries and property
loss.
Makes best use of available resources.

Defines by policy of council the types, level and quality of fire protection services to be
provided to the community.

Stage 6:
Monitor, Evaluate & Revise
Introduction:
This stage of the municipal fire protection review process involves three parts:

•
•
•
•
•

Monitor
Evaluate
Revise
Just as the type and level of fire services provided are a municipal responsibility, so are
the evaluation, monitoring and revision of such services a municipal responsibility.
They may, however, be subject to outside scrutiny.

Objectives:
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•
•
•

The objectives of the municipality, as mirrored in the fire department master plan, are
the starting point for any evaluation.
These objectives should be consistent with the review process mission statement and
express what the process is to accomplish.
The objectives should be both specific and measurable.

Activities:
•
•
•

•

The activities are the operational aspects of the identified objectives.
Activities should be logically related to objectives.
Immediate Outcomes are the effects that are expected to occur as a direct result of
activities. These outcomes may include changes that affect people or processes. For
example, an immediate outcome might be the improved delivery of a specific service.
Ultimate Outcomes include the larger societal level changes that are expected from the
activities. An example would be an expected improvement in compliance with the Fire
Code. Ultimate outcomes are often dependant on immediate outcomes. In this example,
success might be dependent on providing an appropriate public education program.

Monitor:
•

Notwithstanding it is considered prudent for municipalities to monitor programs, services
and activities, the Fire Protection and Prevention Act includes the following:

•

•

•

PART II (7) "The Fire Marshal may monitor and review the fire protection
services provided by municipalities to ensure that municipalities have met their
responsibilities under this section and, if the Fire Marshal is of the opinion that, as
a result of a municipality failing to comply with its responsibilities under
subsection (1), a serious threat to public safety exists in the municipality, he or
she may make recommendations to the council of the municipality with respect to
possible measures the municipality may take to remedy or reduce the threat to
public safety." and,
PART III FIRE MARSHAL 9. (1) The Fire Marshal has the power, (a) to
monitor, review and advise municipalities respecting the provision of fire
protection services and to make recommendations to municipal councils for
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the services.".

Program monitoring is a systematic attempt to measure both of the following:
a. program effectiveness -- are the programs and services reaching their intended
marks?, and

•

•

Program delivery -- does the service being provided match what was intended to be
delivered?
Program monitoring need not always be complicated and complex, as it often can be as
simple as keeping track of the activities involved
Program monitoring concentrates on program service outputs rather than program
outcomes
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Evaluate:
•
•

Programs adopted and implemented through the master fire plan should have built-in
evaluation procedures
Evaluations are not simply the responsibility of municipal politicians and or
administrators, but additionally, is an administrative function of the fire department.

Internal Evaluators
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

as employees of the fire department, internal evaluators have intimate knowledge of the
department's policies, procedures, politics and people
they know both the formal and informal channels for communicating and accomplishing
tasks.
this knowledge permits them to select methods that fit the unique situation of the
department
internal evaluators long term commitment to the fire department can lend credibility to
their efforts and help forge positive working relationships with managers and staff
they can build trust over time that helps reduce the anxiety normally associated with
evaluation activities
because they are employees, internal evaluators are available as an on going corporate
resource
this puts internal evaluators in an excellent position to communicate relevant information
in a timely fashion
it also permits internal evaluators to participate actively in long-range planning by
making crucial evaluative information available for strategic planning and policy decisions
it affords internal evaluators the opportunity to consult with and provide information to
various management levels within the organization, enabling them to enhance the
utilization of evaluation information
internal evaluators are often responsible for correcting problems and advocating change
rather than only identifying difficulties and making recommendations
the focus of internal evaluation often includes not only program outcomes and processes,
but also the factors that influence program performance, such as structure, operations
and management
the use of internal evaluators, some of whom could conceivably be part of the problem,
then can become part of the solution

External Evaluators
•
•

•

are usually perceived as being more objective because they are not fire department
employees and are therefore not subject to all of the pressures of organizational life
Internal evaluators now often work in partnership with external evaluators to obtain the
external evaluators' specialized skill and objectivity while retaining the internal
evaluators' knowledge of the department
All evaluators, whether internal or external, have their biases.

Revise:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider the benefits and results of the foregoing monitoring and evaluation processes to
assist in determining if any revisions are necessary.
Some of the principal benefits are:
any gap between goals and performance
cost effectiveness and efficiency of the program/service
how is the program operating/functioning?
issues that could jeopardize the program/service
program/services strengths
program/services weaknesses
to what extent are the citizens being served
whether desired and/or undesired outcomes have taken place
This information is useful for:

• clarifying the mission, purpose and goals
• describing the programs and services
• facilitating the refinement and modification of program or service activities
• fulfilling accountability requirements
• guiding allocation of resources and personnel
• maintaining quality of services and programs
• program decision making, such as continue, cancel, cut back, change, expand
• setting priorities
• weighing costs and benefits of alternatives

Stage 7:
Performance Measures
Purpose
•
•

The purpose of this section of the guideline is to assist in developing and using
performance measures.
The guide answers the following questions:

•
•
•
•

What are performance measures?
How can they be used
What is the best way of doing this?
Where does one start?

Introduction
•
•

Data and information collected and used by managers in the public sector usually pertain
to inputs, outputs and processes.
Examples of these measures are as follows:

INPUTS :
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Amount of money spent on training
Number of staff assigned to fire prevention
Number of staff assigned to training
PROCESS
Number of firefighters at O.F.C.
Number of days to complete a project
Length of time to conduct an inspection
OUTPUTS
Number
Number
Number
Number

•
•
•

of
of
of
of

training manuals produced
inspections completed
plans reviewed
emergency responses

Many managers judge their effectiveness by counting and tabulating these inputs,
processes and outputs.
These are measurements of the process rather than the measurement of performance
They measure what was done, rather than the impact of the action.

Without meaningful performance measures that directly link the impact of your actions to
clear goals and objectives, it may be difficult, if not impossible, to provide a sound and
supportable justification for the continued existence of your program or service

Goals and Objectives:
•
•
•

It is imperative that there is a clearly stated goal and objective for every program,
service, and activity.
Once the goals are clarified in a meaningful way, specific objectives can then be made to
operationalize the program.
For example, the vague goal of improved fire safety can be made more meaningful and
specific as follows:

•
•

"Increased number of working smoke alarms in the home"

With the goal specifically defined, it provides direction and guidance as to what objectives
must be achieved in order to reach this goal. For example:

Goal
Increased number of working smoke alarms in the home

Objectives
Public awareness of the value of smoke alarms through media advertising
Promotional campaign as part of Fire Prevention Week
Provide quality smoke alarms to the public at a reduced price
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Measuring Performance
•
•

•

There is merit in linking the results of programs, services and activities to clearly defined
objectives.
It is not sufficient that the goal be achieved; it is necessary to show that the activities of
the program were responsible for the achievement of the goal by establishing cause and
effect.
The key questions to determine the impact of actions are:

Do you have the resources to achieve the goal?
Why are you doing this?
Are you achieving what you are supposed to be doing?
How do you know? "

•
•

Managers must develop meaningful performance measures and report on their success
by measuring performance.
Decisions on program direction can then be made based on this information

What are Performance Measures?
•
•
•

The quantitative and qualitative measures which assess the effectiveness and efficiency
of a product, service or process
They are the key indicators of success.
Performance measures generally fall into six primary categories:

• Time
• Effectiveness
• Quality
• Efficiency
• Costs and
• Productivity Safety
To clarify these six categories of performance measures, each is defined on the following
page.
Time :
• Time it takes to complete a process (cycle time) or deliver a service or product
• Effectiveness: Doing the right things, meeting corporate objectives and strategic directions
• Quality: A measure of the extent to which a thing or experience (service) meets a need,
solves a problem or adds value for someone (client, stakeholder, taxpayer)
• Efficiency: Outputs relative to inputs; doing things right every time
• Costs & Productivity: Cost to provide a product or service; the relationships among costs,
inputs and outputs
• Safety: The extent to which important assets (personnel, property, records) are
safeguarded so that the organization is protected from danger of losses that could threaten
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its success, credibility, continuity, etc.

Why
Why do you use performance measures?

•
•
•
•

To
To
To
To

demonstrate success
identify problems
evaluate goal achievement
determine whether or not there is performance improvement

Codes, Standards and Best Practices
Codes, Standards and Best Practices available to assist in establishing local policy on the
delivery of this service are listed below. All are available
at http://www.mcscs.jus.gov.on.ca/.. Please feel free to copy and distribute this
document. We ask that the document not be altered in any way, that the Office of the Fire
Marshal be credited and that the documents be used for non-commercial purposes only.
See also
02-04-01 & 23 Capabilities of Existing Fire Protection Services
02-03-01 Economic Circumstances
02-02-12 & 03 Fire Risk Assessment
03-01-13 Preparation of Draft Report
04-39-12 Fire Prevention Effectiveness Model
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Appendix F - Recruitment and Retention of Volunteer Firefighters
Volunteer Fire Service Personnel Recruitment and Retention
Public Fire Safety Guidelines

Subject Coding
PFSG 04-84-13

Section
Fire Administration

Date
October 2006

Subject
Volunteer Fire Service Personnel Recruitment and Retention

Page

Scope and Application:
This guideline provides municipal officials and Fire Chiefs of volunteers and composite fire
services with a general overview of principles to consider in the recruitment and retention of
volunteers.
There are many factors that contribute to the success of a volunteer recruitment and retention
program. These include implementing organized marketing, recruitment, selection, hiring,
training and retention plans.
Establishing and following a formal recruitment and retention program offers fire services the
opportunity to increase the likelihood of finding, and keeping, the right people, doing the right
tasks, at the right time.
Definition of Volunteer:
According to the Fire Protection and Prevention Act 1997, a Volunteer Firefighter is defined as
“a Firefighter who provides fire protection services either voluntarily or for a nominal
consideration, honorarium, training or activity allowance. (“pompier volontaire”) 1997, c. 4, s.
1 (1); 2001, c. 25, s. 475 (1).”
The majority of fire departments in Ontario (450 out of 478) utilize the services of Volunteer
fire service personnel. Recognized for their commitment and generosity, saving residents in
Ontario more than an estimated one billion dollars annually, these professionals strive to
provide skilled, competent and caring service.
Fire services that rely on volunteers to comprise, or enhance, their staffing capability continue
to face the challenge of recruiting and retaining a sufficient number of capable and
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experienced personnel. This impacts on the effective, efficient, safe and timely delivery of fire
protection services.
Recruitment and Retention Program:
The Benefits
A coordinated, organized program demonstrates:
•
•
•
•

how seriously the leadership takes the services provided and the individuals who provide
that service,
sound risk management principles,
proactive vs. reactive leadership within the department, and
leadership’s commitment to recognize volunteers, families and employers who support
volunteerism.

It identifies:
•
•

shortfalls and availability of volunteers in the community and,
the number, type and quality of volunteers required to meet current or future needs.

It allows planning for:
•
•
•

recruitment and selection,
retention and succession, and
training and development of volunteers.

Responsibility for Recruitment
Recruiting and retaining volunteers does take effort. Creating a committee within the
municipality and assigning specific tasks can create opportunities for others besides the
leadership to contribute to the growth of the fire service and allows for a more concentrated
effort.
Annual Recruitment and Retention Plan
An annual recruitment and retention plan is a cyclic, ongoing process that will assist the fire
service in planning and focusing its efforts. It should be a logical consideration of the time of the
year, changing commitments throughout the seasons, weather, and psychological impact of
seasons, milestones in the department, annual events and other trends. This will prevent the
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department from coming up short in membership by not having good candidates to replace
those leaving.

Policies and Guidelines
Fire service leaders benefit from having the necessary policies and procedures to ensure a safe,
lawful, organized, empowering, non-discriminatory environment for their volunteers. No
matter how large or small a department, policies and operating guidelines are essential
management tools that set the standard for conduct and provide guidance for action. It is
suggested that existing municipal policies, if available, be referenced.
Evaluation
Evaluation of the recruitment and retention program is necessary to identify strengths and
areas to improve. It is an ongoing process that is built into all the components of the program.
Components in the Recruitment and Retention Cycle:
Pre-Recruitment
Prior to recruiting, it would be beneficial to conduct a needs assessment to determine the role
and number of volunteers required. Completing a Community Profile will determine community
members who may best fit those roles. Answering these questions prior to recruiting enables
the fire services to target specific individuals for specific roles and may increase the chance of
success.

Recruitment
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To promote diversity and involve volunteers with different skill sets, knowledge and
perspectives, more than one recruitment method is necessary. Regardless of the method and
knowing the department is seeking the best possible candidates, effective marketing and
communication strategies are necessary to draw the interest of potential volunteers.
Selection and Hiring
Once received and acknowledged, all applicants require screening to determine those who will
move on to the next step in the hiring process.
The Fire Service takes great pride in service to communities. A screening process is essential in
order demonstrate that the volunteers serve in the community’s best interest. The leadership
should decide which screening methods and tools are appropriate for their department and
should ensure that they reflect human rights and privacy legislation and existing municipal
policies.
Upon selection, a written agreement between the volunteer and the fire department will
ensure that expectations and responsibilities for each side are clearly identified and agreed to.
Orientation and Probation
Fire Departments and their volunteers will benefit from having an organized system to orient,
train and advance recruits. One of the most successful and safe approaches for developing
volunteers and establishing a commitment is to initially offer specific tasks that allow them to
become involved in a limited way, followed by opportunities to grow into a role with more
responsibilities.
Ongoing Recruitment Efforts
Successful recruitment efforts should be ongoing throughout the year to ensure that there is a
waiting list of interested individuals to draw from.
Ongoing Retention Efforts
Recruiting and training new volunteers is just the beginning. The long-term challenge is to
create an environment in which individuals continue to be motivated, interested, challenged,
supported and satisfied with the work they’ve accomplished. Factors that contribute to this
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environment include leadership practices, operating guidelines, recognition initiatives, support
efforts, teamwork and fellowship.
Exit Processes
When an individual leaves the fire department, it is a good opportunity to solicit input to
determine the department’s strengths and opportunities for improvement. Exit processes
should reflect understanding that, whether leaving on a positive or negative note, the volunteer
and the fire department deserve fair and respectful treatment.
Resource Book:
The Application of Recruitment and Retention Principles:
The Volunteer Recruitment and Retention Resource Book that supports this guideline, was
developed by the Ontario Fire Marshal’s Office, in collaboration with representatives from the
Ontario Fire Service.
This resource describes effective practices and strategies for recruitment and retention of
Volunteer Fire Service personnel. It also provides a compilation of tools and templates that can
be used to support the best practice or strategy. These may be photocopied or edited to meet
the needs of the individual Fire Service.
A CD-ROM and printed copy of this resource has been made available to all Fire Services that
maintain a volunteer complement. It can also be accessed and downloaded from the Ontario
Fire Marshal’s public access website http://www.mcscs.jus.gov.on.ca/.
Codes, Standards & Best Practices:
Codes, standards and best practices resources are available to assist in establishing local policy.
All are available at http://www.mcscs.jus.gov.on.ca/.
Volunteer Resource Management
The following resources and links describe effective practices and strategies for Volunteer
Resource Management. The principles and topics can be applied to the fire service.
The Canadian Code for Volunteer Involvement http://www.Volunteer.ca
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HR Council for the Voluntary and Non-profit Sector http://www.hrvs-rhsbc.ca
Knowledge Development Centre, Canada Volunteerism Initiative http://www.kdc-cdc.ca
Please feel free to copy and distribute this document. We ask that the document not be altered
in any way, that the Office of the Fire Marshal be credited and that the documents be used for
non-commercial purposes only.
Additional References:
See also:
Office of the Fire Marshal’s Public Fire Safety Guidelines
The following guidelines can be referenced when conducting a needs assessment to determine
the role, quantity and characteristics of Volunteers required by the fire service.
04-08A-03 Optimizing Rural Emergency Response
04-12-13 Core Services (Response and Support) and Associated Guidelines
04-40A-03 Simplified Risk Assessment
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Abstract
The Office of the Fire Marshal and Emergency Management (OFMEM) has developed this
guideline to assist municipalities and fire departments in a territory without municipal
organization, to conduct community risk assessments and use its community risk assessment
to inform decisions about the provision of fire protection services, in accordance with Ontario
Regulation 378/18 (O.Reg. 378/18), and the Fire Protection and Prevention Act 1997 (FPPA).

For further information or assistance contact the Public Safety Education Manager at 1-800565-1842.
This guideline provides:
•

An outline of recommended best practices to conduct a community risk
assessment in order to make informed decisions about the provision of fire
protection services;

•

Descriptions of the nine mandatory profiles outlined in O. Reg. 378/18 that must be
addressed in the community risk assessment, including examples of where this data
and information can be obtained;

•

Worksheets that can be used or modified to document and analyze data/information
related to the nine mandatory profiles that must be addressed in the community risk
assessment in accordance with O. Reg. 378/18, and,

Worksheets that can be used or modified to assist in assigning risk levels and
identifying preferred treatment options.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document has been prepared by the Office of the Fire Marshal and Emergency
Management to assist municipalities and fire departments in territories without municipal
organization to conduct community risk assessments to meet the requirements of Ontario
Regulation 378/18.

2.0 INTRODUCTION
Community risk assessments allow fire departments to make informed decisions about the types
and levels of fire protection services they will provide based on identified risks.
Risk is defined as a measure of the probability and consequence of an adverse effect to health,
property, organization, environment, or community as a result of an event, activity or
operation.
By identifying all fire and life safety risks in their community and prioritizing them based on the
probability of them occurring and the impact they would have if they occurred, fire
departments are able to determine which risks to address and how best to address them. Risk
assessments allow fire departments to ensure their levels of service, programs and activities for
public fire safety education, Fire Code inspections and enforcement, and emergency response
directly address the identified risks and are most effective at preventing and mitigating them.
The Fire Protection and Prevention Act, 1997 (FPPA) mandates that every municipality in
Ontario shall establish a program which must include public education with respect to fire
safety and certain components of fire prevention, and provide such other fire protection
services as it determines may be necessary in accordance with its needs and circumstances. In
the fire service, these elements are commonly referred to as the Three Lines of Defence:
1.

Public Fire Safety Education

2.

Fire Safety Standards and Enforcement

3.

Emergency Response

In order to meet these obligations, municipalities need to make informed decisions with
respect to the types and levels of fire protection services they provide. This requires an
understanding of the risks facing the community that can be identified through a community
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risk assessment. Once identified, the risks can be prioritized to assist in making informed
decisions about risk treatment options and the provision of fire protection services.
Ontario Regulation 378/18: Community Risk Assessments (O. Reg. 378/18) requires that every
municipality and every fire department in a territory without municipal organization complete
a community risk assessment and use it to inform decisions on the provision of fire protection
services. The Community Risk Assessment is an in-depth and comprehensive assessment to
inform fire protection service levels and requires the identification, analysis, evaluation and
prioritizing of risk, based on nine mandatory profiles.
The regulation outlines a standard set of information profiles that must be considered when
conducting a community risk assessment. The information and data gathered to address each
of the profiles will assist in determining and prioritizing the risks to public safety in the
community, and determining the fire protection services to be provided by municipalities and
fire departments in territories without municipal organization to address those risks.
The mandatory profiles identified in Schedule 1 of O. Reg. 378/18 were determined from
examining various current industry models on risk assessment. Many of these models
provide comprehensive coverage pertaining to identification of data and information
relating to community risks. However, it should be noted that these risk assessment models
may or may not include all of the nine mandatory profiles as identified in Schedule 1 of O.
Reg. 378/18. Municipalities and fire departments in territories without municipal
organization may use other tools, models or guidelines to conduct their community risk
assessments provided that their final community risk assessment meets all the requirements
outlined in O. Reg. 378/18., including consideration of each of the nine mandatory profiles
identified in Schedule 1 of the regulation (see Appendix E).
The Guideline provides suggestions as to how to record and analyze the data/information
using the sample worksheets that are provided in the Guideline. Municipalities and fire
departments in territories without municipal organization have flexibility to include any
additional information (e.g. maps, charts, diagrams) they deem appropriate to best assist
them in analyzing their data and information in order to make informed decisions on fire
protection services.
The Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act (EMCPA) requires every municipality
to conduct an all-hazards risk assessment, which informs continuous improvement of
emergency management programs and improves public safety. A completed Hazard
Identification Risk Assessment (HIRA) may provide some of the information/data required to
fulfil the needs of a Community Risk Assessment under O. Reg. 378/18, although there will
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be specific fire related information that is not contained in the HIRA that will be gathered as
part of this process. The HIRA and the Community Risk Assessment are separate processes but
should be viewed as complementary to one another.
Note: For the purposes of this guideline, the terms “fire department” and “fire departments”
will be considered to include every municipality and every fire department without municipal
organization.

3.0 CONDUCTING A COMMUNITY RISK ASSESSMENT
3.1

Identifying Risks – Mandatory Profiles

The first step in conducting a community risk assessment is to identify the various fire and life
safety risks in the community. This can be done by gathering data about the make-up of the
community and the activities occurring there.
O. Reg. 378/18 requires fire departments to consider the following profiles when completing
their community risk assessment to ensure the risk assessment best considers all potential risks
in the community:
1. Geographic Profile
2. Building Stock Profile
3. Critical Infrastructure Profile
4. Demographic Profile
5. Hazard Profile
6. Public Safety Response Profile
7. Community Services Profile
8. Economic Profile
9. Past Loss and Event History Profile.
Fire departments need to gather and review data and information about each of these profiles
to identify the fire and life safety risks that could impact the community.
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Worksheets 1 to 9 in Appendix A of this guideline can be used to record and organize the data
and information for each profile. The worksheets can be filled in electronically. Fire and
emergency risks and issues/concerns can be noted in the appropriate columns of each
worksheet as they are identified. These worksheets can be modified or adapted to suit local
needs based on available data or information.
A description of each profile, including potential sources of data and information for each, is
provided below.
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3.1.1. Geographic Profile
Geographic profile refers to the physical features of the community, including the nature and
placement of features such as highways, waterways, railways, canyons, bridges, landforms, and
wildland-urban interfaces.
Physical features of the community may present inherent risks that need to be taken into
account when determining the type and level of fire protection services that should be
provided by the fire department. Physical features may also impact emergency response access
and response times.
Identifying any geographic features that might have implications with respect to risk or
response allows fire departments to consider these issues when determining appropriate types
and levels of fire protection services.
For example, a lake may have implications with respect to water and/or ice rescue services and
the equipment and training that would be required to provide those services. The lake may also
impact emergency response access and response times to certain areas within the community.
Additionally, a lake may be a seasonal tourist attraction and the associated activities may
present unique risks that could influence decisions on specific public fire safety education and
Fire Code inspection and enforcement programs and activities.
Where to find/collect this information
Information related to the Geographic profile may be obtained from:
•

Local knowledge of the area and by using maps of the municipality’s natural (i.e. lakes,
rivers, etc.) and human-made (i.e. highways, bridges, railways, etc.) features, and

•

Local municipal departments (i.e. highways/roads, conservation authorities, etc.) who
should have information about the location and uses of geographic and physical
features of the community.

3.1.2. Building Stock Profile
Building Stock profile refers to the types, numbers, uses, and ages of the various
buildings within the community.
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Fire departments should consider the potential fire risks associated with different
types/classifications or uses of buildings given their prevalence in the community and the
presence of fire safety systems and equipment at the time of construction. Older buildings
typically do not contain the same fire safety and fire protection systems required in newer
buildings. This may impact the fire risk in older buildings. Also, how buildings are used can
influence the fire risks in each building. For example, industrial chemical storage facilities are
likely to present higher fire risks than buildings containing commercial retail activities. The age
and type of residential buildings (e.g. high-rise vs. single family dwelling vs. town/row houses)
can influence the probability and consequence of fire in those buildings.
Past inspection practices and frequencies also can be a factor when considering risk associated
with any particular building occupancy classification categories. For instance, a robust
inspection program in higher risk occupancies can have a positive influence on mitigating some
of the inherent risks associated with that particular type of building. Conversely, a lack of
historical inspection data in relation to a particular occupancy classification category also
should be considered when determining risk.
These building characteristics can have significant impact on the public fire safety education,
Fire Code inspection and enforcement and emergency response activities the fire department
may determine are necessary to address the risks.
Where to find/collect this information
O. Reg. 378/18 does not specify which source of this information has to be referenced to
complete the risk assessment. Fire departments have the flexibility to choose which source
they feel will provide the optimum level of detail they are most comfortable with as an accurate
reflection of the building stock in their community. Consideration should be given to
consistency in terms of data sources when conducting new risk assessments and annual
reviews.
Information related to the Building Stock profile may be obtained from:
•

Categorizing buildings in accordance with the Standard Incident Report (SIR) property
classification system which corresponds with the Ontario Building Code (OBC)
occupancy classification system. As the Ontario Fire Code (OFC) requires that buildings
be classified in accordance with the OBC, this approach makes it easy to consider issues
like the type of construction and fire safety equipment/features that should be present
in the different classifications of buildings, based on their size, age, design, and use;
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•

Municipal building departments that have information regarding the age, number,
types, uses, etc. of buildings in the municipality;

•

Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC – www.mpac.ca) data that
assesses and classifies all properties within Ontario, and

•

Fire department pre-plans that identify uses and potential risks within specific
buildings or areas of the community.
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3.1.3. Critical Infrastructure Profile
Critical Infrastructure profile refers to the facilities or services that contribute to the
interconnected networks, services, and systems that meet vital human needs, sustain the
economy, and protect public safety and security (i.e. electricity distribution, water distribution,
telecommunications, hospitals, and airports).
Consideration of the presence, availability, capacity, and stability of infrastructure elements can
help identify potential impacts that may result if any of these systems are compromised.
Understanding how infrastructure impacts things like emergency services dispatch,
communications, fire department emergency operations, overall health care or transportation
can assist in determining preferred treatment options to address specific risks.
Where to find/collect this information
Information related to the Critical Infrastructure profile may be obtained from:
•

•

Local municipal departments (i.e. public works, water and sanitation
departments, etc.) and other local utility companies that have information about the
location, uses, capacity, etc. of the critical infrastructure in the community, and
A completed Hazard Identification Risk Assessment. 3.1.4. Demographic Profile

Demographic profile refers to the composition of the community’s population considering such
factors as population size and dispersion, age, gender, cultural background, level of education,
socio-economic make-up, and transient population.
Awareness of the characteristics of the population in the community assists the fire department
to determine if specific segments of the population are at high-risk of fire. This awareness allows
fire departments to best identify high-risk behaviours that need to be changed, as well as
specific techniques to communicate with high-risk groups.
Fire protection services, including public fire safety education and Fire Code inspections and
enforcement programs, should be tailored to high-risk groups so that fire safety programs are
delivered in the most relevant and meaningful ways and can have the greatest impact. For
example, delivering fire safety messages using communications techniques popular with
specific high-risk segments of the population increases the likelihood the messages are received
by those segments and therefore are most effective at reducing the fire risk.
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Where to find/collect this information
Information related to the Demographic profile may be obtained from:
•

Local municipal departments that keep information regarding the demographic makeup of their populations, including trends and projections regarding how the
demographics may change in the coming years. The amount of this type of information
that is available from municipal departments may vary between municipalities, and

•

Statistics Canada (www.statscan.gc.ca) census profiles of every community in Ontario,
including demographic information.

3.1.5. Hazard Profile
Hazard profile refers to the hazards in the community, including natural hazards, hazards
caused by humans, and technological hazards. This may include but not be limited to hazardous
materials spills, floods, freezing rain/ice storms, forest fires, hurricanes, tornadoes,
transportation emergencies (i.e. air, rail or road), snow storms, windstorms, extreme
temperature, cyber-attacks, human health emergencies, and energy supply (i.e. pipelines,
storage and terminal facilities, electricity, natural gas and oil facilities, etc.).
Fire departments should consider all potential hazards that pose a significant risk to or may
have a significant impact on the community, and to which fire departments may be expected to
respond.
Where to find/collect this information
Information related to the Hazard profile may be obtained from:
•

Local municipal or government departments (i.e. public safety, police, emergency
management, etc.) with information about the natural and technological hazards within
the community and the risk they pose;

•

Local historical incident data related to emergency incidents, and

•

A completed Hazard Identification Risk Assessment.

3.1.6. Public Safety Response Profile
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Public Safety Response profile refers to the agencies and organizations in the community
(i.e. police, EMS, rescue) that may respond to certain types of incidents.
The fire department should consider other public safety response agencies (i.e. police, EMS,
rescue) that might be tasked with or able to assist in the response to emergencies or in
mitigating the impact of emergencies. This will assist the fire department to prioritize
community risks and to determine the level of fire protection services it provides. For example,
the presence of a private fire and rescue service at a local industrial facility may influence
decisions about the type and the level of fire protection services a municipal fire department
may provide to that facility.
Where to find/collect this information
Information related to the Public Safety Response profile may be obtained from:
•

Local municipal departments (i.e. police, EMS, emergency management, etc.), and

•

Private companies or industrial facilities who may have information about the
response capabilities of other entities within the community.

3.1.7. Community Services Profile
Community Services profile refers to community agencies, organizations or associations that can
provide services that support the fire department in the delivery of public fire safety education,
Fire Code inspections and enforcement, or emergency response.
Community service agencies may be able to provide services in-kind, financial support,
provisions of venues for training, increased access to high-risk groups in the community, or
temporary shelter for displaced residents following an incident.
Where to find/collect this information
Information related to the Community Services profile may be obtained from:
•

General local knowledge;

•

Local municipal departments (i.e. social services);

•

Community service agencies (i.e. agencies providing English as a second language
services, resettlement agencies, agencies working with older adults, the Canadian Red
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Cross, etc.) who have information about the various services provided by community
organizations and their clients within the community.
3.1.8. Economic Profile
Economic profile refers to the economic sectors affecting the community that are critical to its
financial sustainability.
When prioritizing risk in the community, the fire department should consider the impact of fire
and other emergencies on the industrial or commercial sectors that provide significant economic
production and jobs to the local economy. This will assist in determining the type and level of
fire protection services provided in these sectors in the community.
For example, if a town has a large industrial or commercial occupancy that has a significant
impact on the local economy, the fire department may consider increasing its public fire safety
education and Fire Code inspection and enforcement activities to reduce the probability of a
significant incident requiring a large scale emergency response.
Where to find/collect this information
Information related to the Economic profile may be obtained from:
•

Local municipal departments (i.e. economic development, employment, and social
services) that have information about the economic sectors that are critical to the
community’s economic well-being. This will help determine the economic impact (e.g.
loss of business or jobs) if a fire occurs in a specific occupancy or area of the community.

3.1.9. Past Loss and Event History Profile
Past Loss and Event History profile refers to the community’s past emergency response
experience, including analyzing the following:
a) The number and types of emergency responses, injuries, deaths, and dollar losses.
b) A comparison of the community’s fire loss statistics with provincial fire loss statistics.
Fire departments should evaluate previous response data to identify trends regarding the
circumstances, behaviours, locations, and occupancy types of previous fires. This assists in
determining the leading causes or behaviours resulting in fires, and high-risk locations and
occupancies. Public fire safety education and Fire Code inspection and enforcement programs
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can then be designed to specifically target high-risk behaviours among various population
groups and to focus prevention activities in high-risk neighbourhoods or locations. This targeted
approach allows public fire safety education and Fire Code inspection and enforcement
programs to directly address fire risks, thereby increasing their fire prevention effectiveness.
Where to find/collect this information
Information related to the Past Loss and Event History profile may be obtained from:
• Standard Incident Reports completed by the fire department. These can be obtained
through fire department records or by emailing the Office of the Fire Marshal and
Emergency Management (OFMEM) at OFMstatistics@ontario.ca.;
•

Trends and statistics about fire causes and fire and life safety issues across the province
located on the OFMEM’s website, and

•

Information, available on request from the OFMEM, relating to fire losses in
neighbouring communities.

For those communities where trends are not easily identifiable due to a lack of fire incidents, it
may be helpful to look at trends across the province or in neighbouring municipalities that are
similar in size and make-up.
It is suggested that a minimum of three (3) years’ worth of data is analyzed in order to identify
any potential patterns or trends and to avoid random events from unduly skewing the data.

4.0 PRIORITIZING RISKS
The mandatory profiles allow fire departments to identify the features and characteristics of
their community that may impact fire and life safety risks. Once risks have been identified they
should be prioritized. This section discusses how risks can be prioritized based on the
probability of the risk happening and the consequence if the risk occurs. Table 1: Probability
Levels and Table 2: Consequence Levels can be used to help determine the probability and
consequence of each risk identified on the worksheets. The probability and consequence of
each risk can then be noted in the appropriate columns on the relevant worksheets in Appendix
A.
As noted in the introduction, risk is defined as a measure of the probability and consequence of
an adverse effect to health, property, organization, environment, or community as a result of
an event, activity or operation.
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4.1 Probability
The probability or likelihood of a fire or emergency within a community is often estimated
based on the frequency of previous experiences. A review of past events involves considering
relevant historical fire loss data, learning from the experiences of other communities, and
consulting members of the community with extensive historical knowledge. Professional
judgment based on experience should also be exercised in combination with historical
information to estimate probability levels. The probability of an event can be categorized into
five levels of likelihood:
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Table 1: Probability Levels
Description
Rare

Specifics
may occur in exceptional circumstances

•
• no incidents in the past 15 years

Unlikely

• could occur at some time, especially if circumstances change
• 5 to 15 years since the last incident

Possible

• might occur under current circumstances
• 1 incident in the past 5 years

Likely

• will probably occur at some time under current circumstances
• multiple or recurring incidents in the past 5 years

Almost Certain

• expected to occur in most circumstances unless circumstances
•

change
multiple or recurring incidents in the past year

Assign a probability level to each identified risk or hazard on the relevant worksheets in
Appendix A.

4.2 Consequence
The consequence of a fire or emergency is the potential losses or negative outcomes associated
with the event. The application of professional judgment and reviews of past occurrences are
important methods used for determining consequence levels. Estimating the consequence level
of an incident or event should involve an evaluation of four components:
a. Life Safety: Injuries or loss of life due to occupant and firefighter exposure to life
threatening fire or other situations.
b. Property Loss: Monetary losses relating to private and public buildings, property content,
irreplaceable assets, significant historic/symbolic landmarks and critical infrastructure.
c. Economic Impact: Monetary losses associated with property income, business closures, a
downturn in tourism and/or tax assessment value, and employment layoffs.
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d. Environmental Impact: Harm to human and non-human (i.e. wildlife, fish and vegetation)
species of life and a general decline in quality of life within the community due to
air/water/soil contamination as a result of the incident and response activities.
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The consequence of an event can be categorized into five levels based on severity: Table 2:
Consequence Levels
Description
Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Specifics

•
•
•
•

no life safety issue

•
•
•
•

potential risk to life safety of occupants

•
•
•
•

threat to life safety of occupants

no impact to local economy, and/or
no effect on general living conditions
minor property loss
minimal disruption to business activity, and/or
minimal impact on general living conditions
moderate property loss
poses threat to small local businesses, and/or
could pose a threat to the quality of the environment

• potential for a large loss of life
• would result in significant property damage
• significant threat to large businesses, local economy and
•

Catastrophic

limited valued or no property loss

tourism, and/or
impact to the environment would result in a short term, partial
evacuation of local residents and businesses

• significant loss of life
• multiple property damage to a significant portion of the
•
•

municipality
long-term disruption of businesses, local employment, and
tourism, and/or
environmental damage that would result in long-term evacuation of
local residents and businesses

Assign a consequence level to each identified risk or hazard on the relevant worksheets in
Appendix A.
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5.0 ASSIGNING RISK LEVEL
Assigning a risk level assists fire departments in prioritizing risks, which helps to determine
how to address or treat each risk. The Risk Level Matrix in this section can assist fire
departments to determine risk levels based on the probability and consequence levels of each
identified risk. Risks can be assigned as low risk, moderate risk or high risk. The risk levels for
each risk can be noted in the Assigned Risk Level column on the relevant worksheets in
Appendix A.
The matrix below can be used to determine the assigned risk level.1 Plot the assigned
probability and consequence levels on the relevant worksheets in Appendix A to assign a risk
level for each identified risk.

6.0

RISK TREATMENT OPTIONS

Once risk levels have been assigned, fire departments can determine how best to treat each
risk and the resources required to do so.
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Options for treating risks include the following:
1. Avoid the Risk
2. Mitigate the Risk
3. Accept the Risk
4. Transfer the Risk

6.1

Avoid the Risk

Avoiding the risk means implementing programs and initiatives to prevent a fire or emergency
from happening.
For example, public fire safety education initiatives aim to change people’s behaviours so that
fires may be prevented, and people react appropriately when fires do occur. Fire Code
inspections and enforcement help to ensure that buildings are in compliance with the Ontario
Fire Code.

6.2

Mitigate the Risk

Mitigating the risk means implementing programs and initiatives to reduce the probability
and/or consequence of a fire or emergency.
For example, a routine Fire Code inspection and enforcement program to ensure Fire Code
compliance helps to reduce the probability and consequence of a fire.
A pre-planning program involving fire suppression crews allows the fire department to gain
knowledge about specific buildings in the community and their contents, fuel load, fire
protection systems, etc. This information can be provided to the fire inspection staff who can
ensure the building is compliant with the Fire Code. Also, it can assist suppression crews to
plan fire suppression operations should a fire occur in a building. These activities can reduce
the probability and consequence of a fire.

6.3

Accept the Risk

Accepting the risk means that after identifying and prioritizing a risk, the fire department
determines that no specific programs or initiatives will be implemented to address this risk. In
this treatment option, the fire department accepts that the potential risk might happen and
will respond if it occurs.
For example, typically fire departments do not implement programs to prevent motor vehicle
collisions. Yet it is generally accepted that collisions will happen and that the fire department
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will respond when they do. Similarly, environmental hazards (e.g. ice storms) and medical calls
cannot be prevented by a fire department program or initiative, yet fire departments typically
respond when these emergencies occur.
When accepting risks, fire departments should consider their capacity (i.e. equipment,
personnel, training, etc.) to respond.
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6.4

Transfer the Risk

Transferring the risk means the fire department transfers the impact and/or management of
the risk to another organization or body. Contracting public fire safety education, Fire Code
inspection and enforcement, or emergency response services to a neighbouring municipality or
another organization are examples of transferring the management of risks to another body.
For example, a community may enter into a fire protection agreement with a neighbouring
community with respect to any or all of the three lines of defence.

7.0 SETTING THE TYPE AND LEVEL OF FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES
When setting the type and level of fire protection services, all Three Lines of Defence should
be considered in terms of the impact each will have on the probability or consequence of
identified risks. Once fire departments have determined the preferred treatment option for
each risk, they can plan and implement activities that address those risks. Things to consider
include the fire department’s current resources, staffing levels, training, equipment and
authority versus those that may be required to implement the preferred treatment options.
After considering these issues, the preferred treatment option (e.g. avoid the risk, mitigate the
risk, accept the risk, or transfer the risk) can be noted in the Preferred Treatment Option
column of worksheet 10 in Appendix A.
Fire departments should also ensure that operational policies and standard operating
guidelines address the levels of service and activities required to address each risk. This
includes setting goals and objectives, and determining resources, training, equipment,
activities, and programs required across each of the Three Lines of Defence.
The process of making informed decisions about the provision of fire protection services
should include careful consideration of the following:
•

Implementation of public fire safety education, Fire Code inspections and
enforcement, and emergency response activities that are appropriate to address the
causes, behaviours or issues associated with identified risks.
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Capabilities and capacity of the fire department (e.g. financial and staffing resources,
training, equipment, authority, etc.) that may be required to implement preferred
treatment options.
Strategic partners with common interests, available resources, or skill sets that could
assist in addressing risks using the applicable risk assessment profiles.
Establishing and Regulating By-laws, operational policies and standard operating
guidelines that reflect the fire protection services to be provided to address the
identified risks.

•

Establishment of goals and objectives, strategies, timelines, and evaluation for the
proposed fire protection services to be provided.

•

Communication with municipal council and the public to outline the types and levels of
fire protection services that will be provided.

8.0 REVIEW
O. Reg. 378/18 requires fire departments to complete a new community risk assessment at
least every five years. The regulation also requires that fire departments review their
community risk assessment at least once every 12 months to ensure it continues to accurately
reflect the community and its fire and emergency risks. The purpose of this review is to
identify any changes in the mandatory profiles that may result in a change in risk level, or a
change in the type or level of fire protection services the fire department determines
necessary to address the risks. This review is intended to ensure that the fire protection
services provided continue to be evidence-based and linked to the identified risks.
This review process may or may not involve a close examination of all of the nine community
profiles, depending on whether any changes related to the profiles have occurred since the
completion of the risk assessment or the last review. For example, changing demographic
profiles (e.g. an aging population or an increase in the number of immigrants) or changing
geographic profiles (e.g. the planned construction of a new highway) may impact the risks
identified in the community risk assessment and the fire department activities and resources
required to address them. A review may or may not result in any changes to the assigned risk
levels or fire protection services.
However, a review can provide evidence-based justification for decisions that may impact the
delivery of fire protection services.
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Fire departments should maintain documentation that the reviews required by O. Reg. 378/18
have been conducted. This documentation should include:
•

Any changes to any of the mandatory profiles;

•

Any changes to assigned risk levels or fire protection services that occur as a result of
the review, and

•

Any other information the fire department deems appropriate to the review or any
resultant changes to fire protection services.

If no significant changes occur in the community within a 12-month period, and no changes are
required to the profiles or fire protection services, then a review could simply consist of
documentation to that effect.
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Appendix A: Profile Worksheets
Worksheet 1: Geographic Profile
List the physical features of the community that impact the risk of and response to fire and
other emergencies, including large bodies of water, highways/road networks, waterways,
railways, canyons, bridges, landforms, and wildland-urban interfaces.
Geographic Profile Risks
List the geographic features in your community and how they may influence the
delivery of fire protection services.
Potential Impact on the Delivery of
Fire Protection Services
Impacts training, equipment for response activities
Impacts response times/travel time to calls

Geographic Feature
Example:
Large body of water

Example:
Railway tracks

•
•
• Recreational/tourist activities impact public fire
•
•

safety education and Fire Code inspections and
enforcement activities
Impacts station location
Impacts response protocols

Note: The information on this worksheet should be considered in conjunction with the
information on all other worksheets, and not in isolation. Worksheet 10 allows fire
departments to consider all of the information on all worksheets together in order to make
decisions about the provision of fire protection services in their municipality/community.
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Worksheet 2: Building Stock Profile
The building stock profile should consider the characteristics of the buildings in the community. This can
include the use of the buildings, building density, building age and construction, and building height and
area. This information will assist fire departments to identify the issues/concerns that will impact the delivery
of fire protection services.
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Note: The information on this worksheet should be considered in conjunction with the information on all other
worksheets, and not in isolation. Worksheet 10 allows fire departments to consider all of the information on
all worksheets together in order to make decisions about the provision of fire protection services in their
municipality/community.
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Worksheet 3: Critical Infrastructure Profile
Consider the community’s critical infrastructure including electricity distribution, water
distribution, telecommunications, hospitals, and airports and how they relate to fire and other
emergency risks in the community.
Critical Infrastructure Profile Risks
List the critical infrastructure in your community and the fire and other emergency
issues/concerns relating to each.
Identified Critical
Infrastructure
Example:
Electricity distribution

Issues/Concerns
• Hydro lines go down

Example:
Hospital

• Large number of immobile people at risk if a fire
occurs

Example:
Telecommunications

• Telephone lines/cell towers go down

Note: The information on this worksheet should be considered in conjunction with the
information on all other worksheets, and not in isolation. Worksheet 10 allows fire
departments to consider all of the information on all worksheets together in order to make
decisions about the provision of fire protection services in their municipality/community.
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Worksheet 4a: Demographic Profile
Consider the characteristics of your community’s demographic profile to identify potential fire
safety issues/concerns. This will help the fire department prioritize its overall risk and decisions
about the provision of fire protection services. For example, traditionally older adults, young
children, recent immigrants, and people with disabilities are at the highest risk of fire. Knowing
if your community has a high number of people in any of these demographic groups helps your
fire department prioritize your public fire safety education and Fire Code inspection and
enforcement programs.
Demographic profile characteristics to consider include: age, culture, education, socioeconomics, transient populations or other unique population characteristics in your
community.
The following population distribution chart can assist with identifying high-risk or
vulnerable demographic groups in your community.
Ages of population

# of People

% of Total Population

0-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
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75-79
80-84
85 and over
Total Population
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Consider the following questions to help identify the demographic groups within your
community and the associated fire safety issues/concerns:
1. Are there specific age groups that make up a large portion of your community? If yes,
who are they?
2. Are there groups whose language and/or cultural practices impact fire safety in your
community? If yes, who are they?
3. Are there transient populations in your community (e.g. post-secondary school students,
migrant workers, seasonal tourists, etc.)? If yes, who are they?
4. Are there specific socio-economic groups and/or circumstances that impact fire safety in
your community? If yes, who/what are they?
5. Are there demographic groups within your community that have cognitive or physical
disabilities served by community service agencies? If yes, who are they?
6. List any other unique demographic groups or characteristics in your community that
impact fire safety.
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Worksheet 4b: Demographic Profile
Use the answers to the questions above to list the identified demographic groups in the first
column of the worksheet below.
Demographic Profile Risks
List the demographic groups of concern in your community and the fire and other
emergency issues/concerns relating to each group.
Identified Demographic
Group
Example:
Large immigrant population
Example:
Large seniors population
Example:
Large population of summer
tourists

Issues/Concerns

•
•
•
•

Language barriers
Cultural traditions that present fire safety concerns
Large number of seniors residential buildings High
number of seniors receiving assistance/care from
personal support worker organizations

• How does the fire department reach this audience
with fire safety messages if they don’t live in the
community

Note: The information on this worksheet should be considered in conjunction with the
information on all other worksheets, and not in isolation. Worksheet 10 allows fire
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departments to consider all of the information on all worksheets together in order to make
decisions about the provision of fire protection services in their municipality/community.
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Worksheet 5: Hazard Profile
List potential hazards in the community including but not limited to hazardous materials spills,
floods, freezing rain/ice storms, forest fires, hurricanes, tornadoes, transportation
emergencies (i.e. air, rail or road), snow storms, windstorms, extreme temperature, cyberattacks, human health emergencies, and energy supply (i.e. pipelines, storage and terminal
facilities, electricity, natural gas and oil facilities).
Hazard Profile Risks
List the hazards in your community and the fire or other emergency risk of each.
Assign probability, consequence and risk levels to each risk identified.
Identified Hazard

Probability
(refer to Table 1 for
suggested probability
levels)

E x a m p l e : I c e s t or m

Consequence
(refer to Table 2 for
suggested
consequence levels)

Assigned Risk
Level
(refer to the Risk
Level Matrix for
suggested risk levels)

Possible

Minor

Moderate

Possible

Minor

Moderate

(power interruptions/
disruptions in
communications/ delayed
access)

Example: Flood
(obstructed access/increased calls
for rescue/assistance)
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Note: The information on this worksheet should be considered in conjunction with the
information on all other worksheets, and not in isolation. Worksheet 10 allows fire
departments to consider all of the information on all worksheets together in order to make
decisions about the provision of fire protection services in their municipality/community.
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Worksheet 6: Public Safety Response Profile
Consider other public safety response agencies (i.e. police, EMS, rescue) that might be tasked
with or able to assist in the response to emergencies or in mitigating the impact of
emergencies. Also consider the types of incidents each is able to respond to and any issues or
concerns that may impact fire department response.
Public Safety Response Profile Risks
List the other public safety response agencies in your community and the incidents
they respond to.
Identified Public Safety
Types of Incidents
What is Their Role Issues/Concerns
Response Agency
They Respond To
at the Incident
•

Scene control,
traffic control

None

Medical Calls

•

Take control
upon arrival

What level of
service will the fire
department
provide before and
after EMS’ arrival

Internal
incidents on
private property

•

suppression

Fire department
may not need to
provide full
response/may
provide more of a
support response

Example:
Ontario Provincial Police

•

MVCs

•

Fire Scenes

Example:
EMS

•

Example:
Industrial fire brigade

•

Note: The information on this worksheet should be considered in conjunction with the
information on all other worksheets, and not in isolation. Worksheet 10 allows fire
departments to consider all of the information on all worksheets together in order to make
decisions about the provision of fire protection services in their municipality/community.
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Worksheet 7: Community Services Profile
Consider community service agencies, organizations or associations that provide services that
support the fire department in the delivery of public fire safety education, Fire Code inspection
and enforcement and emergency response. This may include services in-kind, financial support,
provisions of venues for training, increased access to high-risk groups in the community, and
temporary shelter for displaced residents following an incident.
Community Services Profile Risks
List the community service agencies and the types of services they can provide.
Community Service
Agencies

Types of Assistance they
Can Provide

Issues/Concerns

Example:
Canadian Red Cross

Temporary shelter, clothing,
food following an incident

None

Example:
Lions Club

Services in-kind
(e.g. funding / physical labour /
facilities)

None

Example:
Meals on Wheels / Home
Support Workers

Access to homebound
populations

None

Note: The information on this worksheet should be considered in conjunction with the
information on all other worksheets, and not in isolation. Worksheet 10 allows fire
departments to consider all of the information on all worksheets together in order to make
decisions about the provision of fire protection services in their municipality/community.
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Worksheet 8: Economic Profile
Consider the industrial or commercial sectors that provide significant economic production and
jobs to the local economy and the impact to the community’s economy if a fire or other
emergency occurred in occupancies housing those sectors.
Economic Profile Risks
List the industrial or commercial occupancies that provide significant economic
production and jobs in the community. List the fire or other emergency risks in each
occupancy. Assign probability, consequence, and risk levels for each risk identified.
Key Risk

Identified
Occupancy

Probability
(refer to Table 1
for suggested
probability levels)

Consequence
(refer to Table 2
for suggested
consequence
levels)

Assigned Risk
Level
(refer to the Risk Level
Matrix for suggested
risk levels)

Example:
Vulnerable
Occupancies

Fire

Possible

Minor

Moderate

Example:
Paper Mill

Fire

Possible

Major

Moderate

Note: The information on this worksheet should be considered in conjunction with the
information on all other worksheets, and not in isolation. Worksheet 10 allows fire
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departments to consider all of the information on all worksheets together in order to make
decisions about the provision of fire protection services in their municipality/community.
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Worksheet 9a: Past Loss and Event History Profile
Consider previous response data to identify trends regarding the deaths, injuries, dollar loss, and causes of fire in various occupancy types. This assists in determining the leading causes of
fires and high-risk locations and occupancies.
In the absence of fire loss data, local knowledge may be the most reliable predictor of fire risk in your community.
Also, provincial statistics can assist in determining the types of occupancies and locations where fire losses, injuries and deaths most commonly occur.
Municipal Fire Losses, Deaths, Injuries, and Causes
Year:
Occupancy Classification

# of
Fires

Year:
$ Loss

# of
Injuries

# of
Deaths

Causes

Year:

# of Fires

$ Loss

Group A Assembly
Group B

Detention
Care &
Treatment /
Care

Group C

Residential
Mobile Homes
& Trailers
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# of
Injuries

# of
Deaths

Causes

# of
Fires

$ Loss

# of
Injuries

# of
Deaths

Causes

Groups
D&E

Group
F

Business &
Personal
Service /
Mercantile

Industrial

Other
Totals
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Worksheet 9b: Past Loss and Event History Profile
Past Loss and Event History Profile Risks
List the causes for each occupancy type identified on the previous worksheet.
Assign probability, consequence and risk levels to each cause identified.

Example:
Group F Industrial

Hazardous
materials spill

Possible

Major

Assigned Risk
Level
(refer to the Risk
Level Matrix for
suggested risk
levels)
Moderate

Example: Group
C – residential
high density
(high-rise)

Fire

Almost Certain

Moderate

High

Example:
Group C –
residential low
density (single
family dwellings)

Fire

Almost Certain

Minor

Moderate

Causes

Occupancy
Type/Location

Probability
(refer to Table 1
for suggested
probability
levels)

Consequence
(refer to Table 2
for suggested
consequence
levels)

Note: The information on Worksheet 9b should be considered in conjunction with the
information on all other worksheets, and not in isolation. Worksheet 10 allows fire
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departments to consider all of the information on all worksheets together in order to make
decisions about the provision of fire protection services in their municipality/community.
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Worksheet 10: Identifying Treatment Options for the Top Risks in the Community
The preferred treatment options identified for each risk in the last column of this worksheet can
be used to assist the fire department to set its type and level of fire protection services. Refer to
the Setting the Type and Level of Fire Protection Services section of this guideline.
Identifying Treatment Options for the Top Risks in the Community
Using Worksheets 1 to 9 identify the top risks or issues/concerns for each of the nine
profiles and identify the preferred treatment option for each.
Mandatory
Profiles

Top Risk or Issues/Concerns

Preferred
Treatment Option

Examples:
Body of water impacts training, equipment for response

Body of water impacts response time

(refer to the Risk
Treatment Options
section for suggested
treatment options and
considerations)
Accept
Risk Implement water/ice
rescue training
protocols, SOGs, and
activities
Accept Risk - Implement
appropriate response
protocols, SOGs, and
activities

Body of water – recreational/tourist activities

Geographic
Profile
Railway impacts station location

Railway impacts response protocols

Emergency Management & Training Inc.

Avoid and Mitigate Risk –
public education and
hotel inspection
programs required
Accept Risk - Implement
appropriate response
protocols, SOGs, and
activities
Accept Risk - Implement
appropriate response
protocols, SOGs, and
activities
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Building Stock
Profile
Critical
Infrastructure
Profile
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Mandatory
Profiles

Top Risk or Issues/Concerns

Preferred
Treatment Option
(refer to the Risk
Treatment Options
section for suggested
treatment options and
considerations)

Demographic
Profile

Hazard Profile

Public Safety
Response Profile

Community
Services
Profile
Economic Profile

Past Loss and
Event History
Profile
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Appendix B:
How the Risk Levels in the Risk Level Matrix were Determined
The risk levels in the Risk Level Matrix on page 15 were determined using the following
methodology. The probability and consequence levels outlined in Table 1: Probability Level (page
13) and Table 2: Consequence Level (pages 14-15) have different definitions, but are given the
same weighted numerical values2 (see the numerical values in red below) to reflect the fact that
probability and consequence are equally important. While it is human tendency to place more
weight on consequence than probability, using the same weighted numerical values ensures that
probability and consequence are given equal value. This approach is consistent with current risk
management industry practices. The risk levels in the Risk Level Matrix were determined by
multiplying the numeric values for probability and consequence.

The numeric scale used here is taken from Dillon Consulting, The Corporation of the City of Mississauga,
Community Risk Identification: Introduction and Methodology, July 2017.
2
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Appendix C:
ONTARIO REGULATION 378/18
made under the
FIRE PROTECTION AND PREVENTION ACT, 1997
COMMUNITY RISK ASSESSMENTS

Mandatory use
1. Every municipality, and every fire department in a territory without municipal organization, must,
(a) complete and review a community risk assessment as provided by this Regulation; and
(b) use its community risk assessment to inform decisions about the provision of fire
protection services.

What it is
2. (1) A community risk assessment is a process of identifying, analyzing, evaluating and prioritizing
risks to public safety to inform decisions about the provision of fire protection services.
(2) A community risk assessment must include consideration of the mandatory profiles listed in Schedule 1.
(3) A community risk assessment must be in the form, if any, that the Fire Marshal provides or approves.

When to complete (at least every five years)
3. (1) The municipality or fire department must complete a community risk assessment no later than
five years after the day its previous community risk assessment was completed.
(2) If a municipality, or a fire department in a territory without municipal organization, comes into
existence, the municipality or fire department must complete a community risk assessment no later than
two years after the day it comes into existence.
(3) A municipality that exists on July 1, 2019, or a fire department in a territory without
municipal organization that exists on July 1, 2019, must complete a community risk assessment no
later than July 1, 2024.
(4) Subsection (3) and this subsection are revoked on July 1, 2025.

When to review (at least every year)
4. (1) The municipality or fire department must complete a review of its community risk assessment
no later than 12 months after,
(a) the day its community risk assessment was completed; and
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(b) the day its previous review was completed.
(2) The municipality or fire department must also review its community risk assessment whenever
necessary.
(3) The municipality or fire department must revise its community risk assessment if it is necessary
to reflect,
(a) any significant changes in the mandatory profiles;
(b) any other significant matters arising from the review.
(4) The municipality or fire department does not have to review its community risk assessment if it expects to
complete a new community risk assessment on or before the day it would complete the review.

Commencement
5. This Regulation comes into force on the later of July 1, 2019 and the day it is filed.

Schedule 1:
Mandatory Profiles
1. Geographic profile: The physical features of the community, including the nature and placement of
features such as highways, waterways, railways, canyons, bridges, landforms and wildland-urban interfaces.
2. Building stock profile: The types of buildings in the community, the uses of the buildings in the
community, the number of buildings of each type, the number of buildings of each use and any
building-related risks known to the fire department.
3. Critical infrastructure profile: The capabilities and limitations of critical infrastructure, including
electricity distribution, water distribution, telecommunications, hospitals and airports.
4. Demographic profile: The composition of the community’s population, respecting matters relevant to
the community, such as population size and dispersion, age, gender, cultural background, level of
education, socioeconomic make-up, and transient population.
5. Hazard profile: The hazards in the community, including natural hazards, hazards caused by humans,
and technological hazards.
6. Public safety response profile: The types of incidents responded to by other entities in the
community, and those entities’ response capabilities.
7. Community services profile: The types of services provided by other entities in the community, and
those entities’ service capabilities.
8. Economic profile: The economic sectors affecting the community that are critical to its financial
sustainability.
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9. Past loss and event history profile: The community’s past emergency response experience, including
the following analysis:
1.
The number and types of emergency responses, injuries, deaths and dollar losses.
2.
Comparison of the community’s fire loss statistics with provincial fire loss statistics.
Note: Each profile is to be interpreted as extending only to matters relevant to fire protection services
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Appendix D:
Community Risk Assessment: Flow Chart
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